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EDITORIAL

T:

hat the system of political parties is in an advanced state of decomposition is hardly news, but what it means for citizens goes to the very heart
of the political situation. It represents the collapse of the last and possibly the
most important democratic myth.
For more than a century political parties have been praised as the most dem<>cratic of our political institutions, the crucial medium for expressing the wishes
of the citizen-voter, and the real instrument for mobilizing popular power to overcome the antidemocratic biases ofthe original Constitution. According to the
myth, the parties would mobilize an otherwise inchoate citizenry into an electorate and organize it around candidates pledged to carry out party programs. In
this way the issues would be focused and the voters educated. Competition between the parties would not only insure a choice but produce a critical opposing
force that would restrain the party in 'Power;
As things have worked out, parties are sim_ply a way 9f organizing a contest
for legitimacy that enables dominant corporate interests to purchase the requisite supply of authoritative euphemisms for advancing their specific purposes.
The contest has to be run so that an illusion of popular participation and representation is maintained.
The party is only the latest of American political institutions to have reneged
on its democratic promise. The Congress, presidency, civil service, and armed
forces have been similarly transformed from institutions with some democratic
potential, though surrounded by a larger element of democratic hokum, into institutions that are antidemocratic in their operation and authoritarian in their
·
potentiality.
Congress, which was designed to represent the sovereign people and~xpress
the national will, has been fragmented, rendered at once impotent as a vehicle of
popular sovereignty and vulnerable to corporate power.
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The modern president, whose power was supposed to be derived from his
unique status as the sole official elected by all the people, has become a prisoner
of a network of interlocking directorates, public and private, and of an electoral
process that has evolved into a quadrennial spectacle for the voters and a rare investment opportunity for those wealthy enough to speculate in the most prized
political commodity, legitimation.
The civil service, which was to embody the ideal of public vocation as well
as an expertise recruited from all groups, classes, and regions, has become a bureaucracy, a fourth estate of the realm where upward-bound managers acquire
experience and contacts that will smooth their passage through the revolving
door that leads into the corporate world; where managers on loan from corporations, gain temporary access to the inner sanctum of decision making and shape
"public" policy to the goals of their corporate employers before returning to the
home office; and where annually a fresh reserve army of college graduates enlist,
eager to become apprentices to power and unaware that their main accomplishment will have been to deprive their home places .of badly needed energy, hope,
and a critical edge.
The armed forces, conceived originally as a tiny nucleus of professionals
that would be supplemented during national emergencies by a citizen army, has
become a huge permanent establishment, a cheap labor force mobilized to promote the expansion of capital markets and discourage popular revolutions, with
the extra dividend of staving off social unrest at home by furnishing employment for poor whites and blacks.
These developments reveal the true location of radicalism in our time. Most
revolutionaries (Marx himself excepted) and conservatives have conceived an
image of radicalism that has, in fact, reversed the true order of things. Radicalism
has been pictured as a protest movement coming from outside an established system; the system itself was pictured as "functioning," thatis, more or less schlepping along in its routines. The system might be described as doing well or badly,
or even in crisis, but not as "radical," considering that it was based on capitalism,
with its deep desire for stability and settled expectations. All of this has been reversed as the power-dynamic of capitalism has developed and as ruling groups
have come to understand that if the capacities of the system are to be utilized efficiently and exploited to their fullest, social conditions and human beings have
to be constantly adapted. Capitalism is revolutionizing, not just of technology,
but of society generally.
Politically this meant that lf there was to be effective control over the accumulation and allocation of resources, human and natural, radical changes had to
be introduced so that the state-and through its coercive authority the citizenswould keep pace with the innovative economy.
As perceived by the ruling groups the political regime of the future will be
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technocratic, managerial, and objective. At its center will be a paradox: while
there will be an intense struggle for power among national elites at the global and
even interstellar domain and between regional or sectoral elites within the same
society, domestic politics will have been eliminated or drastically reduced. Politics will consist of a choice between, reading from left to right, Felix Rohatyn
and George P. Schultz.

/

i

A

recent report on The Future ofAmerican Political Parties affords an amazing glimpse into the thinking of the technicians of power and the kinds of
conditions they consider necessary to facilitate the power of the system. 1 They
show us an antidemocratic future in which political parties will have only the most
tenuous relationship with the citizenry and politics will have been rendered archaic. The report was entirely the work of the kind of selected group that operates as the higher civil service of corporational society: politicians and party professionals from both parties, some local officials, political consultants, and academic political scientists. The spectaCle of representatives from the two parties
convening in an atmosphere of camaraderie for the purpose of defining the future-not of the party system, which institutionalizes opposition, but of "parties"
-could only happen in a society whose leading groups are traumatized by the
fear of sharp, principled disagreement based on real social alignments.
Accordingly, the report presupposes a conception of party rivalry closer to
the National Football League than to two organizations, with significantly different visions of society, contesting for the authority to govern. Ignoring totally
the mood of disillusionment, bitterness, and unconfidence in the country, thereport writes glowingly of the consensus among the technicians:
There appears to be a growing optimism emerging among professional
politicians, party activists, the press, and academic experts on politics.
There has been a spiritof rapprochement within each party, and between the two major parties as old divisions are being replaced by shared
objectives and many believe the parties are developing new strengths
to respond to a new political environment.

With an eerie obliviousness to implications, the report associates the new consensus concerning the purposes of political parties not with any urgent need to
make them more effective vehicles of popular needs, but with more effective service to the state, that.is, to the entity that by its command nature is inherently

1 The Future of American Political Parties, Final Report of the Sixty-second American Assembly, Columbia University, April 1982.
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antidemocratic .. To perform this function, parties will have to be antipolitical.
The report states this more obliquely: parties should promote "effective governance" and dampen social conflict, or "mediate differences" by unifying "us"
when "we" are "divided by heated controversy." Parties will apparently have nothing to do with forging clear alternatives. Theirs is to be a pacifying function that
"transforms (the) accommodations"-of what is not clear-"into recognizable,
if not always purposeful direction."
The main task of parties henceforth will be to select candidates. "Even
when we cannot agree on a unified party program for policy, we can and do agree
on a party nominee. The nomination of candidates ... is the rock bottom, minimally essential function of political party...." The nomination of candidates is
what parties have always done, but what makes this formula dangerous is that it
is offered in a context where other properties of parties have been discarded. In
this new depoliticized context, where candidates and parties both are dissociated
from programs, ideals, and ideologies, "candidates" is a code word for "leadership."
The antipolitical and antidemocratic future of parties is most clearly outlined when the report identifies the new sources of party revival. Ignoring any
notion that political renewal is to be sought among the great and troubling concerns of our time, the report looks for political revival in "the promise of technology." Cable television offers "an extraordinary opportunity to regairi our sense
of community and ... restructure our political parties from the grass roots to the
White House." The report hastily disclaims any intention of using the magic of
telecommunications to promote "instant democracy." Rather it is to help party
leaders communicate with "party officials and workers" throughout the country.
The report also notes approvingly the success of"direct mail technology'' in creating a vast "network" of small contributors or "party activists," but this is accompanied by a warning not to allow hyped-up appeals to create "even more ideologically polarized political parties."
The report takes an openly hostile view of recent reforms that attempted to
broaden participation in party processes. The "tide" of participation, the report
roundly declares, "should be stemmed." Then, as though to underscore its contempt for democratic considerations, it recommends the lifting of restrictions on
campaign funds. Thus while the parties of the future must be protected against
an excess of democracy, there can never be too much money. "We reject the notion that our political process involves too much money. The problem of money
in the system is one of scarcity for parties and candidates rather than excess." Appropriately, the report is so coniident about the indifference of the citizens that
it recommends a bald power-grab by the parties. Legislation should be passed
that will "redesign" the rules "so as to shift as much political power back into the
political parties as the public is willing to permit." This program, which calls for
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the virtual elimination of all but the most formal links of party to democracy, is
enthusiastically endorsed as "the single most important step we could take in attaining a healthier stronger state."
Once it is understood that this kind of radicalism is inherent in the system,
then it is evident that it cannot be countered by a politics that schemes to exploit
that same system for the benefit of the victims. A new radicalism is needed. Its
first or<ler of business is not to preserve continuities or to figure out how these
can be turned to favor the good old cause of liberal-social-democratic planning,
but to identify the points of discontinuity that matter in the building of new political and social relationships and, ultimately, new political persons. The discontinuities must be ones that signify new life forms, not just new policies that
perpetuate the old depoliticizing tendencies of centralization, bureaucratic paternalism, and civic passivity. These discontinuities already exist in the (literally)
thousands of spontaneous and self-generated efforts of citizens all over the
country to pool resources and skills in order to fulfill needs that they themselves
have identified and defined. The promise of relationships that are nonhierarchic
and noncoercive; that seek to integrate expert knowledge rather than to submit
to it; that are solicitous of place, whether urban or rural, rather than exploitive
of it; and that proceed by common deliberation rather than looking to leadership to relieve people of the burden of choice, is a radical promise that holds out
the hope of undermining the authoritarianism implicit in the emerging technocratic order.
-Sheldon S. Wolin
July 26, 1982

TBEME
NOTE

T ~fear
he

of too much citizen participation expressed by the authors of
The Federalist papers has become liberal dogma in this century. From
Walter Lippmann's often stated conviction that the people can barely keep the
details of their own lives under control and therefore cannot be trusted to form
intelligent judgments about political affairs to Samuel P. Huntington's diagnosis
of the American malady as too much democracy, the assumption that leaders
are qualified to lead and followers only to follow has been taken to represent
deep thinking and wisdom. On a more practical level, the dogma has once again
been enshrined in the statutes of the Democratic Party, which, professing to
have learned its lesson from the elections of 1972 and 1980, has returned the
party to its bosses for safekeeping.
But if the contemporary loathing of participation marks a continuity in attitude on the part of the political elite, it is framed within a fundamentally altered
institutional setting. Of the Federalists, Hamilton alone foresaw the rise of the
American state with its vast bureaucracy and accretion of power. This state, which
only fully came into being in the twentieth century, is very different from the nation that preceded it. Domestically, the new state moved to the center of the American political economy as regulator, protector, and customer in a new corporate
order. But the state really came into its own by doing what states do best: preparing for and making war. America's entry into the Great War was an entrance onto
the stage of international affairs, and as such it was a watershed in the creation
of the American state. When Randolph Bourne, a dissenter from that war,
wrote that "war is the health of the State," he explained that "the ideal of the
State is that within its territory its power and influence should be universal."
Diversity, dissent, and autonomy, the prerequisites of democracy, are the
enemies of the state, and in war the state comes closest to stamping them out.
The unanimity required for war finds a more latently belligerent expression
in foreign policy, and writers like Lippmann have been particularly concerned to
justify the exclusion of popular participation from that realm of governmental
action. The supposed complexities of foreign policy that require the ruminations of experts and singularity of voice expressing the national interest in the
dialogue between the states work together to exclude popular involvement in its
formulation and execution.
As an international power and as national economic sovereign, the state
and the corporate power it consolidates require the same sort of citizen. Lipp-
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mann, in The Public Philosophy (1954), summed up the state's view that "the
people are able to give and to withhold their consent to being governed-their
consent to what the government asks of them, proposes to them, and has done
in the conduct of their affairs. They can elect the government. They can remove
it. They can approve or disapprove its performance. But they cannot administer
the government. They cannot themselves perform .... A mass cannot govern."
The state's citizenry is a passive mass: now the consenting constituent at the ballot box, now the consumer voting his preference in the marketplace, now the
hostage cannon-fodder playing its passive role in the great power game.
As the state has grown in strength and size, the citizenry has grown in width,
taking in more and more of the population, but it has diminished in depth, losing more and more of its active. power until it has become merely a registrar of
consent. But there is also a second type of citizen, the citizen whose loyalty is not
to the state but to the locality, whose milieu is not the mass but identifiable groups
-neighbors, coworkers, friends. While the state's citizens have grown so passive
that few of them show up at the polls when their consent is requested, the growth
in participation in grassroots and citizen action groups indicates that a new, active, national citizenry is in the process of reestablishing itself, and that democratic citizen is bad news for the state.

D

emocracy, the union of "the people" with "power," is an inherently radical
standard against which our political life must be judged. Charles Douglas
Lummis argues that the political virtue required for a democratic system to really
work can only come from the working of democracy itself; that "the only real
education system for democracy is democracy." As Sheldon S. Wolin shows, the
democratic citizen is an activist, not a passive bearer of rights, and the essence of
democratic citizenship is the capacity to create, generate, and share power. But·
power entails conflict, and Peter Bachrach argues that the conflict between
classes, rather than its sublimation into corporatist schemes of power sharing,
can be beneficial to democracy's development. Hanna Fenichel Pitkin and Sara
M. Shumer explore a different kind of conflict-the variety of experiences,
judgments, and interests that come together within participatory democratic
movements and keep them vital. And Sara M. Evans and Harry C. Boyte, using
the development of the feminist movement as an example, show how citizenship
can be learned in the communal world of daily activity.
-N.X.

THE DEMOCRATIC

CITIZEN

The Radicalism
of Democracy
CHARLES DOUGLAS LUMMIS
In the case ofa word like democracy, not only is there no agreed definition, but the attempt to make one is resisted from all sides. It is almost universally felt that when we call a country democratic we are
praising it; consequently the defenders of every kind of regime claim
that it is a democracy, and fear that they might have to stop using the
word if it were tied down to one meaning.

·
.
T:

-George Orwell, "Politics and the English Language"

e word "democracy" has been worked to death; It has been used to justify revolution, counterrevolution, terror, compromise, and mediocrity.
It has been applied to representative institutions, free enterprise economies, Leninist party rule, and dictatorship by plebiscite. Wars have been fought to make
the world safe for it, and atomic bombs have been dropped to establish it on foreign soil. Democracy has become a prostituted word that, as Orwell points out,
none of its employers wants to reform.
Democracy has been used and betrayed by state, party, sect, and interest.
Yet it still has honest lovers, who detect in it something that has mysteriously remained immaculate and true. In the right place, at the right moment, the word is
fresh, clear, and cutting. It is not out of habit or nostalgia that we continue to use
it, but because, despite its shady career, it is somehow still a virginal political idea.
fThe word contains a simple idea that stands one level deeper than any effort
to e~oit and distort it. This idea may be ignored or misemployed, but it cannot
be destroyed. To understand what it is we must begin naively, by going back to
the root of the word, to what a philologist might call its radical meaning. This
meaning is not simple to implement, but it is simple to understand.
Democracy is a word that joins "the people" and "power." This means that it
is not the name of any particular political system or arrangement of institutions.
Rather it is a situation that a political system may or may not help to bring about. .1
It describes an ideal, not a method of achieving it. It is not a kind of government V
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but an end of government; not a historically existing institution, but a historical
project.
Standard definitions slip away from this primary idea. The Oxford English
Dictionary tells us that democracy means "government py the people," the Co~
/umbia Encyclopedia describes it as "a government in which the people share [we
are not told with whom] in directing the activities of the state ...." The
ambiguity is introduced when "power" is replaced by "government." If for
"government" we read governance then it is virtually the same as power. But if
"government" here means the institutions of government, then we have not a
definition but a hypothesis. The hypothesis is that the way to get power to the
people is to put them in charge of the government, i.e., the state apparatus. This
is not democracy, butdemo~archy(archyfromarchein, torule), andis:offeredin
the confidence that where demo-archy prevails democracy will surely follow. It
is a good bet, but no more a definition than "pressing the accelerator" defines
"acceleration." The latter will not work if (for example) your automobile is
chained down in the hold of a freighter crossing the Atlantic, and the former
won't work if (for example) the government is similarly only a piece of cargo
carried along by the ship of corporate powe?J
Abraham Lincoln's lawyerlike "government of the people, by the people,
and for the people" improves the hypothesis. But improving a hypothesis does
not make it into a definition, though it may make the difference unimportant
for practical purposes. In this instance, however, the difference matters.
At least, it mattered to Lincoln. Time and again he sought to make clear the
difference between the scheme of government and the principles that that
scheme is supposed to promote (as in his famous image of the silver frame of government protecting the golden apple of liberty). The frame of government was
not democracy itself, nor did the state have the power to immediately establish
democracy, as we can see in Lincoln's reluctance to use federal power to abolish
slavery.
Lincoln's formula in the Gettysburg Address is taken by most people as his
(for many, the) definition of democracy, despite the fact that he did not say it
was: the word does not appear in the speech. And it is clear from the context, as
well as from his Civil War policy, that what he means by "government" is not
governance but institutions, the "frame" designed to empower the people, not
the people empowered. After all, if "government" means governance, then the
phrase "that government of the people . . . shall not perish from the earth"'
becomes ludicrous, and we should have to believe that Lincoln is exhorting his
audience to strive on so the people can continue to be governed.
If we take Lincoln's formula for a definition then democracy is an existing
set of state institutions, and the struggle for democracy is defensive military action that requires an increasingly powerful central government, a military conscription system, a massive army commanded by the likes of Grant, Sherman,
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and Hooker, and a firing squad for deserters. Once democracy is defined as an
existing political system, then it is natural that the task of the democrat emerges
as the struggle to defend the state, to "save the Union." This is certainly not to
raise an argument with Abraham Lincoln about whether saving the Union was
the right policy in his time. The only point is that for Lincoln the Union was not a
synonym for democracy-it was the silver frame, not the golden apple. The difference seems small but the consequence is great, namely whether, as democrats,
we are to understand "the unfinished work" and the "great tasks remaining before us" to which Lincoln calls us in that address, as the long historical struggle
toward democracy, or the defense of the American state against all enemies foreign and domestic.
( 6! ~
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f the word means what it says, there is democracy where the people have the
power. Understood in th1s way, democracy is one of those beautiful, absolute,
clear principles-clear in the abstract like "thou shalt not kill" -that poses a maddening, tantalizing puzzle to humankind and launches us on the historic project
of seeking to realize it in our collective life. But however successful institutions
may be in coming close to it, democracy itself-like justice, equality, or libertyremains a critical standard against which all institutions, real and imagined, may
be measured.
Looking at the governments in the world today, we can make a stronger
statement: radical democracy is subversive in every country. It is a dangerous
principle in the U.S., the USSR, Poland, Japan, Korea, El Salvador. Radical
democracy· is the critique of centralized power of every sort-charismatic,
bureaucratic, military, corporate, party, union, technocratic. By definition it is
the antithesis to all such power. Though we may find other reasons-order, efficiency, the necessities of struggle-to justify centralization of power, this gives
radical democracy no reason to yield in its critique: "justifiably" undemocratic
power remains undemocratic.

W:

ho is the great theorist of radical democracy? Though we may catch
glimpses of it in Locke, in Rousseau, in Jefferson, or in Marx, the great
bulk of even avowedly democratic theory quickly moves on to the discussion of
institutions. This is precious work, but who has stood up for the thing itself, from
beginning to end; who has written its manifesto? No name comes to mind.
There may be several reasons for this. For one, perhaps no one has really
believed in it. Perhaps everyone, like Madison, has believed that democracy is
only for angels, and the best we flawed human beings can hope for is some compromise, some democratized Leviathan. Perhaps democracy is more frightening than anarchism. For anarchism seeks to abolish power at the same time that
it liberates the people, hoping thereby to ensure that they will not do anything
very harmful in their liberty. D(!rn()Cracy does}]c()tabglJ~1l~~~GJtgiy~..s~LUo the
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Most anarchists envision the political space abolished, and the people
under the invisible rule of "socie~" or set apart by radical individualism so they
will no longer be a people at all Radical democracy envisions the people gathered in the public space, with nett er the great paternal Leviathan nor the great
maternal Society standing over them, but only the empty sky; the people making
the power of Leviathan their own, free to speak, choose, and act. Perhaps the
scale of the freedom here implied is so dizzying that the mind quails before it and
turns to the more manageable business of demonstrating the need for centralized
authority, representative officials, rule of law, police, and the like)
Another reason for the absence of a political philosophy of radical democracy is that it is the one political state that requires no argument for its legitimation. It may be that the need for theory begins only when power is placed somewhere other than with the people. Isn't that what "legitimation" is? If you are going to give power to the philosophers, the Prince, the elected, or to the party
central committee, you have to explain why. In the case of placing power with
the people, no such argument is required. An explanation may be required of
why such a situation will be safe, efficient, lasting, or a source of wise decisions,
but not why it is legitimate. Radical democracy is legitimacy itself.

.· - .. ' .
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he word "radical" places democracy directly at the center of the polity. Its
motion is not lateral toward the edge (as with "left'') but straight down to
the source. The first meaning listed for "radical" in the Oxford English Dictionary reads,
1. Radical humidity, humour, moisture, sap: in mediaeval philosophy,
the humour or moisture naturally inherent in all plants and animals, its
presence being a necessary condition of their vitality. So radical heat.

v
•

Radical democracy, taken in this sense, is like r'!dical humidity-the vital source
of energy at the center of all living politics. Every regime is built by taking power
from all the people and givirig it to a few, every ideology is an explanation of why
this power transfer is justified, and regimes are stable and powerful when those
explanations are accepted by the people. Radical democracy-the people's power
-is the root of all government power.
From the standpoint of radical democracy, the justification of every other
kind of regime has something of the character of the emperor's new clothes.
Even a, people that has lost its political memory, that has been terrorized or mystified into believing that the power of the government is a personal characteristic
of the Prince, punishment from God, an inheritance from the Founders, the·
direct command of History, an inescapable scientific law, a commodity you can
buy, or something that grows out of the barrel of a gun, may still make the
discovery that the real source of power is itself.
Even an army bristling with the most fearsome weapons is of no use to the
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general if all the soldiers desert, and mass desertion is always a physical possibility. Any regime at any time has the potential to collapse back into a State of
Democracy, though in particular times and places such a thing may be psychologically and socially inconceivable. The fact that mass desertion will dissolve the power of the state accomplishes little in situations where the people's
beliefs prevent them from acting, but at the same time differences in belief don't
alter the physical fact.
Radical democracy neither progresses nor regresses with history, and thus a
democratic revolution is not a leap forward into the uncharted future, but, as
Locke indicated, a return to the source. Democracy is the radical, the square root
of all power, the original number out of which all regimes are multiplied, the root
term out of which the entire political vocabulary is ramified. Democracy is radical politics in the same way that faith was once called the "radical grace," acetic
acid "radical vinegar," and granite "the universally radical rock." A call for radi-l
cal democracy does not mean that something must be rooted out, but that de- \
mocracy must be rooted in; it is a call, not for eradication, but for radication.r-l

T

he spirit of conservatism dictates that the techniques, institutions, traditions, and manners that have developed over centuries have hidden within
them more wisdom and more uses than we know, and canpossibly know, so that
if we start knocking them down we are likely to lose things that we don't want to
lose and begin a chain of destruction beyond what we intended. It developed in
response to Jacobinism, conceived as the notion that the world can be reshaped,
by violence if necessary, to conform to an ideal pattern dictated by abstract reason. But the ruling-class "conservatism" of today is the direct historical heir of
Jacobinism, and the institutions it seeks to preserve are institutionalized Jacobinism. What ruling-class conservatives are interested in conserving are the
institutions that maintain and extend their power. Tennyson wrote,
That man's the best conservative
Who lops the .mouldered branch away.
But the ruling-class conservatives seek to save the branch by going after the root,
and the economic system that they seek to conserve has eradicated more traditional techniques, customs, and institutions than any other force in the history
of the world. To give the name "conservative" to this kind of technological and
economic Jacobinism is like calling a strip miner a conservationist because he
conserves the institution of strip mining.
The ecology movement in recent years has found the proper field for the
spirit of conservatism. Here the classic conservative argument is right: when the
industrialist tells us his science guarantees that little will be harmed by logging
off the Amazon jungle for pulp, or leaking a bit more radiation, or adding
another chemical to the food, it is not ignorant know-nothingism, but conserva-
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tive wisdom, to answer, your science cannot know that much.
Politically, the ecology that is important here is less the ecology of the wilderness (which has a different importance of its own) but rather the ecology that
has been developed in the ~~~~ween nature and t~eople
w.hQ_do productive labor:, between farmer, soil, and season;Eefweencarpenter,
tools, and wood; between potter, clay, and fire; between fisherman, sea, and
weather. These are dialogues that the ruling class has rarely participated in directly, and knows little about. Their products have been the culture of the people, the culture of productive labor, that carries on the most ancient traditions
known to humankind, many dating back to the neolithic age, and compared to
which every tradition and inheritance Burke sought to protect is a new-fangled
innovation. Itis this ecology, the infinitelycomplex setofrelationships between
the human ct7iW7eof prodli'CtR5if,ana1liatlfarf~of nl!ture OrfwliichproCfuction
~be"en ba~~~Craiher than-tile "e~~~~iy-~f,g~es~· thai ·~c;n.n.ecis1:11e~iilsil1utions
or"big gomment, big business, and high finance, that is the proper sphere of
conservatism. It is here that change must be slow and watchful, and it is precisely
here that the ruling-class conservatives send in their bulldozer brigades. Ordinary
people, however, whose lives are embedded in this ecology, have been naturally
protective of it, and this motivation has been a large part of the history of people's struggles since the early days of capitalism, from Luddism, through factoryworkers movements, through anticolonialism, to the antiredevelopment, antipollution, antinuclear struggles of today.
It is often said that the people are natural conservatives, which is true: natural democratic conservatives.

R

adical democracy is in a different category from socialism. It is the name
of an ideal political condition, whereas socialism is a hypothesis. In its
simplest form, the hypothesis is that the socialization of the means of production will end exploitation, oppression, and war, by removing their cause, class
power. The socialization of production in itself-which is to say, socialism itself
-has no independent value as an end. Its value is as a means to bring about these
results, and should it fail to do so, the socialist hypothesis may be thrown into a
crisis. But such a setback would cast no doubt on the value of the struggle for an
end to exploitation, oppression, and war, and would cast no doubt on the value
of the struggle for democracy.
TJle radical democ!:_~t ag~~~Si~~Uh~tf~P~~~gmrunicinsti
t~-~-!21!!~ew power that sho~)l~ h~_!he ~Eple ..Ih~.E~di£.~
o~~~<~:~§.YE]§~I~~ter.solvi~[!hiitproble.t!Lit.l':il!!>~~s~l~Jo
a~ndon the democratic struggl~and 41~6anif!he organizat!Qns..aruL~bliterate
the traditions by whic11-frilasbeeri si:i'stained. 'fl1e-rad1cafdemocrat does not believe that anyinstituiToiiruorsocrararfangement can give an automatic and permanent solution to the main question of political virtue, or can repeal what may
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be the only scientific law political science has ever produced: power corrupts.
The demand that power should be with the people is as easy to understand
after the revolution as before. The radical democrat is particularly suspicious of
socialist historians who define what they call the "democratic revolution" as something logically prior to and to be superceded by the socialist revolution. The ques'1:::<>
tion is rather the other way around: whether a democratic revolution-and not
~~
mere backsliding to a capitalist economy-will prove to be possible in a socialist
._:j
country. Should such a thing actually occur, even in only one country, this would
~
amount to a revision of the catalogue of political possibilities available to the
1 world's people, which is why such a heavy burden of hope has been placed on
--i ·coland's Solidarity.
( Lvt!UCNC£"6c f,J~ck
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e hear much about\"education for dem9cracy," but the only real educa- \ 1-r::. Y'1
tion system for
is democr;J Aristotle taught us that the es- w..- ""
sence of democracy was the s~em of choosin
ficials by lot, whereas choice by · .e.~ s;~CR' ~
election was aristocratic by d mition. Choice by lot presupposes, and operates
ct- lit..UJ,rJ'
'"1J to develop and maintain, a pol ty in which each citizen can stand for the whole.
Similarly, Montesquieu taught us that the spirit of democracy is political virtue,
~ which he defined as patriotism. In a democracy, it must be remembered, patriot~ ism means the love that ties the people together, not the misplaced love of the in-~ stitutions~hat .dominate ~he people. Authoritarian patriotism is a r~lin~uishing i
~ of one's will, nght of choice, and need to understand, to the authonty; Its emo- I
~ tional base is gratitude for having been liberated from democratic responsibility./
..._~ Political virtue is the commitment to. knowledge of, and ability to stand forth~ 1
' ")'~.whole, and is the necessary condition for democracy. It binds the people together \ ·
'C'l ~into a body by which the power can in principle be held. Choice by lot, the sym- ?
· }., .
~ bol of radica) democracy, is an expression of trust, almost inconceivable to us to- l t ~ t u_ " j
day, that no matter who is chosen he (or she, we say, though the Greeks did not) \ [Pt, A..e
will not turn out to be a demagogue, or a political fool, or a knave who will run \ ~,.., ~
off with the public funds.
\ ~
Ch0ice by lot is not radical democracy itself, but symbolizes it and would be l UZ ~ a giant step toward it, and in it we can see the connection between democracy J~t2:¥fW<'~
and human development: the develepmept,Qf EOlitical virtue. On the other hand, -1 ~s.+:
tl'lekey characteristic of modern representative government, as is expli~itly stated ~ ~ .•. J<
in TheFederalist papers, is the severing of this connection, and the construction Ct cJt..,;.,.,.d.H-Q
nstead of a governmental mechanism that is suppos~d to operate automatically c...~~ ~
to produce a result approximating what it would be if the people had political
~v.-i<f"
virtue, thereby making political virtue itself superfluous. This is a brilliant
·
move, and the governmental system for which the American Constitution is the
model has been an extraordinary success if the ultimate end is, as the Founders
believed, the establishment of lasting institutions that bring domestic peace,
order, and national strength, to which end the people are the means.
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A thenian democracy, to which we owe so much, was a democracy among
·"•'

- --

...L-\..:the masters: they could "act as bodyguards to one another against slaves
and criminals so that none of the citizens may die a vio~nt death" (Xenophon).
Moreover, to the Athenian colonies it was, "to speak somewhat plainly, a tyranny''
(Pericles), while to the women, we may be sure, it was endless, grinding labor for
men who were rarely at home.
In a world in which we do not know how to establish democracy universally,
it is a time-honored strategy to seek to establish it partially by surrounding it with
a wall of discrimination, particularly against those who are exploited to provide
the economic basis for the liberty of the citizens. There is little purpose in preaching moral sermons now against those who used this strategy in the past. The question is, can it be effective today? Would it be possible to establish "democracy in
one country," in the U.S. for example, surrounding it with a buffer of Third World
puppet dictatorships to ensure the markets, raw materials, and cheap labor needed
to give the citizens the leisure for politics? Given the growing awareness of Third
World people themselves, the chances of such a strategy succeeding are steadily
diminishing. But the question here is different. Even if it were militarily possible
to hold the empire, what are the prospects of establishing a democracy at the
imperial center?
The divided consciousness that once permitted democracy for some and
slavery for others can no longer be maintained. This is not because the moral
character of the twentieth century has improved over earlier times-surely it has
not. It is because the myths and self-deceptions that these mass exclusions of human beings were based on have been exploded. Notions of natural slavery, or
barbarism, or of the natural inferiority of other races or of women, are no
longer available for use in the way they once were. Once they were considered as
beyond doubt. Today they can be revived only through the crudest hypocrisy.
It is still possible to cut oneself off from the_ fate of one's fellow human beings, but what we know now is that the cutting, as it were, must go on within one's
own nervous system. What we cut off is not the other people, but one of our own
sense organs, that special organ that gives us the capacity, when we see the faces
and hear the voices of others, to recognize them as human beings like ourselves.
Aside from the question of the general advisability of this kind of self-mutilation,
it directly contradicts the essence of radical democracy. That is, it is a lobotomy
of the very sense that radical democracy seeks to develop, the sense that makes
, political virtue possible-what might be called the democratic sense. The movement for radical dem~cracy seeks to sharpen and extend this sense; it cannot at
the same time participate in a project to mutilate it. For the radical democrat,
imperial democracy is no longer a possibility. Lest it corrupt its own spirit, the
struggle for democracy cannot be the struggle only for a democratic country, but
for a democratic world.

What Revolutionary
Action Means Today
SHELDON S. WOLIN

I

0

ne of the chapters in Tocqueville's Democracy in America is entitled
"Why Great Revolutions will become Rare." His thesis was that once a
society becomes democratized in its political system and more egalitarian in its
social institutions, it is unlikely that it will ever undergo the type of revolutionary
upheavals experienced by France in 1789 and England in the 164os. The great
revolutions had resulted from gross political and social inequalities. Thanks to
its system of equal political rights (i.e., for white males), and to the ready availability of land, American democracy had eliminated the causes of revolution.
He claimed that the revolutionary impulse would wither because for the first time
in Western history the masses of ordinary human beings had a tangible stake in
defending the status quo.
Tocqueville's conclusions have been restated in many ways. Democracy, it
has been said, is the form of government that has had its revolution. Others claim
that for the people to rebel against democracy is for them to rebel against themselves, or that a revolution against democracy in the name of democracy is a contradiction in terms. In each of these formulations the implication is that as long
as a political system is democratic, it makes no sense to -think of revolutionary
activity as an appropriate or obligatory form of action for the democratic citizen. But the real problem is, is it right for the democratic citizen to undertake
revolutionary action when the political system retains some of the formal features of democracy but is clearly embarked on a course that is progressively antidemocratic without being crudely repressive? What are the precise ways in which
a system that is formally democratic conceals its antidemocratic tendencies? Are
pseudodemocratic substitutes introduced that create the illusion of democracy?
Was the idea of a democratic citizen partially skewed at the outset so that its development in America was truncated? And, fmally, does it make sense even to
discuss the possibility of revolution under the circumstances of an advanced,
complex society? In what terms would it make sense to talk of revolution today
-what would revolutionary action by democratic citizens be?
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ur starting point is with a significant silence. Although the United States
has been repeatedly described as being in a condition of crisis, no one seems
to have suggested that there is a crisis at the center of American democracy, in
the idea of citizenship itself. While there are many voices, with varying degrees
of good faith, ready to testify for democracy-especially when the purpose is to
contrast the U.S. with the USSR-there is virtually no one who is given to
reflecting about the democratic citizen, to asking what it is to be one, or why, if
each of us is one and there are so many of us, the society seems to have so many
antidemocratic tendencies.
In a speech last June to the British Parliament Ronald Reagan announced
that the United States was about to throw its prestige and resources behind a program launched to strengthen "democracy throughout the world," but he made
no reference to the idea of democratic citizenship or any suggestion that democracy might need strengthening at home. The silence on the subject is not peculiar
to conservatives or reactionaries. The democratic citizen does not appear in any
substantial form in the writings of Barry Commoner, the titular leader of the Citizens' Party, or Michael Harrington, the theoretician of Democratic Socialism
of America. Most Marxists are interested in the "masses" or the workers, but
they dismiss citizenship as a bourgeois conceit, formal and empty, although
Marx himself was much preoccupied with the idea in his early writings.
The present silence is a symptom of a crisis that has been in the making since
the beginning of the republic. 'ItS origins are in the one-sided conception of citizenship that was reflected in the Constitution. Beginning with the movement for
a bill of rights, which was mounted in the midst of the controversy over ratifica..
tion of the original Constitution ( 1787-1789), and extending through the era of
Jacksonian Democracy, the battle over slavery, and the adoption of Amendments
13, 14, 15, 17 (providing for the direct election of senators), and 19 (prohibiting
the denial of suffrage on the basis of sex), a distinct pattern emerged in which
each extension of rights was assumed to be an advance toward the realization of
democracy. In actuality, the ideal of rights was usurping the place of civic activity. A liberal conception of citizenship was becoming predominant.
A democratic conception of citizenship, if it means anything at all, means
that the citizen is supposed to exercise his rights to advance or protect the kind of
polity that depends on his being involved in its common concerns. The liberal
view was that citizenship is democratic in the United States because every
citizen, regardless of cultural, social, economic, and biological differences, can
equally claim the right to vote, speak, worship, acquire property and have it protected, and be assured of the elements of a fair trial. Unfortunately, the liberal
civic culture never supplied any content to rights. A citizen was no less a citizen
for espousing Klan doctrines than he was for joining the NAACP. To possess
rights was to be free to do anything or say anything as long as one did not break
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the law or interfere with the rights of others.
How could a democratic conception of citizenship be said to be fulfilledas a liberal conception would be-by having rights exercised for antidemocratic
ends, as the KKK choice would be? It is hot that a liberal view of rights disposes
one toward the Klan, only that liberalism is fulfilled by protecting those who are
so disposed. The American Civil Liberties Union, with its commitment to defending the entire range of opinion, from the most liberal to the most illiberal,
was, one might say, immanent in the historical failure of liberalism to create a vision of civic commitments and of common action that could furnish both content and guidance to the exercise of rights.
This failure was inevitable, given the nature of the original liberal project,
which was to protect rights by limiting governmental power. That project was
written into the Constitution. The Constitution was not designed to entourage
citizen action but to prevent arbitrary power, especially the form of power represented by the will of the majority. Among several of the states, the majority principle was being actively tested in the period from the outbreak of the Revolution
in 1776 to the ratification of the Constitution in 1789. The Constitution was intended to shatter the majoritarian experiment at the national level by incorporating several devices that were supposed to frustrate the natural form of democratic action: separation of powers, checks and balances, federalism, the Supreme Court, indirect election of the president and Senate, and brief tenure for
representatives. At the same time, the Constitution made no reference to the
right to vote or hold office or to the principle of equality. Save for a somewhat
enigmatic clause that was later interpreted to prevent a state from discriminating
against citizens of other states, citizenship hardly figured as a basic institution.
When the first ten amendments were quickly added to the Constitution, the outline of the citizen began to emerge, but it was primarily as a bearer of rights than
as a participant in a collective undertaking. Several righjs in the original Bill of
Rights were couched in language that was less suggestive of what a citizen Inight
actively do than what government was prohibited from doing. ("Congress shall
make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech ...." "No person shall ... be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law....")
The present silence about democratic citizenship is a sign of the disintegration of the liberal conception of rights and, necessarily, of the idea of citizenship
dependent upon it. What happened is that in the twentieth century the liberal
practice of politics rapidly undermined the liberal conception of rights. The theory of rights enshrined in the ;Bill of Rights conceived of special forms of freedom and protection that were to be beyond the ordinary reach of legislative or
executive power. Once they had been given constitutional status, rights were not.
only beyond the scope of positive law, they were assumed to be "above" politics.
Whenever an historical controversy arose about rights, the point was made re-
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peatedly that constitutional guarantees were intended to protect rights against
''transient majorities" and ''temporary gusts of passion."
At almost the exact moment when the liberal theory of rights was about to
be given the material form of the frrst ten amendments to the Constitution, James
Madison, who was the prime mover of that effort, also produced what came to
be the classical formulation of the liberal theory of politics. In Letter 10 of the
Federalist papers he argued that one of the sternest tests for the proposed Constitution would be whether it could control "factions," the distinctive form of pol. itics in a society founded on freedom. A faction was a group organized to promote its interests by political means. Inevitably factions would be in continual
conflict with each other, not only over property rights but over political and religious beliefs as well. Thus the liberal conception of politics, with its conception
of groups as pursuing interests that would conflict with other interests protected
by legal rights, carried the presumption that politics was an activity that, by nature, posed a threat to rights. The task, a~ Madison and later liberals saw it, was
to encourage institutional devices that would control the effects of politics, not
to reconstitute politics. Citizens would be engrossed in private actions, for when
men and women are given freedom they use it to promote their self-interests,
and it would be unjust and oppressive to limit that pursuit in the name of encouraging common action for common ends.
There were at least two further respects in which the liberal conception of
politics was at odds with liberal rights. First, the protection of rights presupposed
that government would be their defender, intervening to prevent interest groups
from violating the rights of other groups or individuals. For this presupposition
to work, government itself would have to withstand effectively the pressures generated by interest-group politics, pressures that were guaranteed to be unrelenting by the system of elections, campaign contributions, and lobbying. The presupposition collapsed because once politics was reduced to interest groups, there
was no general constituency to support government in its role of impartial defender of rights. Instead of playing the role of defender of rights, government assumed
a function more consistent with the politics of interest groups, that of "balancing" rights against certain overriding matters of state. Thus when wider latitude
was given to the CIA and FBI to conduct surveillance, or when First Amendment
rights of the press were limited by the prohibition against disclosing the names of
CIA agents, the government's justification was that there had to be a balancing
of national security needs with civil liberties, as though the setting were simply
another instance of hfl,ving to weigh the demands of conflicting groups.
Interest politics discourages as well the development of a civic culture favorable to the defense of rights and to the acceptance of integrative action as the
activity definitive of citizenship. Interest politics dissolves the idea of the citizen
as one for whom it is natural to join together with other citizens to act for pur-
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poses related to a general community and substitutes the idea of individuals who
are grouped according to conflicting interests. The individual is not first and foremost a civic creature bound by preexisting ties to those who share the same history, the same general association, and the same fate. He or she is instead a business executive, a teamster, a feminist, office worker, farmer, or homosexual
whose immediate identity naturally divides him or her from others. As a member of an interest group, the individual is given an essentially anticivic education.
He is taught that the first duty is to support the self-interest of the group because
politics is nothing but a struggle for advantage. In contrast, the citizen has to decide what to do, not in a setting where each has the same interest as the other, but
in one where there are differences that have to be taken into account and, ideally, incorporated into the decision. The citizen, unlike the groupie, has to acquire
a perspective of commonality, to think integrally and comprehensively rather
than exclusively. The groupie never gets beyond "politics," the stage of unreflective self-interest.

T

he inability of liberals to develop either a tradition of the state as the consistent defender of rights-save, of course, property rights-or a civic culture that nourished political action rather than politics eventually led to the radical
alteration in the status of rights. The underlying philosophy of the Bill of Rights,
which drew heavily from the tradition of natural-rights thinking, was that the
status of rights could be "settled" on a more or less permanent basis, that once a
right was included in the Constitution it was "fixed" or, in the language of the
eighteenth-century natural-law writers, "unalterable." But rights proved no less
tractable to interest-group politics than did other lofty subjects, such as foreign
polity or national defense. Throughout the nineteenth century and down to the
New Deal, property rights, rather than civil or political rights, dominated American politics-even the issue of slavery was formulated as a matter of rights of
ownership. But in the twentieth century, especially after World War II, it has been
the civil rights of citizens that have been contested, not only in the courts and before administrative tribunals, but in the arena of interest-group politics. Some
of the most powerful groups are organized for the express purpose of using political and legal means to deprive other citizens of their rights or to restrict the exercise or scope of them. Rights to abortion, sexual freedom, freedom from censorship, public education free of religious influences, rights of privacy against
sophisticated surveillance, affirmative action quotas-these and a multitude of
other issues are an indication of how profoundly politicized rights have become,
how unassured their status is. :fhis is not, as the Founding Fathers or latter-day
conservatives would have it, because of the tyranny of the majority. Many of the
limitations imposed on rights through legislation or administrative rulings have
been inspired by minorities obsessed with single issues. Society is now accustomed
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to the dangerous notion that rights, like crop subsidies or taxes, are part of the
normal give-and-take of politics.
The transvaluation of rights from a quasiabsolute to a contingent status,
from being constitutive of politics to being very nearly derivative or reflexive, is
vividly illustrated by the recent fate of the system of "economic rights" that liberals had vigorously promoted and touted as the answer to socialism. Beginning
with the New Deal, liberals argued that political rights were formal and ineffective if citizens did not have jobs, social security, unemployment compensation,
the right to organize unions and bargain collectively, access to higher education,
and, in general, a decent standard of living. The claim was frequently made that
because material needs were primary, economic rights were more "fundamental"
than political rights. This primacy should be given recognition by legislating an
"economic Bill of Rights" that would supply a "real" foundation for the exercise
of what would otherwise be formal or "legal" rights. Although this proposal was
not explicitly adopted, it accurately foreshadowed the extraordinary growth of
social benefits and services that evolved into the program of the welfare state. It
proved to be a latter-day version of Esau's bargain, a selling of a political birthright for a mess of pottage. Economic rights, or, as they more recently have been
called, "entitlements," do empower people. There is a gain :n dignity, autonomy,
and well-being, and no democrat should believe otherwise. But this must not blind
one to the antipolitical consequences resulting from the preoccupation with
economic rights. Unlike the situation with/political rights, where, for example,
my possession of a right to form a voluntary association does not diminish your
right to free speech, economic rights are contingent upon finite resources: your
right to medical care will necessarily utilize resources that cannot be allocated to
satisfy my right to job training. In the context of an expanding economy such as
existed from roughly 1945-1970 the political consequences of economic rights
were temporarily suppressed, but with the onset_of economic recession, stagflation, and unemployment the diverse effects of basing the value of citizenship
upon economic benefits became apparent. Given a capitalist economy and an
increasingly harsh conception of it by the dominant groups, all of the solutions
to the deepening crisis involved cutting back social benefits and thereby creating
or exacerbating cleavages among the citizenry: racial, religious, class, ethnic,
and regional prejudices moved closer to the surface as groups competed for survival in a declining economy. Interest-group politics became intensified, while
concern for shared values and a common fate seemed either incomprehensible
or utopian and naive.,

be~ause

V . t this is not quite a complete description of our political condition
i~ omits one of the most striking and seemingly puzzling facts. Despite the
deepening unemployment, the irrational level of defense expenditures, the utter
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hopelessness for millions of blacks and many Hispanics, and the brazenly business-oriented bias of the Reagan administration, there is an astonishing passivity among those who have been hurt most by the current economic policies. All
of the elements for radical political protest appear to be present. And yet there
has been no general mobilization of outrage, only a few parades.
There are, of course, many reasons for the political passivity of the unemployed and the permanently poor, but one of the most important is the depoliticization to which they have been subjected. For more than three decades the thinking behind as well as the substance of public policies dealing with the poor, the
unemployed, and racial minorities, have treated them as having a pariah status
quite unlike other interests. The tacit assumption of interest-group politics has
always been that there was one common element among farmers, workers, employers, and teachers, etc.: they were all productive in one way or another. They
might receive subsidies, benefits, or protections from the government, but, after
all, it was they who in the last analysis were contributing to what they were receiving. This is why farmers and businessmen have always been outraged whenever the federal government has attempted to use government aid as a justification for government regulation and intervention. Farmers and businessmen
have never conceived ofthemselves as receiving handouts and therefore as being
dependents. As a result, they have been able to retain a strong sense of dignity
and have been able to act with others who share their interests.
Those who are poor, unemployed, and members of racial minorities can be
treated differently, in ways that are divisive, that render them incapable of sustained political action. They are "targeted" by specialized programs that, in effect, fragment their lives. One agency handles medical assistance, another job
training, a third food stamps, and so on ad infinitum. If a person's life is first
flensed by bureaucrats whose questionnaires probe every detail of it, and that
life is reorganized into categories corresponding to public programs that are the
means of one's existence, the person becomes totally disabled as a political being, unable to grasp the meaning of common concerns of even so small a totality
as a neighborhood. This is because he or she has been deprived of the most elemental totality of all, the self.
Depoliticization is more extreme among the poor and racial minorities because they are the most helpless of all groups in the political economy, the new
social form that is replacing the older form of the political order. The political
economy has taken the liberal idea of the citizen one apolitical step farther. The
conception of the citizen as a bearer of rights, who in principle could exercise his
capacities to speak, petition, write, and associate, gave way to a conception of a
wholly new kind of being whose existence consisted of indices which told him
what his condition was objectively: an index for prices, another for wages, inflation, unemployment, consumer spending, and, most grandly, "a misery index."
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However useful indices may be for those who have the power to make decisions, they are simultaneously a symbol of powerlessness and a persuasive force
toward further depoliticization for those who cannot. An index, such as one representing inflation rates, does not tell the individual what he is doing, but rather
what is happening to him. It registers forces that are beyond his ability to influence or control.
Perhaps there is no more striking indication of the extent of depoliticization
than the level of popular awareness concerning how the political system really
works. Most people understand that our system makes it relatively easy for wealth
and economic power to be translated into political power and influence, which
are then retranslated into legislative enactments, Theasury rulings, defense contracts, FCC policies, export licenses, and the like. They also know that money,
especially corporate money, buys candidates, finances campaigns, hires lobbyists, and keeps a legion of experts, especially academic ones, on long retainers
and short leashes. What is so striking is not that people know these things, but
that the dominant groups in the political economy are now so confident of their
control that they encourage rather than suppress public knowledge of their enormous power. It becomes the interest of corporate power, not simply that ordinary
citizens should perceive how money buys politicians and legislation, but that they
should perceive how much money it takes. That knowledge provides an invaluable lesson in powerlessness. Lurid accounts of political scandals are doubly
useful in this regard, especially when large sums are involved; they teach how
much money it takes to purchase favors and how purchaseable public officials
are, and how utterly cynical it has all become when government corrupts its own
members. One Abscam is worth a thousand Mobil ads.
Corporate politics has perverted the forms of politics that meant to
connect the institutions of government with the citizens. These changes have been
recognized but not frontally challenged because-at the most obvious level-the
political economy developed over the past ceriiury has been a spectacular success. The very functioning of a successful economy seems to transform political
categories and expectations into economic ones, and thereby creates an illusion
of "economic democracy." If we do not participate as citizens we do participate
as consumers, exercising our freedom to choose our satisfactions whenever we
wish-and as if by magic when new products suddenly materialize on the store
shelves, we feel that the economy is responding to our every impulse and desirewhich is more than we can say about our elected representatives and nonelected
public administrators.

A

seventy-~ve

bout
years ago, Elihu Root, a representative public figure of
f t t h e age, remarked after surveying the state of American politics that "in
the whole field ofpopular government I am convinced that one of the plainest
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duties of citizenship is hopefulness, and that pessimism is criminal weakness."'
In a land where optimism is virtually a patriotic duty, pessimism is still taken as a
symptom of resignation and despair. But pessimism is, I think, something else:
the sign of suppressed revolutionary impulses. Pessimism is the mood inspired
by a reasoned conviction that only a revolutionary change can ward off the consequences that are implicit in the tendencies in contemporary American society,
but that such a revolution, while politically and morally justified by democratic
standards for legitimate authority, is neither possible nor prudent-if by revolution we mean launching a campaign of violent insurrection or civil war. Revolutions of that nature are plainly pathological under contemporary conditions of
interdependency.
Democrats need a new conception of revolution. Its text should be John
Locke, not Karl Marx, because the problem is not to show that a social class
should seize power-no social class in an advanced society can pretend to the
universality of right which Marx presupposed in the workers of his day-but to
reinvent the forms and practices that will express a democratic conception of
collective life.
Locke is best remembered for the argument that when those who rule seem
bent on acquiring "Absolute Power over the Lives, Liberties, and Estates of the
People," their power, which they hold on trust from the people, reverts, and the
people are free to fashion new institutions. The right to revolution is not solely a
right to overturn and destroy institutions but to fashion new ones because those
who rule have perverted the old ones. The right to revolution is the right to create
new forms.
Locke insisted that if that right was to be meaningful, people were not required to wait submissively until absolute power had been established:
... the State of Mankind is not so miserable that they are not capable
of using this Remedy till it be too late to look for any•... Men can never
be secure from TYranny if there be no means to escape it, till they are
perfectly under it ... they have not only a right to get out of it, but to
prevent it. 2
When the right to revolution is conceived as justifying political creativity rather
than violence, it is easy to understand why Locke was so insistent that people
should and would not revolt over "every little mismanagement in publick affairs."
Establishing new institutions was justified only after the rulers had engaged in "a
long train of Abuses, Prevarications, and Artifices, all tending the same way."
1 Elihu Root, Addresses on Government and Citizenship (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1916), p. 59·
2 John Locke, Tho Treatises of Government, 11.220.
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Elsewhere he alluded to a "general course and tendency of things" and to "a settled Design." Given the complex judgment required, Locke's discussion was remarkable for its democratic implications. At various times he referred to the right
to revolt as an option that belonged to the "people," to "the majority," and even
to individuals; but he never implied that it was so weighty a matter that only a
high-minded elite could be entrusted with it. This last point is crucial, for if the
right to revolt is about devising new institutions, citizenship is more than a matter of being able to claim rights. It is about a capacity to generate power, for that
is the only way that things get established in the world. And it is about a capacity
to share in power, to cooperate in it, for that is how institutions and practices are
sustained.

U

nder contemporary conditions, the Lockean question is: are there signs
of rebellion, symptoms of disaffection but also examples of political creativity? For some years now social scientists have uncovered widespread civic
apathy and pollsters have reported on the low esteem in which politicians and
major political institutions are held. Now in a society where the official rhetoric
and the rituals of political socialization are still heavily democratic, incivisme of
the kind documented by voting studies is a serious matter. It is not alienation but
disaffection and rejection. I want to suggest that "rejectionism" pervades our society and that its presence and intensity represents a form of rebellion, a gesture
of defiance in the face of a system that is immovable and so interconnected as to
be unreformable as a totality. We see rejectionism in the vast underground economy of illicit transactions; in the chronic insubordination that plagues the armed
forces; and even, I would hazard, in the patriotic zeal of the Moral Majority: for
if one looks at their rhetoric and actions, one finds a profound loathing for the
current condition of the body politic. We see it among professional groups where
the obsession with money and status seems inspired less by greed than by the inability to find any moral point to serving a society so wholly dominated by the
corporate ethos. And it is present in its most exaggerated form among high school
achievers and undergraduates who are convinced that if they can transform themselves into technical functions-law, medicine, public administration, and business management-they will be hermetically sealed off from the cynicism and
corruption of society.
The origins of rejectionism lie in the 196os. The turmoil of those years was
hot solely about the Vietnam war : it was about racism, imperialism, professi<;>nalism, affluence, moral codes, orthodox notions of sexuality and gender,
and much more, from junk food to slick culture. It was revolutionary not because it was violent-the violence was exaggerated by the media-but because it
was uncivil and yet civil: uncivil in withdrawing from and condemning the bour-
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geois forms of civility, but civil in inventing new ones, many of them bearing the
marks of an obsession with participation and equality as well as an intoxication
with the firstexperience of power, the experience of cooperation, common sacrifice, and common concern. "Sharing" threatened suddenly to lose its sentimental overtones and become a political word.
The truth of rejectionism is that it recognizes that it is naive to expect the initiative for reform of the state to issue from the political process that serves the
interests of political capitalism. This structure can only be reduced if citizens withdraw and direct their energies and civic commitment to finding new life forms.
Toward these ends, our whole mode of thinking must be turned upside-down.
Instead of imitating most other political theories and adopting the state as the
primary structure and then adapting the activity of the citizen to the state, democratic thinking should renounce the state paradigm and, along with it, the liberallegal corruption of the citizen. The old citizenship must be replaced by a fuller
and wider notion of being whose politicalness will be expressed not in one or two
modes of activity-voting or protesting-but in many.
A political being is not to be defined as the citizen has been, as an abstract,
disconnected bearer of rights, privileges, and immunities, but as a person whose
existence is located in a particular place and draws its sustenance from circumscribed relationships: family, friends, church, neighborhood, workplace, community, town, city. These relationships are the sources from which political beings draw power-symbolic, material, and psychological-and that enable them
to act together. For true political power involves not only acting so as to effect
decisive changes; it also means the capacity to receive power, to be acted upon,
to change, and be changed. From a democratic perspective, power is not simply
force that is generated; it is experience, sensibility, wisdom, even melancholy distilled from the diverse relations and circles we move within. Democratic power,
accordingly, bears the marks of its diverse origins-family, school, church,
workplace, etc.-and, as a result, everything turns on an ability to establish practices whose form will not distort the manifold origins of power.
The practical task is to nurture existing movements that can provide constructive forms for rejectionism and make it genuinely political. The most important of these are the grassroots movements that have become epidemic throughout the country. Their range and variety are astonishing. They include rent control, utility rates and service, environmental concerns, health care, education,
nuclear power, legal aid, workers' ownership of plants, and much more. Their
single most important feature is that they have grown up outside the state-corporate structure and have flourished despite repeated efforts to discredit them.
While it is of the utmost importance that democrats support and encourage
political activity at the grassroots level, it is equally necessary that the political
limitations of such activity be recognized. It is politically incomplete. This is be-
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cause the localism that is the strength of grassroots organizations is also their limitation. There are major problems in our society that are general in nature and
necessitate modes of vision and action that are comprehensive rather than parochial. And there are historical legacies of wrong and unfairness that will never be
confronted and may even be exacerbated by exclusive concern with backyard
politics.
During the last year hopeful signs of discontent have emerged at this more
general level in the antinuclear movement, the opposition to an imperialistic foreign policy, and the defense of human rights. These developments are suggestive
because they represent the first steps ever toward systematic popular intervention in the sacrosanct domain of state secrets and national security. This is new
terrain for democratic politics and it is genuinely political, for the problems of
war, rights, and imperialism concern us all, not only because our survival is at
stake but also because our bodies, our labor, and our legitimating name are frequently used for purposes that implicate us in shameful actions.
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s America enters a protracted period of scarcity, the government must
be able to do some effective long-range planning. Until recently there
has been no apparent contradiction between the existence of disparate veto groups
and the ability of government to plan reasonably well. Basically, this was because
outcomes in the principal areas of planning-fiscal policy, maintenance of adequate aggregate demands, space research, and defense-usually had the effect of
increasing the power and profits of large corporations without interfering with
market mechanisms to any great extent. Because planning was limited chiefly to
the magnitude and disbursement of public funds, it was not unduly important to
the overall success of the plans whether, for example, one corporation's bid to
build missiles was favored over another's bid to build bombers. High appropriations were agreed on and the allocation of shares left to pressure politics. In this
way, long-range planning could be compatible with in-fighting among key private and public actors within the fragmented network of Washington power
wielders.
However, as energy and environmental crises called l..lP the spectre of a nongrowth economy, the political conditions required for effective long-range planning became quite different from those of planning within a growth economy. In
a period of increasing scarcity, planning cannot leave the market system in place:
it must allocate resources to achieve a reasonably unambiguous objective within
a given period of time. An energy policy that would assure the nation an
adequate and stable source of energy, free from oil imports, would be central to
a national plan of this kind. However, such a plan is not viable as long as the
giant oil companies, rather than the government, control the alternative sources
of energy. Since profit maximization is their principal objective, these companies are not prepared to develop such sources until, as they argue, "free market conditions" warrant their development. It has become clear even to congressmen that "what's good for Exxon is not necessarily good for the country," to
quote the House majority leader, Jim Wright.
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What has emerged as a substitute for national planning for the public interest
is a form of corporatism characterized primarily by the inclusion of business elites
and other social interests in government for the purpose of establishing public
policy. According to some observers, such a system would successfully bypass
the "sources of instability" believed by them to be endemic to "democratic" politics.1 By avoiding the instabilities of "democratic" politics, which would continue to operate in less crucial areas and thus supply a legitimate gloss to the
political system, central planning under corporate- and political-elite domination could well achieve business's primary goal of "reindustrialization." The
consequences would undoubtedly include a further dismantling of the welfare
state, the relaxation of environmental controls, and a further degradation of the
working poor and the underclass.
There is a democratic alternative to corporatism. This alternative demands
a reconstruction of democratic theory to focus on the dismantlement and redistribution of corporate power. Admittedly, one could reasonably argue that the
focus of attention should be instead on the reform of political structures, such as
the revitalization of the two-party system, creation of a more democratically responsible Congress, or democratization of the federal bureaucracy. There is no
question, for example, that the arbitrary and irresponsible exercise of power by
the federal bureaucracy rivals the abuse of corporate power. A more democratic
reordering of either sector would have an important beneficial impact on the
other. Owing to the decline in the perceived legitimacy of corporate power, however, it is the corporation that is more vulnerable to democratic attack. The force
of its traditional claim to autonomy-supported by the separation of"economy"
and "polity" long rooted in liberal thought-has been eroded in recent years by
its own practices, such as abuse of the environment, arbitrary plant closings, and
glaring mismanagement in, for example, the costly delay by the automobile industry in converting to the production of small cars and the reluctance of the
steel industry to modernize. But most importantly, corporate immunity from
democntic values is now being penetrated by a growing acceptance both within
and outside industry of the principle of "workplace democracy."
A growing number of companies-now well exceeding 500-have adopted
some form of worker participation program. "Quality of work life" (QWL) programs, as they are called in industry, include self-management work teams, steering committees, "quality circles" (patterned after the Japanese), and redesign
committees that encourage new ideas in the work process. Trade unions,

1 Martin Shefter, "New York City's Fiscal Crisis," The Public Interest 48 (summer), 1977, pp.
98-127.
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traditionally hostile to these kinds of programs, have recently become mo~e
amenable to their inception. For example, in I98o the United Steel Workers
Union negotiated a work_ participation program as a means of combating low
morale amongthe workers and to increase productivity. In the early I970S Irving
Bluestone, retired vice-president of the United Automobile Workers, was the
only member of the union's executive board to support worker involvement in
shop floor decision making. Today, a majority of the board favors an expansion
of QWL programs.
.The reasons for the growing support for these programs are obvious: industry in America, in sharp contrast to Japan and Germany, is saddled with declining productivity. And younger, better-educated workers are increasingly less willing to tolerate Inind-killing, dehumanizing work despite increasing wage rates.
Their anger and frustration have been expressed in wildcat strikes, absenteeism,
sabotage, tardiness, turnover, etc. Numerous workers complain chiefly about
jobs that provide no mental challenge anq allow for insufficient workers' control
over job assignments. In a survey, workers were asked "whether it was a good
idea for corporations in America to become more like they are in Europe, in
offering workers more involvement in corporate governance. In I976, so
percent said yes; by I979· it was 74 percent."2
There is no question that these programs have, on the whole, been eininently
successful in meeting the two-fold goal of increasing productivity and profits and
of enhancing job satisfaction and a sense of control over work.
This "reform" movement can also be seen as an integral part of an emerging
corporatism in America. For the process of establishing worker participation,
"consensus management," and the "nonadversarial relationship" on the shop
floor has led, according to Business Week (May I I, I98 I), to a more cooperative
bargaining relationship generally between management and labor. The next step
is for government to join the partnership to form what one labor leader describes
as a "new social contract" in which conflict is replaced by consensus. 3
The significance of the growing institutionalization and acceptance of the
principle of worker participation constitutes both a threat and a challenge to democracy: a threat because it can serve to legitiinize corporatism along structural
and ideological lines; a challenge because it squarely locates democracy in the
corporate sector and asserts that democratic decision making should be extended
to all levels of the corporation, not confined to the shop floor. This claim is central to the reconstruction of democratic theory.

New York Times, July 2, 1979, p. Bro.
3 New York Times, May 31, 1981, p. F22.
2
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rom a democratic perspective, the worker participation programs that have
been established up until now are basically flawed. Created and shaped by
management, their continued existence depends upon the tolerance of management and upon workers making decisions that support increased profits. But
workers have gained only a privilege, not a right-and a privilege in which participation is separated from power. To put it somewhat harshly, they acquire therapeutic benefits from participation but remain subjugated as before to the will of
others. They become engaged in what George Kateb has dubbed "repressive participation."
Some proponents of participatory democracy tend to be insensitive to this
danger. Intent upon the value of self-development gained through participation,
Carole Pateman, for example, does not consider whether participation, in its
various forms, can elicit recognition of an incongruity between feelings of wellbeing and a loss of individual autonomy; a sense of well-being might serve to
mask the subordinate status of the participant and, in fact, might abet it. By par- ·
ticipating, the individual may reinforce his or her own repression.
This danger is not averted even if one assumes that under the QWL program
workers have gained power on the shop floor (as they have in Britain and other
European countries). Such assumptions ignore the fact that decisions made at a
higher level of the corporate hierarchy may well undermine those made below.
For example, allocating job assignments democratically on the shop floor would
be almost meaningless if management were to decrease the work force substantially or close the plant. Similarly, to curb corporate abuse of workers on the shop
floor but ignore corporate abuse of society is again to separate democratic participation and power. Democratic decision making on a micro-level will always
be affected by antidemocratic decisions on the macro-level. For the same reason,
the democratization of industry can hardly be sustained within a society dominated by an antidemocratic government.
Democratic worker participation should be judged therefore in terms of
both the scope and process of decision making that involves workers and the degree to which their decisions are effectively implemented and are not subverted.
Viewed in this way, a democratic participatory society-which strives to maximize
equality of power in decision making among its citizenry-is a necessary condition for democratic worker-participation to be realized fully.
For our purposes, the important question is: what constitutes genuine workers' participation within the context of a relatively noriparticipatory, class-dominated society such as the United States? Within this context, genuine worker
participation may be said to exist when workers' demands and actions challenge
the power structure of the corporation and thus produce the conditions conducive to raising workers' consciousness. Full consciousness demands an awareness of two overriding realities: first, that their participatory demands cannot
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be met without subsequently being subverted until, through their efforts, the entire corporation is democratized. Second, that owing to the close corporategovernment connection, they must in the course of their struggle confront the
antidemocratic structure of the federal bureaucracy.
There are two obvious difficulties with this position: it ignores the cooptation problem, and it assumes at the outset that workers are interested in
engaging in class struggle. Although workers and their potential allies are not
particularly interested in provoking class struggle at this time, they may become
more interested as the rich and Reagan continue to wage class war against the
poor. Dismantling the welfare state and redistributing income in favor of the
rich will not only create widespread suffering among a significant number of
people-including organized labor-but may also jeopardize the capitC!Iist system as the rich, ignoring the prophecies of the supply-side economists, forego investing sufficiently to maintain economic activity at a tolerable level. By provoking class struggle, Reagan and his supporters may prove Marx right.
It is true that the reaction of the poor, minorities, and workers to a Reaganinduced depression, at least during its early stages, is likely to be manifest in an
intensification of intra-class rather than inter-class conflict as these groups compete among themselves for increasingly scarce jobs and public support. But this
need not continue to be the case, especially if a reconstructed democratic theory
could provide ordinary people with an alternative to intra-class warfare.
Class struggle is seldom regarded by mainstream social scientists as a vital
ingredient to the health of a democratic polity. On the contrary, it is usually perceived as a threat to the stability, if not to the very survival, of democracy. These
social scientists often take special pride in consensual politics and the institutions
and procedures that "regulate" conflict and keep it well within bounds. This position is outmoded, particularly at this time, when the political system is increasingly nonparticipatory and nonpolitical, when the gulf between the mood and
the needs of the people and the actions and nonactions of the government appears to be widening. We need a catalytic force, a spur within the system which
would once again give credibility to democracy. This force, if properly encouraged and nurtured, could well find expression in class struggle; a struggle not
merely to reestablish the welfare state, as some have argued, but one that is
directed toward structural changes in the decision-making process throughout
the polity.

G
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ramsci rightly observed that workers are often locked into the hegemonic grip of the ruling class and are unable to recognize-much less
take advantage of-the inability of the ruling elites to govern. What is needed consequently is an "appropriate political initiative . . . to liberate the economic
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thrust from the dead weight of traditional policies."4 In the absence of a democratic theory that effectively connects the concerns of working-class people with
the need to radically diminish corporate power and domination, there is no reason to believe that the objective factors discussed above (primarily, corporate
vulnerability to democratization and a declining standard of living for a large
stratum of the population) will affect the distribution of power. The challenge is
to relate these factors to the deep-seated everyday concerns of working men and
women, and in so doing,. to demonstrate to them that participation in corporate
decision making on all levels should be asserted as one of their essential political
rights-a right worth struggling for both for their own and the nation's wellbeing.
It is also essential that the concept of the right of participation be broadly
conceived as something that all men and women have in common, whether as
residents of communities or as workers locked into manufacturing, professional, and governmental bureaucracies. The legitimation of this expanded version
of the right to participate would be supportive of workers' demands for its
recognition in the workplace, would provide the principle upon which workers
could build a majority coalition not only with community and neighborhood
organizations but also with other groups, including blacks and women who have
an equally legitimate claim to this right.
If any lesson can be learned from the rich history of working-class struggle
in America, it is that militancy and radicalism have been nurtured and developed
within the existing hegemonic order. Consequently, the mistake of trying to inculcate "socialist consciousness" within the working class must not be repeated
while the idea of democracy can still be made to live. Within the context of
American experience, democracy, rather than socialism, is subversive; our history shows that democracy, taken seriously, disrupts the existing distribution of
power.
What are the sources of this subversive potential in democracy? The first is
the inability of the hegemony to fulfill its promises. Almost without exception,
American participants in mass protest-whether the struggle was on the western
frontier or in southern towns, in the factories or in black ghettos-regarded their
grievances as a denial of the principles of equality and freedom in the traditional
idea of American democracy. And each of these struggles, whether it advanced
the right to vote, the freedom from servitude, or from ethnic, racial, or sexual
discrimination, was provoked by the political system's failure to be democratic.
The second is the w~y the concepts of equality and freedom adopt new and expanding interpretations as socioeconomic and political conditions change. Claims
to new and expanded rights, such as protection from occupational hazards, toxic
4 Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks (New York: International Publishers, 1971), p. 168.
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wastes, and unemployment, the availability of adequate health care, and the right
to privacy, have been fought for by diverse groups as reasonable extensions of
rights firmly embodied in democratic thought. Significantly, rights from this list
that have been accepted, either formally or tacitly, reflect an expanding concept
of democracy, an expansion that has seen the transformation from property to
human rights. All of these claims, both those accepted and those rejected (the latter includes the right to welfare and the right to work), had one important characteristic in common: their claimants considered them eminently justifiable and
legitimate in terms of American democracy. Democracy was a moral spark in the
struggle for greater equality and freedom. There is no reason to believe that the
idea of democracy cannot continue to serve as a disruptive force in the polity.
But has not democracy usually sustained, rather than subverted, capitalism? It is beyond dispute that since its inception, democracy in both Europe and
America has served capitalism nobly. Despite the rise of the welfare state and the
expansion of human rights, the distribution of income and wealth between the
upper and lower classes has remained surprisingly stable; although democratic
subversion may have manifested itself in the expansion of rights, economic reform and nationalization of industry have been largely integrated and stabilized
within the capitalist system. In fact, as revisionist historians such as James Weinstein and Gabriel Kolko have shown, economic and social reforms have been indispensable to the legitimation and maintenance of corporate power. Because of
its resilience and resourcefulness, capitalism has not only been able to cope with
democratic subversiveness but has thrived on it.
Owing to recent developments, this argument is becoming less and less tenable. It ignores the vulnerability of capitalism to a deepening legitimation crisis,
and it ignores the growing resource and ecological constraints on the capitalist
system. The tensions between capitalism and democracy have become increasingly severe as corporatism surfaces in response to these constraints.
The democratic left should begin to see democratic subversiveness in a new
light, as the most likely, albeit problematic, route to the expansion and renewal of
democracy. Rather than seeing the disruptive force of democracy as a temporary
phenomenon that, in one way or another, will be inevitably purged, we should
see it as the basis of a potential radical democratic movement that, with proper
theoretical support and guidance, can sustain a formidable challenge to corporatism. More concretely, we need a political strategy that initially promotes working-class struggle aimed at democratizing industry and, once the struggle has
begun, prevents its demise through co-optative or repressive efforts on the part
of industrial and political elites. The demand for workers' participation becomes
a catalytic force providing new content as well as expanded form to democracy.
A strategy that succeeds in arousing workers' consciousness of their right
(not privilege) to participate in decision making in the workplace will underscore
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the contradiction between the democratic right of participation and autocratic
corporate rule. The reality of this contradiction-in spite of the QWL programs
-is well within the daily experience of all workers and can be understood within
a traditional view of democracy. Here the crucial point is that large corporations
are not private enclaves but public spaces-therefore workers, as citizens, have
both the right and the duty to become involved in determining policy on all levels
within this public sector.
The source of this contradiction between democracy and corporate autocracy stems, as I have indicated, from the liberal conceptualization of the "econ..:
omy" and "politics" as two separate autonomous entities. As long as workers
conceive of their participatory rights in the workplace as "nonpolitical," the
chance that workers' participation will get out of hand and encroach upon the
prerogatives of management is remote. Not until workers see these rights as
political-as a vital part of their rights as citizens-will workers' participation become a force for social change. This transformation of workers' consciousness,
I suspect, must await their exposure to class struggle, which they must initiate to
gain these rights. Within this context, the legitimation of class struggle becomes
key to the revitalization of democracy.

I

t may be helpful to compare and contrast my notion of democratic class
struggle to the Marxian conception. For Marxists, the overriding aim is the
destruction of the bourgeois state; this is a precondition to the establishment of
socialism. Socialism in turn is the precondition to the emancipation of all members of society including the working class. For the radical democrat the extension of participatory rights and the redistribution of power in favor of subordinate classes is the goal of class struggle. Each step toward the achievement of this
goal is both an end in itself and a basis for further democratic advancement. In
the course of this struggle the strategy is not to destroy the bourgeois state, but
by means of mass political pressure to transform it from a hostile to a supportive
force. The contagion of the democratic demands of the Polish working classtriggered and supported by class struggle-and its impact upon both the party
and the state bureaucracy lends credibility to the democratic strategy.
The gradual and incremental nature of this approach to class struggle, however, is regarded by the Marxist as fundamentally flawed since it affords ample
time for corporate power and the state to either crush or subvert the participatory movement. The radical democrat foresees the risk, but accepts it as
unavoidable. Education of workers in self-rule, acquired in the course of long
and periodic struggle for democracy, is essential to achievement of a
participatory society. In sharp contrast to Marxism, the means by which power
is realized is of paramount imp()rtance.
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There is also a substantial difference between the Marxian and radicaldemocratic concept of class conflict. Although Marxists often disagree on the
nature of class they agree that class conflict is fundamentally a product of the
relations of exploitation of production in mature capitalist societies.
Exploitative relations, in turn, are an outgrowth of the contradiction between
the socialized nature of production and the private appropriation of the means
of production.
From the radical democratic perspective, a more useful concept of class conflict derives from E.P. Thompson's concept of class. "Class happens," he writes,
"when some men ... feel and articulate the identity of their interests as between
themselves, and as against other men whose interests are different from (and
usually opposed to) theirs." 5 A class can therefore be defined only in the context
of its power relationship to another class. Women, for example, who are organized in an effort to change their subordinate status relative to men, as a collective
entity, become a class. On another axis, working men and women become a
working class when they "feel and articulate the identity of their (common) interests" as subordinate salary and wage workers against other men and women
who occupy positions of domination over them. Recognition that class conflict
is generated by relationships of domination and subordination allows one to go
beyond the Marxian concept of class conflict and see that the source of domination can be political, ideological, social, cultural, and psychological as well as
economic exploitation. This recognition has important practical consequences.
Most importantly, it sensitizes the democrat to the likely abuse of power after a
socialist revolution has eliminated "relations of exploitation of production."
Under the Marxian concept of Class conflict, capitalist exploitation is its root
cause; as class conflict undermines exploitation it creates a classless society and
thus its own demise. This line of reasoning legitimates one-party rule in societies
believed to have eradicated capitalist exploitation. However, when the inordinate power of some elites becomes rooted in the positionsthey occupy in political structures, then the conclusion of the Marxian argument collapses: abolition
of economic exploitation does not necessarily destroy-and may, indeed, create
-politically significant centers of domination.
Even assuming the establishment of a democratic participatory society as a
result of a "long revolution," undemocratic, if not despotic, structures of hierarchy and domination are bound to persist in old and new forms. One can anticipate that after a democratic revolution, class struggle may develop, for example,
among different strata of the working class-between black and white, male and
female, mental and manual workers.
5 E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (New York: Vintage Books,
1966), p. 9·
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Furthermore, the radical democrat would expect that as society became
more democratic it would encourage a broadening of class struggle in areas of
life that were previously politically quiescent. Leaders tend to solidify and increase their power and followers tend to become more acquiescent and subdued,
and one of the key functions of democracy is to combat this tendency by continually promoting and legitimating class struggle and thereby fostering widespread
participation. This is yet another reason why a concept of class struggle must be
an integral part of a theory of participatory democracy.
Finally, a deep division exists between radical democrats and Marxists on
the correct use of class struggle as a political strategy. This issue was the focus of
an interesting exchange of views between Leon Trotsky and John Dewey. Trotsky
argued that class struggle is always the correct means; that ''the liberating morality of the proletariat ... deduces a rule for conduct from the laws of the development of society, thus primarily from the class struggle, this law of alllaws." 6 The
appropriate means, in other words, follow from the inevitable outgrowth of the
dialectical forces of history, which are reflected in class struggle.
Dewey rejected this position on the ground that Trotsky "deduces the correct means from the law of social development, rather than deciding the issue on
the grounds of an independent examination of measures and policies with respect
to their objective consequences."7 It could well be true, Dewey argued, that class
struggle is the best means to attain the end of human liberation. But as a means it
should be justified from the findings of a critical analysis of the probable consequences of class struggle, not deduced from a supposed scientific law of history.
In line with Dewey's position I offer that, given the critical state of American democracy, the concept of class struggle could be an invaluable means toward the democratization of society. I am not prepared, in other words, to accept
either an absolute and mechanical justification of class struggle or the proposition that class struggle and democracy are inher~ntly incompatible. The issue of
the relative merits of class struggle should focus on whether there is a rational
nexus between it and democracy. If such a nexus were shown to exist, its utility
would be based on the crucial assumption that the promotion, shape, and goals
of class struggle would be responsive to democratic theory, values, and practices.
This assumption, in turn, rests on the belief that the free and creative use of collective intelligence is still a potential force in America.

6 George Novack, Their Morals and Ours: Marxist vs. Liberal on Morality, (New York: Pathfinder Press, 1973), p. 48. Trotsky's and Dewey's articles first appeared in 1938.
7 Ibid., p. 70.
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There is no denying that the promotion of class struggle as a legitimate, dem~cratic strategy for the American working class invelves risks. A prolonged
corporation/worker confrontation could threaten the existing pseudodemocratic
system. If the workers' efforts to change industry were defeated, it would not be
surprising if democracy itself floundered in an ensuing wave of cynicism. However, if the workers' demands were met, even partially at first, class struggle could
indeed foster the transformation of democracy into a subversive, if not a revolutionary, idea. To the extent that we have a choice, this risk is eminently worth
taking. Given the magnitude of the democratic crisis, which we now face, does
any alternative exist?
The process of democratizing industry through class struggle would, on the
one hand, diminish the immense arbitrary power wielded by corporate elites in
government and politics, and, on the other hand, would provide the psychological and educative sources for working-class men and women to organize as a selfconscious political class.
A certain kind of political education becomes accessible to workers during
the process of class struggle. In groups, and as individuals, workers are likely to
learn through everyday experiences that self-interest is bound to class interest
and that in the absence of class support, for example, demands for genuine participation in the workplace are summarily rejected by management. It is not unreasonable to presume that periodic struggles of this kind in numerous factories
and bureaucracies throughout the nation would lead to the mobilization of militant worker and union organizations on a national level, and to the building of a
majority coalition composed of worker, neighborhood, and community organizations as well as other participatory groups. Such a coalition could provide a
popular power base upon which the political process could operate effectively
and democratically, including the capacity to engage in effective and democratic
long-range planning.
Further, it is likely that new democratic structures outside of industry will
come into being as the outgrowth of an increasingly politically-educated working class. Expanded education would also provide the impetus for a broad-based
working class movement to struggle for the democratization of the bureaucratic
structure. State workers within the bureaucracy are potential allies, if not initiators, of such a struggle. An even partially successful attack upon this structure of
power is bound to initiate the transformation of presently defined technical and
administrative problems into political issues-issues to be decided openly and
democratically. As public problems are freed from bureaucratic, invisible enclaves and begin to surface within the political arena, politics may once again
capture the interest of the general public and thus generate greater popular participation in deciding what the collective needs are and how they can be met.
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Moreover, it is possible that the working-class struggle to democratize in:dustry could reach a stage at which it threatens the very existence of capitalism
and thus creates a political environment in which the issue of socialism would be
seriously considered. The merits of socialism aside, the surfacing of this issue
would be a healthy phenomenon from a democratic point of view, since the
values which undergird capitalism and have heretofore been relegated to
nonissues (economic growth, distribution of wealth and power, corporate autonomy and private profits) would be publicly scrutinized and evaluated. Furthermore, the issue of socialism would focus on what I consider to be the key question: to what extent and in what form can socialism contribute to the well-being
of democracy? Socialism, in other words, would be considered as it ought to
be-as a means rather than as an end in itself.
To regard working-class struggle as an essential force in the revitalization of
democracy will no doubt be criticized on the ground that the expansion of democracy would lead to further growth in the number of interest groups, thereby
creating even greater fragmentation of politics and governmental overload. This
unwarranted assumption overlooks the real possibility of the emergence of class
politics in America-politics in which interests are represented by class-oriented
parties. "When working-class parties," wrote Sidney Verba and Norman Nye,
"provide the working class with greater organizational involvement, raise issues
directed to their concerns, and give them tangible evidence of working-class
citizens having an effect, the difficulties of participation are reduced and the
class gap in participation is either reduced or eliminated."8 Along the same lines,
Ira Katznelson notes that the United States, in sharp contrast to other Western
capitalist democracies, lacks "a regular political vehicle for securing a social
democratic surplus."9 A workers' participation movement, if successful in
gaining a foothold, could become the foundation for this political vehicle.
The linking of working-class struggle and democracy can also be objected
to on the ground that workers, in the name of democratic participation, may
well utilize their new-found power to dominate industries and plants for their
own parochial and selfish interests. Why should it be assumed, in other words,
that working-class power, unlike other forms of power, will be bound to democr~tic principles and norms? I find it inconceivable that the working class can
win its claim to self-management in industry without the aid of government and
thus the support of a substantial majority of the electorate. It must therefore
persuade the widespread and disparate participatory groups that now exist and
8 Participation in America: Political Democracy and Social Equality (New York: Harper and
Row, I972).
9 Ira Katznelson, "A Consideration on Social Democracy in the United States," Comparative
Politics I I, no. I (October I978), pp. 77-99.
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the relatively disinterested sector of the political community, which is likely to
control the balance of power, that workers' participation will enhance the wellbeing of the democratic society as a whole. Consequently, workers would be
imprudent not to define "workers' participation" to mean sharing, not controlling, the decision making in industry with other affected groups, including consumers, environmentalists, and other public interests.
Finally, it can be argued that to interpret democracy in terms of class action
and class interest, rather than in terms of individual freedom and well-being, is
to detach democracy from humanist values. In a pseudodemocratic class society,
such as the United States, upper-class political dominance and the comparative
lack of individual freedom and personal development of the lower classes is closely related. Thus, we find ourselves in a basic dilemma: without developing working-class power, a large number of workers have no opportunity to develop a political voice. But without such political development, working-class power is nonexistent.
We might begin to resolve this dilemma if democratic theorists stopped trying to bolster the old myth that if only people, as individuals, would vote, democracy would flourish. As long as we persist in the view that individual preferences in elections combine to create collective power-especially for the democratic left-democracy as an idea will remain moribund. We must face up to what
we know to be true, that "power is organization," and that one of the most effective ways for workers and members of the subjugated classes to organize politically is along class lines.
Once class is recognized as a crucial variable in democratic theory, democratic theory can become a theory of social change, one in which working-class
struggle becomes a principal means of achieving rights to which workers are entitled as citizens. To repeat, one of these rights-and a fundamental one-is the
right of workers employed by public institutions, which therefore should include
large corporations, to participate on all levels of institutional decision making.
It is now beyond argument that large corporations are political entities, but
until the myth to the contrary is shattered, these rich and vast public spaces will
not be available to ordinary men and women for political dialogue and action,
and the legitimacy of corporate hierarchical and antidemocratic structures will
remain immune from public attack.
We live in unique times when democratic doctrine has a chance of being
transformed into a revolutionary and humanistic idea. The key to this transformation, as I have argued, is the legitimation of class struggle as an indispensable
democratic principle. In the context of democratic theory, this transformation
requires the nullification of the systemic and antidemocratic bias that is anchored
in the liberal principles of individualism and the separation of politics and economics-principles that have stood as effective barriers against the democratic
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rise to power of the people. I would contend that to discount the chance of this
transformation in both theory and practice on the ground that it is beyond possibility or on the ground that class struggle may endanger existing (albeit democratically ineffectual) political institutions is to abandon a strategy that could result in the democratic vitalization of these institutions.
At the time that he wrote, Tocqueville was perhaps right when he said that
the "great advantage" of America lay in the fact that it did not have to "endure a
democratic revolution." Over a hundred and fifty years later it is doubtful whether
the nation can now afford not to endure a democratic revolution.
AUTHOR's NOTE: I wish to express my appreciation to Chuck Dyke, John Forester, James Fratto,
Steven Lukes, Jane Mansbridge, and Sheldon Wolin for their comments on a previous draft of
this article, and to the American Political Science Association/American Historical Association
Committee of Project 87 for its generous support.
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f all the dangerous thoughts and explosive ideas abroad in the world
.
today, by far the most subversive is that of democracy. Taken seriously,
the idea of democracy threatens every established elite of privilege or power~ all
hierarchy and deference, the legitimacy of virtually every government in the
world. It undermines the ideological support of bureaucratic state capitalism as
much as that of bureaucratic state socialism. That is why governing and privileged strata everywhere seek to suppress the least sign of a genuinely democratic
movement, and why those who would fight against oppression must take the idea
most seriously. At first glance, democracy may seem a battle long won, but that
is only because we pay lip service to the term without thinking about its meaning,
let alone trying to live by its implications. The idea of democracy is the cutting
edge of radical criticism, the best inspiration for change toward a more humane
world, the revolutionary idea of our time.
The basic idea is simple: people can and should govern themselves. They do
not need specially bred or annointed rulers, nor a special caste or class to run their
affairs. Everyone has the capacity for autonomy, even quite ordinary peoplethe un~ducated, the poor, housewives, laborers, peasants, the outsiders and
castoffs of society. Each is capable not merely of self-control, of privately taking·
charge of his own life, but also of self-government, of sharing in the deliberate
shaping of their common life. Exercising this capacity is prerequisite both to the
freedom and full developmept of each, and to the freedom and justness of the
community.
Implicit in that simple democratic creed is a more complex understanding
of what it means to be human, simultaneously both creature and creator of history. We are the species that makes itself, collectively, through the gradual accretion of technology, custom, and civilization. We are all involved in that process,
but our individual contribution is minute and, for the most part, the inadvertent
byproduct of our intentional activities. The opportunities available to each and
the limits on private freedom to pursue personal goals are set by social conditions, which are humanly produced and sustained, yet not in our control.
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It is only in political activity that we sometimes can recognize those conditions as human creations, take charge of our history-making, deliberate about
what we are doing, and set policy for ourselves. Only public deliberation and political action allow citizens to realize-both to make real and to become aware of
-their dignity and powers as responsible agents and judges. And only thus can a
community achieve justice. Through participation, the needs of all and the unique
perspective of each are taken into account.
We shall not advocate this creed, but presume it. We address those who already share it, or would share it if only they could persuade themselves of its contemporary relevance, its feasibility under modern conditions. The latter group,
we suspect, is large, for we have all been schooled to a prudent resignation in this
matter: the voices consigning democracy to a golden but irretrievable past are legion, and they come as much from the left as from the right. Participatory democracy, they say, may have made sense long ago, in small and simple societies
whose citizens met under the village oak, but it is irrelevant to governing, or mobilizing masses in a modern nation-state with its huge population, mass communications, nationally and internationally organizea economic structures, and
enormous technical complexity. Here only hierarchy, centralization, bureauc- ·racy, and expertise make sense. Even those who would redirect society in radical
ways must adapt to these requirements. Mass apathy can only be countered by
disciplined organization; establishment technocrats must be matched by radical
experts, established ideology by radical propaganda.
Genuine and serious obstacles do challenge the realization of democracy today. But the notion that it is impossible is an illusion, largely self-induced among
would-be democrats; conceding it makes it self-fulfilling. The conviction of democracy's irrelevance has many origins, but surely one is the unthinking acceptance of a conceptual framework formulated by the enemies of democracy and·
derived from a tradition that has, on the whole, sought to prevent rather than
encourage participation. Even on the left, our understanding of democracy is
captive to the currently dominant liberal conception of politics as a competitive
struggle among self-interested individuals over who will make the rules allocating "values." Politics concerns "who governs," which means determining "who
gets what, when, how." For all but a few professionals, it is a remote, disagree./ able, strictly instrumental activity. So democracy is assimilated into representa'1 tion by way of the division of labor: professionals take care of politics so that the
rest of us are free for more gratifying and gainful activities. Even radicals, sharing
these assumptions, often seek to mobilize power in the interest of the oppressed,
rather than involving them directly in democratic political action. In this perspective, fellow citizens are at best useful means, more often competitors and
obstacles; and the public good is simply an aggregation of individual interests.
But this liberal perspective also offers a traditional countertheme, familiar
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from grade-school civics classes and patriotic ceremonies but taken seriously by
almost no one. This minor theme insists that there is indeed a public good to
which all are obligated, duty requiring the subordination of personal preference
and private interest. Here citizenship is less a privilege than a burden: the civic
duty to vote, keep informed, pay taxes, obey the law, even to "lay down one's life
in the· service of his country."
This countertheme is ostensibly opposed, yet actually complementary to
the dominant understanding. The one construes politics in terms of self-interest,
the other in terms of self-sacrifice. Yet both assume that politics is disagreeable;
neither takes it as intrinsically gratifying or valuable, or recognizes its radical potential. Democracy is bound to be distorted when viewed through these lenses. If
politics is simply the pursuit of self-interest, active citizen participation will seem
so potentially disruptive of order and communal ties that only a unanimously
harmonious community can afford it. If politics is self-sacrifice, democratic participation will seem a burden to be reluctantly accepted or cynically dodged, and
the public good will seem external to the self. Unless an alternative is found to
this dilemma, participatory democracy cannot be achieved.
Lacking an alternative, even the friends of democracy often define it in ways
that make it seem utopian, utterly irrelevant to the real needs of ordinary people.
This essay will examine two examples of such theorizing, both valuable contributions from whose limitations we can learn: the work of Hannah Arendt and
Jane Mansbridge. In criticizing their ideas, we begin to develop an alternative
and less crippling conceptualization. It will not remove the real obstacles in the
way of democracy today, but it can dispel some problems and clarify our goal.

H

annah Arendt wanted to restore appreciation of public freedom, participatory citizenship, the capacity for action. 1 Believing that those ideas
have become almost incomprehensible to us, she invoked the ancient Greek understanding of politics, emphasizing its sharp distinction between public and
private. The public realm meant freedom, the opportunity for action, individuality, the pursuit of glory, and relations of mutuality among peers. The private,
household realm was only a means to public life. It meant necessity, production
to satisfy bodily needs, shame, an absence of individuation, and relations of hierarchical domination. Arendt's stress on the value of public action is of the greatest importance to democrats, for it is powerfully dereifying and humanizing. It
1 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958); The
Origins of Totalitarianism (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1973); On Revolution (New
York: Viking Press, 1965); Between Past and Future (Cleveland and New York: World Publishing Co., 1968).
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reminds us that institutions are humanly made and therefore humanly changeable; and that in politics we deal not with inanimate objects but with each other
-with persons, each having the capacity for action, as well as distinct cares and
commitments. But in focusing on the Greek polis, on citizen equality, glory, and
the sharp distinction between the political and the private, Arendt often makes
the participatory ideal seem wholly irrelevant to ourselves and our world. Separating action from labor and work, she often sounds airily idealistic-as if politics must exclude all economic and social considerations-and at the same time
antidemocratic, as if she would exclude from citizenship all those who work, are
poor, or sympathize with the suffering of the poor. And so she makes politics
seem empty, its glory vain.
Arendt is right to want to protect action and citizenship from attitudes appropriate only to the productive transformation of objects and the satisfaction
of physical need. Freedom is threatened by the helpless victimization often felt by
oppressed people; it is likewise threatened by the self-righteous ruthlessness of
their would-be champions, and by the narrowly self-interested technical outlook
often found in liberal interest-group politics. But the remedy for these dangers
lies not in excluding but in politicizing people, and transforming their claims. In
political participation, apathetic victims can discover that what they had taken
for personal troubles are widely-shared, politically-actionable social conditions.
In political engagement, both the irresponsibly fanatic and the narrowly selfinterested can come to feel their stake in justice and principle, in mutuality and
the common good.
Politics always concerns both the competitive distribution of scarce resources
and the community's shared way of life-competing needs and shared principles.
Neglect either aspect, and you lose the dynamic potential of democracy. Arendt
tried to shift the balance from need and greed toward glory, from passivity and
self-righteousness toward responsible action. 8ut she missed the crucial function of political engagement itself in connecting personal with public good, interest with principle. These connections only get made if people jointly make
them for themselves.
That becomes clearer when one examines Jane Mansbridge's Beyond Adversary Democracy. 2 Mansbridge also sets out to challenge the dominant contemporary understanding, which she calls "adversary democracy," in the name
of the participatory "unitary democracy" she observed in two small self-governing groups: a New England town meeting and an urban "crisis center" collective.
Unitary democr~cy, she says, is based on friendship and a "rough equality
of mutual respect" among the members, who make decisions by consensus after
face-to-face discussion. The crucial feature that "determines" which model of
2

Jane J. Mansbridge, Beyond Adversary Democracy (New York: Basic Books, 1980), p. 3·
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democracy is appropriate is the degree to which members share common interests. 3 While the adversary model can accommodate conflicting interests, since
each member is most concerned to protect himself, in unitary democracy the predominant concern must be promoting the common interest. So unitary democracy can only work where significant conflicts are few; ideally it "would, over
time, require" unanimity on "every conceivable" policy question, while the adversary model ideally assumes agreement only on "the peaceful settlement of
disputes." Neither model, of course, ever actually exists in its pure form; and
Mansbridge urges small groups to mix or alternate between them. But for national, or even state and urban politics, she takes it as obvious that only adversary democracy makes sense. Since conflicting interests are unavoidable there,
the unitary model could only be a sham, cloaking the oppression of minorities
behind a show of consensus.
As a result, Mansbridge defines participation as pernicious just where democracy might really matter politically. In her understanding, there is no way
for either model of democracy to resolve serious conflicts into anything like justice or the common good, since unitary democracy cannot have serious conflicts
to resolve, and adversary democracy knows no common good. Having dissected
the concept in this way, Mansbridge cannot restore it to life by her suggestion to
mix or combine the two models.
She has accepted too many liberal assumptions, notably a definition of interest as "enlightened policy preference": the policy one would prefer if perfect
information were available about all possible consequences. By stressing "policy
preference," she blocks from view the very real stake people have in the manner
and principles by which policy decisions are reached. Mutuality, openness, dignity, persuasive deliberation, justice, are not mere procedures for the "peaceful
settlement of disputes," yet they are not policy preferences either. They are intrinsically valuable because they define how we live together: who we, as a community, are.
Democratic politics is an encounter among people with differing interests,
perspectives, and opinions-an encounter in which they reconsider and mutually
revise opinions and interests, both individual arid common. It happens always in
a context of conflict, imperfect knowledge, and uncertainty, but where community action is necessary. The resolutions achieved are always more or less temporary, subject to reconsideration, and rarely unanimous. What matters is not unanimity but discourse. The substantive common interest is only discovered or created in democratic political struggle, and it remains contested as much as shared.
Far from being inimical to democracy, conflict-handled in democratic ways,
3 All quotations in this and the next four paragraphs are from Beyond Adversary Democracy,
pp. 25-28.
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with openness and persuasion-is what makes democracy work, what makes for
the mutual revision of opinions and interest.
Rightly stressing that interests need not be selfish, can be "altruistic," "public-regarding," "ideal-regarding," Mansbridge employs the model of personal
friendship. But that provides no escape from the liberal dilemma between selfinterest and self-sacrifice. Sometimes, to counter selfishness, Mansbridge makes
membership even in a unitary democracy sound like a dutiful burden; at other
times she construes its unity as so intense that-as she says of friendship- "the
separate individuals fuse, in a sense, into one." No wonder, then, if its extension
to large and diverse groups seems to imply the crushing of minorities, and anything short of unanimity seems to indicate a failure in "fusion."
Small groups of the like-minded are useful to democrats, for instance as a
context where oppressed people might first dare to articulate their real-thoughts.
But as a model of democracy such groups will not do, and they suggest the
- wrong strategy for democrats. Rather than seeking doctrinal purity and regarding internal dissent as pathological, democratic groups must welcome diversity
and dispute. For the real revolutionizing power of democracy lies not in deploying a massive army of unanimous, disciplined followers for this or that radical
policy preference, but in transforming people from consumers, victims, and exploiters into responsible citizens, extending their horizons and deepening their
understanding, engaging their capacities, their suppressed anger and need in the
cause of justice. As Mansbridge acknowledges, ,democracy is a matter of "what
happens to the citizens themselves" rather than of "policy outcomes."

O

ne day, as Albert Camus puts it, "a slave who has been taking orders al.l his
life suddenly: decides that he cannot obey some new command," and he
says, "No more!"4 lSo one begins, and others j~in in; together they try to take
charge of their lives':i=Iistorically, such popular empowerment has appeared both
on the large, dramatic scale of revolution, and on the small, everyday, and local
scene. It appeared in the sections of the Paris Commune and the "popular societies" and political clubs of the French Revolution, in the soldiers' and workers'
soviets of the Russian Revolution, the "fanshen" assemblies of the Chinese Revolution, in the Committees of Correspondence of the American Revolution. Still
visible to Tocqueville in the America of the 183os, it reappeared in the Populist
mobilization of the 188os and 189os. But it can also be found in Swiss cantons
and Yugoslavian factories, in early Israeli kibbutzim, in the "Prague Spring," the
literacy campaign of ihe Nicaraguan revolution, the struggles of Japanese peasants to oppose expansion of the Tokyo airport, at times in the labor movement,
4 Albert Camus, The Rebel, trans. Anthony Bower (New York: Random House, 1956), p. 13.
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the Civil Rights movement, the women's movement. It can begin in some local
incident (a bus in Montgomery or a shipyard in Gdansk) and spread to mobilize
most of a nation. It can occur among colonized people, among slaves, among
the subjects of a ruthless dictator. ~~~~E~,f~t~~l'9~l:!!.()Ei<lU.aQ~()l!lJe, but
a relatively familiar recurrent phenomenon, a persistent struggle pursued in the
widest variety of ways, under the most diverse and inhospitable circumstances.
People find wa.ys of~.e.·ing citizens even when they are excluded from the formal
institutions of power. I
The romantic, 'abstracted, and thoroughly unpolitical image of participation offered by recent theorists needs to be corrected by such a list of historical
examples, showing that democracy is no dim and distant chimera, confined to
the Greek city or the idealistic affinity group, remote from people's needs or presupposing automatic harmony, but a very real, practical human enterprise of the
greatest possible political significance, repeatedly undertaken by ordinary people. Such a list of historical examples is, of course, motley, mixing rebellion and
revolt with democratic movements, democratic societies, democracy as an established form of government. Few of the instances listed can be said unambiguously to have succeeded. Historically, such efforts have not only aimed at democratizing their societies, but also themselves provided the democratic experience for their participants. At what point and in what ways shall we say that such
a movement has failed or ended? Certainly many "failed" movements left both
the world and their members significantly transformed in democratic directions.
Nor is it obvious what might be proved by a record of democratic defeats. It
might, for instance, be taken as confirming the thesis that democracy is dangerous: as soon as such a movement gives any signs of succeeding, all the resources
of established power and privilege will be brought to bear "to destroy it, divert it,
buy it, or try in any way to gain effective control over it," as Lawrence Goodwyn
has written. 5 Or the record might be taken as indicating how often democrats
are misled by bad theoretical formulations, failing to nurture and preserve within their own groups the democracy they seek for their polity as a whole.
Certainly such a review of historical examples reminds us that hope-and
the democratic impulse-springs eternal, even in the face of the most forbidding
circumstances; and that from small, seemingly harmless beginnings, great and
genuinely radical movements can grow. Much of the history of democracy has
taken place within movements struggling to transform societies that were themselves far from democratic. The power and radical nature of those movements
grew specifically from the liberating, transforming capacity of political action.
So the decision of a tired black woman to sit in the front of the bus can become a
5 Lawrence Goodwyn, "Organizing Democracy: The Limits of Theory and P.ractice," democracy I, no. I (January I98I), p. 47·
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national drive for human dignity and equality; a self-help cooperative providing
credit for poor farmers can become a democratizing national movement; sections of the Paris Commune can, in demanding cheap bread, simultaneously begin developing "a new type oLpolitical organization" that will enable people to
be "participators in government."6
Democratic movements become stronger and potentially more radical as
they diversify and reach out to other groups: when workers join with peasants,
antinuclear ecologists join with nuclear plant workers and the unemployed, civil
rights activists join with blue-collar workers and feminists. Not only do they acquire new members and allies, but they grow more political, and more just. As
the group becomes more inclusive, members move beyond scapegoating toward
increasing sophistication about the true social causes of their pain, and toward a
more principled justification of who should pay what price to relieve it. So members discover their connectedness-and forge new connections-with others, with
principle, and with their own capacities. Democrats must be as committed to
fostering participatory politics within their movements as they are tothe intrinsic
value of participation in democratic government.

.I

hW:hen
people say that democracy is "obviously'' not suitable for a large
1
population, they fall captive to an abstract notion of assembling more
and more people in one place: "no room can hold them all." But that is not how
democratic movements grow, nor how real democratic polities functio;!Jconsider the America Tocqueville discovered in the 183os, a people deeply engaged
in democratic self-government: their "most important business" and their greatest pleasure. Take away politics from the American, Tocqueville said, and you
rob him of half his existence, leaving a "vast void in his life" and making him "incredibly unhappy." 7 Yet Tocqueville's America _was no city-state, nor could its
'Citizens assemble in one place. If size was no bar then to so lively a democratic

l

e"1Zment, it need not be now.
Face-to-face citizen assemblies are indeed essential to democracy, but one
sin e assembly of all is not. Representation, delegation, cooperation, coordination, federation, and other kinds o.f devolution are entirely corntible with democracy, though they do not constitute and cannot guarantee it. Disillusioned
democrats from Robert Michels to Frances Fox Piven and Ric ard A. Cloward
have argued that any large organization and any differentiated leadership neces-

6 On Revolution, p. 247.

7 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, ed. J.P. Mayer (Garden City, N.Y.: Double·
day and Co., 19{)9), p. 243.
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sarily must take the life out of democracy, rigidifying into bureaucratic hierarchy.
But formless, spontaneous mobs in the streets disrupting an established order
cannot by themselves be a source of enduring change or even enduring challenge.
Even if ossification were ultimately inevitable for any democratic engagement,
surely the democrat's task would still be to prolong and revitalize the early, militant stage of popular involvement.§ point is not to eschew all organization
and all differentiated leadership, confining democracy to the local and spontaneous, but to develop those organizational forms and those styles of authority that
sustain rather than suppress member initiative and autonomy. From historical
examples we know that such forms and styles exist; it has sometimes been dooS:I
Democrats need to think hard-both historically and theoretically-about
the circumstances and the institutions by which large-scale collective power can
be kept responsible to its participatory foundations. In the new American states,
for example, after the disruption of British rule, radicals insisted on unicameral
legislatures, weak or collective executives, frequent elections, rotation in office
to prevent formation of a class of professional politicians. Most important, representatives were elected by participatory town or country meetings, thus by political bodies with an identity and some experience in collective action, rather
than by isolated voters. Consequently, dialogue between representatives and
their constituencies was frequent and vigorous; representatives wete often instructed and sometimes recalled. But there are many possibilities for vital and
fruitful interaction between the local and the national community. Recent resolutions on nuclear disarmament passed by New England town meetings are a
promising experiment. All such devices, however, depend ultimately on the character of the citizenry, their love of and skill in exercising freedom; and these, in
turn, rest mainly on the direct experience of meaningful local self-government.
Tocqueville argued that what made the American nation democratic was
the vitality of direct participation in small and local associations. Face-to-face
democracy was the foundation-not a substitute-for representative institutions,
federalism, and national democracy. In direct personal participation, Tocqueville
observed, people both learn the skills of citizenship and develop a taste for freedom; thereafter they form an active rather than deferential, apathetic, or privatized constituency for state and national representation, an engaged public for
national issues. Size is not an insurmountable problem. On the basis of local,
face-to- face politics, all sorts of higher and more distant structures of representation and collective power can be erected without destroying democracy-indeed, they can enhance it. Lac;king such a basis, no institutional structures or
programs of indoctrination can produce democracy.
From the question of size, turn next to that of technology. Has the technological complexity of modern society, requiring specialized expertise, rendered
democracy obsolete? Here it is useful to remember that while the technological
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society may be new, the claims for expertise against democracy are very old, at
;least as old as Plato's Republic./iite idea that ordinary people are incompetent to
!deal intelligently with the issues affecting their lives rests now, as it always has,
jon an overly narrow idea of what constitutes politically relevant knowledge, and
Ia confusion between knowledge and decision.
First off, stupidity knows no class. Maybe most people are foolish, but foolishness is found in all social strata. Education removes some kinds of ignorance,
but may entrench or instill others. The cure is not to exclude some but to include
as diverse a range of perspectives and experience as possible in political deliberation. Second, expertise cannot solve political problems. Contemporary politics
is indeed full of technically complex topics, about which even the educated feel
horribly ignorant. But on every politically significant issue of this kind, the "experts" are divided; that is part of what makes the issues political. Though we may
also feel at a loss to choose between them, leaving it to the experts is no solution
at all.
Finally, while various kinds of knowledge can be profoundly useful in political decisions, knowledge alone is never enough. The political question is what
we are to do; knowledge can only tell us how things are, how they work, while a
~ political resolution always depends on what we, as a community, want and think
l right. And those questions have no technical answer; they require collective deliberation and decision. The experts must become a part of, not an alternative
to, the democratic political proceiJ
Technology as such is not the problem for democracy; the problems here
are popular deference to experts, and the belief in technology as an irresistible
force, an "imperative" beyond human control. Since such deference and fatalism originate in people's experience, which is rooted in social conditions, they
may be fought wherever they arise; and that is reason for hope andperseverence.
The apathetic oppressed constitute an enormous pool of potential democratic
energy. And as the historical examples remind us, even the most oppressed people
sometimes rediscover within themselves the capacity to act. Democrats today
must seek out and foster every opportunity for people to experience their own
effective agency: at work, at school, in family and personal relations, in the community. Democratic citizenship is facilitated by democratic social relations and
an autonomous character structure; dependency and apathy must be attacked
wherever people's experience centers. Yet such attacks remain incomplete unless
they relate personal concerns to public issues, extend individual initiative into
shared political actiop. A sense of personal autonomy, dignity, and efficacy may
be requisite for, but must not be confused with, citizenship.
And so we return to the need for direct, personal political participation. As
Tocqueville already made clear, not just any kind of small or local group can provide the democratic experience: the point is not gregariousness but politicization.

"
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To support democracy, face-to- face groups must themselves be internally democratic in ways already discussed, must deal with issues that really matter in their
members' lives, and must have genuine power to affect the outcomes of those issues. One can experience freedom or learn citizenship no better in a "Mickey
Mouse" group where nothing of importance is at stake than in a hierarchical
organization.
Tocqueville's America was already big, but many important matters could
still be addressed and resolved on the small scale. Confronting the realities of
large-scale private power and social problems today requires national and even
international organization. Such organization can be democratic, we have argued, if it rests on an active, engaged citizenry. Technology, too, can be democratically handled by such a citizenry. But such a citizenry emerges only from
meaningful small-scale participation. Is that still a realistic possibility in a society
such as ours?
To answer that crucial question, one must distinguish between short- and
long-run requirements. In the long run, if we truly want full democracy, there is
no doubt that we shall have to change our society and·economy in fundamental
ways. But in the short run, the right means toward that goal are participatory ~
democratic movements. That such movements can still occur was shown in the
196os; nothing fundamental has changed since then. Today's democrat must
hope that in the brief experience of active participation that follows a flaring up
of the democratic impulse, ordinary people, discovering the connections between
local problems and national structures, coming up against the repressive power
of established privilege, will themselves discover the need for more fundamental
changes. We must be prepared to use the impulses toward and the experience of
democracy, where they occur and while they last, to produce the social and economic changes that will further facilitate democracy. Each time it is, one might
say, a race between the radicalizing and liberating potential of political action,
and the dispiriting and paralyzing effects of the repression and political defeat
likely to follow.
Confronting this most central and difficult problem, we need to recall not
only Tocqueville and Revolutionary America, but also the movements of the
1¢os, to build on their achievements and learn from their mistakes. On the whole,
these movements did not see themselves as building participatory alternatives,
nor as engaged in a long-term transformation of consciousness and social conditions to make possible a more democratic America. They looked for immediate
changes on specific issues, mobilized people for short-term successes, and saw
their own internal organization largely in instrumental terms. Even the Students
for a Democratic Society, which did begin with a larger vision and did value internal democracy, eventually became absorbed in ending the Vietnam War. Neglecting democratic organization for immediate policy changes, the 196os move-
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ments failed in what Goodwyn has called "democratic patience," the capacity to
sustain democratic momentum for the long haul. 8 Yet they left behind a changed
America, and many less conspicuous yet active neighborhood groups, and radical opposition groups in unions, the professions, and among consumers.
A democratic movement for the 198os must come out of such groups, out of
local organizing around the grievances and aspirations people now feel. It must
encourage local autonomy, ways of doing for ourselves and doing without, so as
to cut loose from the system. Yet it must also encourage a widening perspective
on the issues, their connections with the larger social stmctures of private power;
it must foster alliances and debate among such groups. People must organize in
ways that constantly enlarge rather than suppress movement members' active
engagement, independent judgment, and preparedness for continued struggle.
Such local and ad hoc beginnings by no m~s preclude a commitment to
radical systeinic social and econoinic change. In the long run, democracy's full
realization might well entail abolishing the joint-stock liinited-liability corporation; or abolishing private ownership of the means of production; or even abandoning the Faustian dream of mastering and exploiting nature to gain infinitely
··
expanding wealth.
But that is to get ahead of ourselves. For surely the privileged elites of corporate power will not permit such radical changes today or tomorrow, nor are
our fellow citizens ready to fight on such grounds. We must not postpone the
practice of participatory democracy until after such changes are achieved, nor
expect it to emerge automatically from them. Democracy is our best means for
achieving social change and must remain our conscious goal. Then the vicious.
circle of social process, in which democracy seems to presuppose the conditions
that only democracy can bring about, can become grounds for hope: wherever
we do cut into the circle, we thereby transform all the rest of its course. We can
begin where we are.

8 Goodwyn, "Organizing Democracy," p.
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nsurgent appeals to traditional communal bonds and "the way things are
supposed to be" can take on very different meanings, depending on the social position and nature of the leader making the appeal. Both George Wallace
and Martin Luther King Jr. claimed the mantle of"the true southern heritage."
Popular democratic themes (such as civic idealism, religious identification
with the oppressed, organized cooperation, or free expression) become distinguished from parochial interests when community groups move from simply resisting perceived threats to actively opposing the centers of power. Yet conventional analyses of social change largely fail to address such processes. Indeed,
both left and right have held to an analysis that sees traditional communitarian
structures as the bulwark of the social order, the barrier_s against social movements for change. Social movements, in the conventional view, grow out of detachment from such structures. As the sociologist William Kornhauser once put
it, "people who are atomized readily become mobilized." 1
The problem derives from assumptions at the heart of western political theory, whose fundamental categories, we would argue, occlude understanding of
the communal wellsprings of democratic social struggles. Put simply, dominant
theories of political action and social movement make a radical division between
"life" and "politics," between "private" and "public," between traditional, settled,
and historical communities and the arenas of progress, innovation, reform, and
revolution.
I "The Politics of Mass Society," in Mancur Olsen, ed., Power in Societies (New York: Macmillan, 1970), p. 406.
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In these terms, both sympathizers and critics accept implicitly a hierarchy
of movement and movement leadership that presumes a steady progression
toward detachment from communal ties and traditional beliefs. Social movements tend to be judged as effective, sophisticated, and broad in their vision to
the extent they leave behind "ancient ways" of communal life and enter a realm
of cosmopolitan discourse. The language of interests and rational calculation is
substituted for values, traditions, and group histories. Indeed, even our idiom
for describing social struggles, terms such as "mass movement," or the common
distinction between "primitive" social movements (based on communitarian identities) and "modern" movements such as trade unions (which are thought to have
severed ties with older traditions), presumes that the highest level of consciousness is that of the deracinated individual who has outgrown his older beliefs and
is able to rationally calculate "objective interests." Peter Friedlander neatly made
the point: "labor historiography, which has tended to assume the presence of a
modern, individuated, rational worker, has usually viewed the process of unionization in narrowly rational, institutional, and goal-oriented terms. The problem of culture and praxis is passed over in silence." 2
A new generation of social history calls for reconceptualization in our received theory. Actual studies of social movements and their leaders consistently
remind us of the dynamic and complex character of communities. People live in
communal worlds of daily activity and draw strength from the cultural resources
and traditions embedded in such specific contexts. Structures and ideological
themes that, at least potentially, nourish dissent and democratic values always
coexist with forms of accommodation and submission that are also woven into
the fabric of communities. These communal settings are typically the incubators
of sustained democratic social movements.
Community institutions reproducing the bonds of historical memory and
culture also serve as the arenas where people can distinguish themselves from
elite definitions of who they are, can gain the skills and mutual regard necessary
to act as a force for change. From the outside, values and rituals of community
life and folkways are all too easily seen in static and monochromatic terms, dismissed as "opiates." Yet such a perspective is a seriously distorted one.
In the course of social movements, people's institutions that may for years
have been broadly functional to the system in reproducing its dominant beliefs become for a time subversive. Sometimes old institutions are transformed through
this process. Often new structures emerge that are seen as organic extensions or
adaptations of traditional settings but have a specificity and life of their own as
well. We would maintain that both rootedness in communal settings and opportu2 Peter Friedlander, The Emergence of a UAW Local, 1936-39 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1975), pp. xiv-xv.
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nities for popular participation are essential to the sustained vitality and broader
democratic potential of social movements over time.

U

ntil the nineteenth century, the concept of democracy had definite radical
overtones and also roots in communal themes such as religion and place
-which made it different from the modern views ofleft or right. In that century,
however, there developed a divergence of meanings, as analysts of political culture such as Raymond Williams and C. B. MacPherson have demonstrated. The
tamer "liberal" version of democracy came to mean simply a system that guaranteed certain basic liberties and involved popular elections but did not actively engage the general citizenry in decision making processes. This understanding, descended from John Locke and other English philosophers, held that the point of
modern society is not participation but what MacPherson has aptly termed the
philosophy of"possessive individualism": the right of each individual to compete
on roughly equal footing for acquisition of material goods, status, and power. 3
Yet writers as diverse as Hannah Arendt, Robert Bellah, Vernon Parrington,
and Sheldon S. Wolin have pointed out that in its original conception, American
democracy was the more activist, participatory, and radical version. Arendt suggested, for instance, that for the Revolutionary generation, "public happiness
consisted in the citizen's right of access to the public realm ... to be 'a participator in the government of affairs' in Jefferson's telling phrase."4 This was certainly
the notion of democracy also intended by Alexis de Tocqueville in his observations on American society 150 years ago. Tocqueville argued forcefully that only
through vibrant, continuing forms of association could Americans counterbalance the competitive and commercial tendencies in the culture. 5
The issue has become even more complicated for those still committed to
the older, participatory understanding of democracy. Not only do the large and
centralized structures of the modern world make active citizen participation and
control increasingly difficult, but they also destroy and erode those smaller structures through which democratic values and skills are acquired. It is against such
a background that the most insightful democratic rebels in our history have described democratic movements as aiming not only at structural change but also

3 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1976); C.B. MacPherson, The Life and Times of Liberal Democracy (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1977).
4 "Public Happiness," in Henry Kariel, ed., Frontiers ofDemocratic Theory (New York: Random House, 1970), p. 5·
5 Democracy in America (New York: Washington Square Press, 1964).
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at political education and community renewal. For instance, Martin Luther King
Jr. maintained that the civil rights movement was an effort not only to secure
democratic rights to participation, but also to furnish a schooling in the public
skills and values essential to democracy. King argued that the movement helped
the entire nation recall its older values by "bringing our nation back to those great
wells of democracy which were dug deep by the founding fathers." 6
Democracy means altering structures to make democracy possible and also
schooling the citizenry in the varied skills and values that are essential to sustaining a democratic polity. Democratic social movements, the collective endeavors
that struggle against obstacles to popular participation, are vehicles for widening participation in decision making.
We term the communal structures most crucial to the democratic character
"free social spaces." They are collective terrain, a part of a group's everyday life
perhaps far removed from formally defined "politics" or militant expressions of
unrest that nonetheless retain an important measure of insulation from elite cultural, organizational, and political domination. Politicized in a new way by specific historic developments, free social spaces begin to function as centers for a
group's consciousness of insurgent democratic values, skills, and ideals. Leadership in such movements, trained and shaped by such settings, plays a major role
in how social spaces emerge and develop over time-and what the legacy of the
movements proves to be.
Most frequently, as a number of historians and social-movement theorists
have now observed, activation of groups begins as a spontaneous occurrence as
a group seeks to defend from outside threat the established ways of life or perceived "rights" people have come to count on. At the outset, group goals are
aimed at the return to previous patterns.
But movement goals can change and become radical in the course of struggle. The American Farmers' Alliance organizations of the late 188os and 189os,
arising from small farmers' efforts to keep their land through cooperative purchasing and marketing, became the base of a massive political challenge in the
Populist party when their very existence was threatened by banks' refusal to extend credit. Joan Scott has found that the French glassworkers' union in nineteenth-century Carmaux was formed as "a last-ditch effort by craftsmen to save
their craft: to halt the process of proletarianization."7 Unions became "organizing institutions of working-class life" that did considerably more than call for re-

6 Martin Luther King Jr., Why We Can't Wait (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), p. 99·
7 Joan Scott, The Glassworkers of Carmaux: French Craftsmen and Political Action in a
Nineteenth-Century City (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974), pp. 4,
116-120.
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turn to the old days. They socialized rural migrants, taught them new skills, and
used such traditional settings as funerals to spread radical notions. Historian
E. P. Thompson has shown how the elite's assault upon working-class English
institutions in the early nineteenth century produced enormous ferment: "Everything, from their schools to their shops, their temples to their amusements was
turned into a battleground ...." 8
Such transformations of values and aims do not happen mysteriously. As a
generation of historical work has now richly documented, they occur in the communal settings of a group's daily life with a degree of insulation from dominant
power-settings the people "own" to a large degree-where there are possibilities
for cooperative experience, free expression, and acquisition of the skills of public life.
In the late nineteenth-century rural American South, for instance, communitarian settings inculcated a democratic self-consciousness among farmers. Populist historian Lawrence Goodwyn has described how a small group of innovative organizers such as William Lamb, Charles Macune, and Henry Vincent were
able to develop an enormous movement of collective self-help through cooperatives, tapping the restiveness of farmers who feared loss of the land and control
over their livelihoods to merchants and banks. The organizations of the Farmers' Alliance built on the networks of organizations already existing in farming
regions and also created new structures of solidarity. "The Alliance organization
was experimenting in a new kind of mass autonomy," recounts Goodwyn. "Inexorably, the mutually supportive dynamics inherent in these individual and collective modes of behavior began to produce something new ... a new way of looking
at society ... that represented a shaking off of inherited forms of deference." 9

I

n sum, free social spaces provide the grounds for democratic movement because they offer coherent patterns of group identity and possibilities for democratic education distinct from broader cultural and ideological definitions and
power relations in the society. In these settings, leaders are schooled by the same
processes that produce the movements. Recent scholarship on women's history
makes these points clearly.
Because women share no apparent collective past and exist in all social groups
of race and class, the process of collective consciousness formation seems opaque

8 E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (New York: Vintage, 1963),
p. 832.
9 Lawrence Goodwyn, The Populist Moment: A Short History of the Agrarian Revolt in
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 33·
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at first. Social realities of many kinds-familial, ethnic, class, religious, geographic, patterns of courtship, divisions of labor-take on a moral dimension.
Not only is that "the way things are" but also "the way they ought to be." Historically, women have not generally been presented with a wide array of socially acceptable options. Feminist historians, with new questions about women's subjective experiences, have sought to comprehend the texture of daily life and
women's participation in it, on women's own terms.
At the same time, they have also begun to examine the process by which
some women challenge social reality, subvert it, and struggle for greater control
over their self-images and their destinies. Through such research, pictures have
emerged of the rich, communal subcultures that women have been able to create
around their shared domestic roles that, under certain circumstances, furnished
resources for insurgency. 10
During the American Revolution, when the formation of such subcultures
was just beginning, individual feminists emerged. But they were not, nor did they
intend to be, leaders of a broad social movement. Educated women such as Mercy
Otis Warren and Abigail Adams appropriated the ideological ferment around
them to assert the validity of women's claim to equal political participation. Their
writings laid the groundwork for the ideology of a later feminist movement. But
neither they, nor their audience, had adequate access to the requisite skills or collective instruments for movement building. Women, on the whole, did not think
of themselves as a group with collective grievances.
In the early nineteenth century, however, women's consciousness of a shared
condition grew as they were increasingly segregated from public social and economic life. Domesticity transformed a number of traditional cultural institutions
into autonomous social spaces "owned" by women. In most cases, these spaces
were highly contradictory, simultaneously reinforcing subordination and also
providing the skills and heightened self-image with which to challenge it.
For example, women increasingly dominated the congregations of churches
and evangelical revivals in New England as the church itself moved to the periphery of social and economic life. In the name of feminine piety, they created an explosion of prayer groups, missionary and education societies, Sunday schools,

10 Such a perspective asks how women have participated in a male-defined world "on their own
terms," as Gerda Lerner put it in "Placing Women in History," Bernice Carroll, ed., Liberating
Women's History.' Theoretical and Critical Essays (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1976),
p. 359· See also Nancy Cott, Bonds of Womanhood: The Woman's Sphere in New England
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977); Ellen Carol DuBois, Feminism and Suffrage: The
Emergence of an Independent Women's Movement in America, 1848-1869 (Ithaca:. Cornell
University Press, 1978); Alice Rossi, ed., The Feminist Papers: From Adams to de Beauvoir
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1973).
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and moral reform and maternal associations. Nancy Cott has pointed out that
such groups raised women's self-esteem, trained them in political skills (writing
constitutions, electing officers, running meetings, recruiting members, voting)
while at the same time "accommodat[ing] them to a limited, clerically defined
role." 11 In this paradoxical way they provided the tools for leadership and began
to create a basis for active response.
Similarly, the growing movement for women's education was intended simply to train women better for their domestic roles. Yet, according to Cott, "the
orientation toward gender in their education fostered women's consciousness of
themselves as a group united in purpose, duties and interests. From the sense
among women that they shared a collective destiny it was but another step (though
a steep one) to sense that they might shape that destiny with their own minds and
hands." 12 Within women's schools and academies young girls had access to strong
role models in their teachers, training in skills such as public speaking, and a
broadened sphere of their own interests.
Schopls and religious reform associations thus formed the bedrock of the
nineteenth-century feminist awakening. Each was seen as, in itself, an extension
of tradition. Yet they also constituted free social spaces; arenas outside the family in which women could develop a collective consciousness, political skills, and
a growing sense that they had a·rightto work-first in behalf of others, then in
behalf of themselves. These spaces were not politicized, however, until the abolition movement, itself an outgrowth of evangelical reform, brought women into
direct political agitation against the "sin" of slavery. The constituency for the
massive petition campaign in the 183os and 184os lay in benevolent and reform
associations of women who felt it their Christian duty to wqrk in behalf of the
"downtrodden." Abolition deepened and enriched that perception. Suddenly
women such as the Grimke sisters found that in the name of Christian duty they
had transgressed the boundaries of acceptable behavior Cll1d were forced, in order to speak out against slavery, to defend their rights as women to participate in
public discourse.
A generation of feminist leadership was schooled by such processes. Sarah
and Angelina Grimke, Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B.
Anthony used the organizing styles they had learned in evangelical reform movements. Like other abolitionists, they saw themselves as a prophetic minority and
drew on the rhetoric of the Revolutionary era to make their demands. Alice
Rossi has demonstrated that women's rights leaders before the Civil War were
typically involved in several reform movements of the period-religious revival-
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ism, temperance, moral protests against prostitution, peace, and abolition. Out
of these overlapping involvements came a group of leaders and a broad base of
participants whose involvement in one or more such movements produced an
active, organized response.
Similarly, in the late nineteenth century, the leadership and constituency for
the resurgence of feminist activity that led ultimately to the 19th Amendment developed in the numerous institutions of middle-class female subculture: settle. ment houses, women's colleges, women's clubs, and perhaps most important,
the Women's Christian Temperance Union.
The WCTU provides an example of the power of a leader, under the right
conditions, to shape free social spaces; Frances Willard employed slogans such
as "Do Everything" and "For God, Home, and Native Land" to fuse domestic
ideology with the restiveness of middle-class women schooled in missionary so.cieties to produce the largest women's movement in the nineteenth century. Willard used women's commitments to clubs and missionary societies and their social definition as moral guardians of the home to bring thousands into public,
political activity for the first time. In the name of "Home Protection" they worked
for reforms in the penal system, for kindergartens and PTAs, and for women's
suffrage. Because Willard's achievement consisted in creating the WCTU as a
free social space by politicizing preexisting social spaces and tniditional ideology,
she created an organization that trained great numbers to assume leadership in
later battles for women's suffrage. Indeed, many female leaders in the Socialist
Party also began their activism in the WCTU.
In the southern states, white women emerged more slowly and tentatively
from the confines of the domestic sphere than in the North. Likewise, among
working-class whites bitter economic necessity forced women and children to
work long hours in the cotton mills, and the semifeudal paternalism of the mill
village stunted the growth of autonomous collective spaces and truncated collective protest of any kind.
For middle- and upper-class southern white women the pathway out ofthe
home lay-as it had for the Grimke sisters-through expanding their roles in the
church. In the 187os, women all over the South began to organize missionary societies. Although reluctant to challenge overtly cultural definitions of either race
or sex, they nonetheless began to act on their religious values in a way that drew
them inexorably into social action. Their initial involvement had simply extended
the expected piousness of a southern lady. But the missionary impulse, when carried beyond the hom((, brought these women face-to-face with the grinding poverty of the South and personalized the horrors of racial discrimination. In response, they founded home missions to provide basic services to the poor despite
the continuing opposition of ecclesiastical hierarchies. As they built their own
organizations, battling with church authorities to do so, these women evidenced
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an early flickering of feminist consciousness, tied to an awareness of the cultural
centrality of race in the South.
rn.rough this process a number of southern white women in the 1920s and
~930s became active in the women's committee of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation (CIC) and later the southern women's campaign against
lynching. The transformation of such experiences into a broad-based social movement hinged, as in the case of the WCTU, on the efforts of a talented leader, Jesse
Daniel Ames.
Yet both Ames and her followers remained in many senses within the confines of their cultur~. The bonds of white womanhood had stretched enough to
allow a growing level of public activity and social concern, but they were far from
broken. Though pushed initially by black women in the YWCA to confront the
issues of racism and lynching, white women's responses were crucially limited by
the boundaries of class and caste that they were unable to transcend: their political and cultural independence remained sharply limited. Working on behalf of
blacks, rather than side by side with them, they could not cross the line between
patronage and social equality. Indeed, burdened with the deepest fears and anxieties about sex between black men and white women, any possibility for such relationship brought their liberalism up short. They could take a stand against racial abuses-for their time, a courageous one-without being forced to confront
the culture as a whole.
Throughout the twentieth century, a wide variety of other settings created
social spaces that exhibited some but not all of the characteristics essential for
feminist self-assertion. Like maternal and reform associations in the nineteenth
century, they simultaneously generated new skills and new self-worth while in
some ways reinforcing submissive definitions and boundaries. For the most part,
voluntary organizations such as the League of Women Voters, church organizations, the YWCA, the Consumer's League, and the Girl Scouts were not politicized or insurgent along feminist dimensions. There is clearly a more complex
story here than is suggested by the simple presumption that women's organizations participated in and reinforced a sexual status quo. In retrospect one can
document that many leaders of the feminist resurgence in the 196os emerged via
the sisterhood and leadership development operating in such organizations.
The most fundamental questioning of cultural expectations developed
among young women active in the social movements of the 196os-the civil rights
movement and the student new left. Though the writings of those feminists stressed
women's oppression in the new left as the source of the new call for a women's
liberation movement, in fact feminist consciousness actually originated in ~om
munity settings that provided bases for women to violate the norms of passivity
and helplessness and to widen their sense of their own potential.
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The background of early feminists had, most characteristically, been traditional student organizations and especially campus ministries and the YWCA.
In the South, such settings formed enclaves within a traditional conservative culture that encouraged dissenting values of social justice, equality, and the vision
of an integrated "beloved community." They also frequently encouraged female
leadership, and through theY in particular offered adult role-models of socially
concerned women. From such settings came a small group of white women who
joined the civil rights revolt, no longer maternalistically as their foremothers
had, but with an awareness that the assault upon southern racism included an attack on the cultural icon of the "Southern Lady."
In demonstrations, freedom schools, community organizing, and voter registration projects young women found also specifically female social spaces in
which to discuss experiences, share insights, and find collective strength. Gradually, women developed a shared sense of their right to be treated equally-to have
participatory democracy include them as well. Then, changes in the movement
politicized women's awareness in a new way. As civil rights shifted to a more militant, black-nationalist stance and community organizing in the North gave way
to draft resistance, women found their new sense of self endangered. But those
whom the movement relegated to the periphery were already armed with selfrespect, organizing skills, and an ideology that justified revolt against oppression. So they took the perception of the personal nature of political action and
transformed it into the feminist assertion that "the personal is political." The
women's movement they initiated built on the models they had experienced, with
complex results. But it also activated the latent organizing experiences of millions of other American women not in the movement, who spontaneously began
to initiate consciousness-raising groups, child-care cooperatives, rape crisis centers, and women's projects all over the nation.
The leadership of the radical branch of feminism in the 196os emerged from
the civil rights movement and the new left. Its nature, however, illustrates some
of the problems of the social spaces produced by these movements. While such
movements taught women organizing skills ·and fiercely egalitarian ideology,
student radicals also reflected the ethos of a generation of highly moralistic middle-class youth in angry revolt against the culture in which they had been raised.
The ahistorical and rootless nature of the new left fed an anarchic style suspicious
of all leadership, avoiding structured organization capable of holding leaders
accountable, and increasingly defining itself in terms of moral and ideological
absolutes belying the,democratic rhetoric of the movement. Inheriting such tendencies, some parts of the women's liberation movement engaged in endless debates over real feminists versus "cop-outs." The early democratic themes eroded.
Leadership became increasingly charismatic, often selected by the media, accountable to no stable constituency.
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n sum, the historical record calls for a new attentiveness to the life of rooted
communities themselves, whose institutions are the foundation and wellspring
for any sustained challenge to autocratic power. It is through the structures of
community life that sustain and reproduce a group's shared bonds of historical
memory and culture that an oppressed people begins to come to self-consciousness. Through their activity in new contexts, groups may acquire public skills,
reinforce democratic values, and form new links between subcommunities into
larger networks and organizations. And it is through such processes that a powerless people constitutes itself as a force for democratic transformation of the
broader social structure and as a school for its own education in a democratic
sensibility. Loss of organic connection to the communal sources of social movement can lead to the amorphous and rootless stridency of the late new left on the
one hand, or to the bureaucratic stagnation apparent in many contemporary
trade unions on the other.
Yet the evidence also draws attention to the complexity of community life,
from a democratic perspective. If democratic movements necessarily draw their
strength, vision, and power from communitarian settings, these also limit the
nature of such movements. Leaders, organizational forms, and broader strategies may help movements overcome parochialism and ethnocentrism, may expand the democratic processes within the group life, may make the decisive difference in how effectively the movement influences the broader society. But the
requirement for such developments is a clarity about the limitations inherent in
the community foundations of a movement, as well as a deep grounding in its setting.
In present day America, recognition of both the centrality and the complexity of communities assumes no small urgency. Where are the places in our culture through which groups sustain bonds and history? What are the processes
through which such groups may broaden their sense of the possible, make alliances with others, and develop the practical skills. and knowledge to maintain
democratic organization? Such questions confer the dignity of historical authorship upon ordinary people. They require a new respect for the ways in which
people discover who they are and take democratic initiatives, on their own terms.
And they are the precondition for effectively contesting a cynical, aggressive,
and lavishly endowed right wing, which seeks to refashion every image of community in America according to its own rigid and rapacious definitions.

EXPLORATIONS

Three Mlle Island:
A Case of
Disinformation

PETER G. STILLMAN

A

bout eleven miles south of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, on an insignificant sand bar of an island, Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed) built two
large nuclear power plants. On March 28, 1979, at Reactor Unit Two at Three
Mile Island (TMI), a series of individually minor mishaps escalated into the
worst accident of the American nuclear power program; for five days, the
causes, extent, and severity of the accident were not clear. Public anxiety was
high, about 144,000 inhabitants evacuated the area, and the plant was at one
point within an hour of a "meltdown," the uncontrolled overheating and melting
of the uranium core that threatens to breach the containment dome and release
lethal radioactivity. Now, almost four years later, the plant is at a safe if tenuous
stability, but soo,ooo gallons of highly radioactive water must still be removed
and the containment building decontaminated, a process that will require careful attention to safety, more than one billion dollars, and several years.
Throughout th,e accident, many attempts to prevent or mitigate it failed.
The crucial reasons for the failures were not operator error or equipment malfunction; generally, the operators acted as they had been trained and th~ equipment worked as designed. Nor were the failures primarily the fault of Met Ed,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), or the major contractors, though
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all were lax and irresponsible in important ways. Rather, individuals failed to
make sound technical and political decisions for two closely related reasons: essential information was unavailable, unclear, distorted, or ambiguous; and the
nuclear power plant itself was not understood sufficiently well for individuals to
recognize the significance and implications of the information they had. As aresult, plant operators and technical experts made decisions that exacerbated the
accident. Outside TMI, inadequate information and understanding led to crisis
management by the NRC and ill-informed personal and political decision
making.

T:

he accident began simply enough. 1 At thirty-seven seconds after 4:ooA.M.
that Wednesday, a series of feedwater pumps supplying water to TMI's
steam generators "tripped," i.e., stopped. With no water being added to the steam
generators, there would soon be no steam; so the plant's safety systems shut down
the steam turbine and its generator, and turned on emergency feed water pumps.
Immediately, the temperature of the reactor coolant rose, because the generator
feedwater was no longer taking heat from the reactor coolant. As the reactor
coolant water heated, it expanded, increasing pressure in the coolant lines and
their pressurizer tank, from which plant operators get their readings about coolant pressure and level, and from which excess pressure and coolant can be
vented. When the pressure reached too far above normal, a valve on the pressurizer, the electromatic or pressure-operated relief valve (PORV), opened automatically, as it is designed to do, to relieve the pressure; reactor coolant, which is radioactive, flowed through the valve and (eventually) into the containment building. Since the pressure continued to rise, at 4:oo:44, eight seconds into the accident, the reactor "scrammed," i.e., shut down. Everything functioned as it should
have; nothing serious or disastrous had happened, just a minor malfunction that
was common, though troublesome.
Five seconds later, however, the story changed. The PORV should have
closed, since the pressure had dropped to a safe level; indeed, the electric current
that keeps the PORV open went off. So did the light on the control room panel

I This presentation of the accident draws its facts primarily from the following fairly full descriptions: Nuclear Regulatory Commission Special Inquiry Group, Three Mile Island (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, January I98o), commonly referred to as the "Rogovin Report"; The President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, The Need for
Change: The Legacy of TMI (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, October I979),
commonly referred to as the "Kemeny Report"; Spectrum I6, no. I I (Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers), a special issue entitled "Three Mile Island and the Future of Nuclear
Power"; and reports in The New York Times.
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that indicates that electric current is keeping the PORV open. Since the valve
shuts automatically, the light's going off indicated that the valve had closed.
It had not. It was open, and would remain so for more than two and a quarter hours, draining essential reactor coolant and allowing the core to heat dangerously. A LOCA-Loss of Coolant Accident-was occurring. In the first 100
minutes, 32 ,ooo gallons of coolant, one-third of capacity, escaped. By 7:50P.M.,
nearly sixteen hours after the valve stuck, the reactor was finally put in a somewhat stable condition. But the reactor core had been partially uncovered and
melted, the plant crippled, and the containment building filled with radioactive
water, radioactive gases at high pressure, and hydrogen. Not until five days later
was it assured that major radioactive releases were very unlikely and TMI relatively secure.
From the onset of the accident, the four trained and licensed plant operators
on duty suffered from the problems of unhelpful information and inadequate
understanding of events. The operators were getting too much information on
matters irrelevant or peripheral to the main causes of the accident. Within minutes, over 100 alarms showed on the control room panel. One operator, ironically named Craig Faust, said later: "I would have liked to have thrown away the
alarm panel; it wasn't giving us any useful information." It was telling them too
much. Eight minutes into the accident, for instance, they discovered-from the
alarm lights on the control panel-that certain emergency feed water pumps were
ineffective because valves on their pipelines were closed; so the operators
opened the valves. As the Kemeny Report asserts, "the loss of the feed water had
no significant effect on the outcome of the accident. But it did add to the confusion that distracted the operators as they sought to understand the cause of their
primary problem," a distraction that is readily understandable since the feedwater system "could be crucial in preventing core melt from entirely different
kinds of hypothesized accidents" and since the valves were meant never to be
closed when the plant was operating. In other words, as the operators struggled
to comprehend what was happening, they were bombarded with so much information that it was difficult to discern which alarms were essential to the smooth
termination of the incident and which were irrelevant.
Concurrently, they were not getting some essential information. One problem occurred, as noted above, thirteen seconds into the accident: the light that,
when on, indicates that the PORV is receiving electrical current to keep it open,
went off. This signals that the PORV is closed, though in fact all it indicates is
that electrical curr~nt is not keeping the PORV open. The PORV was stuck
open; the operators, following their training and their control panel, thought it
was closed, as did all the technical experts on the scene for the next two hours.
The lights and gauges worked as designed, the operators read them as trained.
But the necessary information was not available, and the information obtained
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from the control panel was misleading.
A similar difficulty arose seconds later. With the PORV open and reactor
coolant draining out, the High Pressure Injection Pumps (HPI), a crucial part
of the Emergency Core Cooling System, started as they should have and poured
1000 gallons per minute onto the core, effectively replacing the coolant lost
through the PORV. At the same time, however, the water level in the pressurizer
continued to rise, indicating (according to all training and procedures) a rising
level of reactor coolant. As an operator said later, "the rapidly increasing pressurizer level at the onset of the accident led me to believe that the HPI was excessive, and that we were going to have a solid system." A "solid system"-where the
entire cooling system is filled with water-is very vulnerable to serious damage or
rupture from excessive pressure or a sudden "pressure spike." In their five years
in the nuclear navy and in their training at TMI, the operators had been drilled
that they should never let the pressurizer "go solid" -and TMI operating procedure 2 103. 1. 3 lists no exceptions to the dictate. 2 So, two and a half minutes into
the accident, the operators shut down one HPI pump and throttled the other
back to a mere 100 gallons per minute. But the effect, of course, of the operators'
action was to cut off the inflow of water needed to replace the coolant water escaping through the PORV that was still open-even though the light on the control panel still signaled it was shut.
The operators misunderstood what was actually happening: while the pressurizer water level was going up (and indeed "went solid" six minutes into the accident), the rise occurred not because the water level in the reactor coolant system was secure and rising, but because the reactor coolant was so hot that as soon
as 1t touched the reactor core it flashed to steam, leaving the core uncovered and
driving some remaining water into the pressurizer (and eventually out the open
PORV).
The operators failed to interpret accurately what was occurring because the
plant's system in its entirety had not been presented coherently and understandably to them. Even if they had focused on the relevant information, they had
never before seen the same concatenation of events, either in training simulations
or in operating the plant. Nor had their boss. Forty-five minutes into the acci-

2 To try to eliminate human error by automation is no solution; an automated system is only as
good as its instrument readings and its operating procedures (following TMI operating procedure 2103.1 .3, an automated system wliluld have turned off the HPI too), and in practice it needs
operator intervention. At Crystal River in 1980, the plant literally took off and "did its own
thing" when a short-circuit confused a computer, and only operator action ended the accident;
at Browns Ferry in 1975 operator improvisation kept the reactor core covered after the electrical
cables for the HPI and other pumps were burned out.
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dent, George Kunder, superintendent of technical support at TMI, arrived and
examined the situation. He said: "I felt we were experiencing a very unusual situation, because I had never seen pressurizer level go high and peg in the high
range, and, at the same time, pressure being so low. They have always performed consistently."

That the situation was "very unusual" for the TMI technicians is not sur_l ~rising. As the Kemeny Report states, "the simulator at B&W [Babcock
and Wilcox] was a key tool in the training of operators. Simulator training did
not include preparation of the operators for multiple-failure accidents. Indeed,
the B&W simulator was not ... programmed to reproduce the conditions that
confronted the operators during the accident. It was unable to simulate increasing pressurizer level at the same time that reactor coolant pressure was dropping."
Lacking experience with the specific problem, the operators and their bosses also
lacked essential conceptual understanding of TMI; they even "demonstrated a
lack of understanding of one of the most basic concepts of a pressurized water
reactor: that system pressure must be kept above the boiling point for the existing temperature of the reactor coolant," as the Rogovin Report asserts. For the
technical staff, TMI had not been made understandable.
The technical experts at Met Ed, B&W, and the NRC had the same difficulties as the plant operators and their boss; as a result, the sequence of events, dangers, and damage to TMI were not accurately grasped until days after the PORV
stuck open. In trying to interpret events, these technical experts could not obtain
some important information: there was no direct way to measure the amount of
coolant in the reactor core, the temperatures at crucial places throughout the
reactor, or the composition of gasses in the containment building.
But enough information for accurate interpretation and action did exist,
somewhere-buried in the NRC's files, at B&W's headquarters, with Met Ed. For
instance, the utilities are required to report all abnormal occurrences to the NRC;
but the NRC's inadequately differentiated collection of reports of all problems
-major or minor, 3,500 per year-from all commercial nuclear power plants
would overwhelm anyone trying to learn from similar past occurrences or
attempting to predict future problems. While the NRC had always been concerned with "large-break" LOCAs, the controversial Rasmussen Report commissioned by the NRC itself showed that small-break LOCAs (like that at TMI)
were likely, but the NRC did not attend to that portion of the report. The stuck
PORV and the misleading indications (of high pressurizer and therefore coolant
levels) to operators had occurred twice before: in 1974 at a Westinghouse reactor
in Beznau, Switzerland; and in 1977 at Davis-Besse, in Ohio, a B&W reactor. Information about these problems was passed on to the NRC and, in the case of
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Davis-Besse, to B&W, where the danger was recognized; but it did not get to
TMI, nor was the information effectively available to any person on the scene.
The hydrogen bubble scare of the weekend illustrated strikingly the experts'
inability to understand and control their own information gathering and dissemination. On Thursday, the second day of the accident, B&W informed the NRC
that no excess oxygen was being generated inside the containment building and
therefore no fire or explosion was possible; on the fourth day, B&W reiterated the
information. But it never reached the NRC experts, who then produced and
publicized erroneous calculations showing that the hydrogen bubble in the TMI
containment building might explode with a potentially catastrophic radiation
release. Information was not effectively discovered and transmitted among the
crucial actors.
TMI makes clear the necessity for and the problems of the effective-accurate and fast-transmission of information in nuclear power plants. Some of the
problems of information transmission are primarily technical: the information
must be accurate (and not crippled by the misleading indirect gauges, malfunctioning equipment, or lack of electrical power that usually attend accidents at
nuclear power plants); and the vast quantities of sometimes unrelated data must
be correlated accurately and very quickly. It is not clear if these technical constraints can be overcome within a reasonable cost factor. Certainly TMI had inadequate capabilities, from the missing information to a computer printerregistering alarms so slowly that it fell two and one half hours behind on the morning
of the accident. But even well-funded computerized information-gathering may
have recurrent (and highly dangerous) technical problems, as indicated by the
recent snafus with the U.S. early warning system for nuclear attacks, which signaled Russian missile attacks once in 1979 and twice in June 1980.
Effective information transmission, however, cannot be considered as merely a technical problem amenable to a technical solution. In the first place, all information requires interpretation. If the NRC is to differentiate significant from
trivial information into a form helpful in preventing accidents, it must first interpret the nuclear power plant as a whole to determine what is significant to
safety (a task in which the NRC and others have failed badly-as the nearly exclusive concern with large-break LOCAs suggests). Then it must interpret and
categorize reports on near-accidents, a task made more difficult because, in the
words of the Rogovin Report, "reports often do not clearly identify the real
cause of a particular incident." In fact, the report to the NRC about Davis-Besse
omitted the key parallel between Davis-Besse and TMI: when the PORV stuck at
Davis-Besse and high pressurizer readings followed, the operators, like those at
TMI, turned off the HPI. (Davis-Besse avoided a serious accident because it was
operating at 9 percent full power; TMI was at 97 percent.)
After the information is interpreted, new, safe, and effective procedures to
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handle the problem must be introduced-and this bedevilled B&W when its safety
division did propose new procedures for handling the Davis-Besse (and TMI)
problem; a B&W engineer suggested the proposed new procedures might have
some dangerous side effects, and so B&W dropped the whole matter.
Additionally, the information must be interpreted in and transmitted through
large-scale and complex bureaucracies in the NRC, the reactor vendors, their
subcontractors, and utilities in this country and abroad. Research on bureaucracies
strongly suggests insuperable structural problems that hinder smooth and efficent operation. "Information pathologies" are endemic in large-scale organizations; communication and "intelligence failures are rooted in structural problems
that cannot be fully solved; they express universal dilemmas of organizational
life."3 Faced with its own complexity as well as the complexity of what it administers, a large organization has difficulty understanding its situation; moreover,
such complexity seems to lead to loss of agency. 4 Once an organization is idehtified with a: policy, it may opt for symbolic solutions rather than substantive ones,
or may use doctoring or repression of information to prove its case. Then too,
organizations are not monoliths: the plurality of divisions, interests, and persons
in a large organization leads to diversity, differences, and disagreement, through
which information cannot travel smoothly. For instance, at TMI memos from
the operators about recurring problems with the control panel and valves Were
not acted on by the management of Met Ed.
Disagreements also frequently exist between organizations; the NRC, reactor vendors, and utilities have divergent goals and interests, and information
oftert supports one party at the expense of another. It cannot be expected that information and interpretation can pass unhindered and unbiased between the in'terests of such competing groups. Indeed, during and after the accident at TMI,
different organizations put forth conflicting interpretations of the events and
damage.
Finally, all improvements in information will cost money and time. To the
extent that the vendors and utilities pay for them, the visible costs of nuclear
power will increase-at a time when the current costs of nuclear power and coal,
and the projected costs of nuclear and solar energy, are competitive. To the extent
that the government (i.e., taxpayers) pays as well, the cost to society as a whole
for nuclear power increases-an increase in social costs that should be questioned.

3 Harold L. Wilensky, Organizational Intelligence: Knowledge and Policy in Government and
Industry (New York: Basic Books, 1967), p. 42.
4 Langdon Winner, "Complexity and Human Understanding," in Todd R. LaPorte, ed., Organized Social Complexity (Princeton.: Princeton University Press, 1975), pp. 40-76.
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Compounding the experts' problems with information was the other factor
that also troubled the operators on duty: the experts themselves did not understand the nuclear power plant "system" that they had created or regulated. The
reactor vendor (B&W), the utility, and the NRC all were unprepared both before
and during the accident for what in fact occurred. Most telling is that the actual
combination of events at TMI was seen as so unlikely to occur (or, more probably, was not considered at all) that B&W's training simulators could not reproduce the combination. Other examples of misunderstanding abound. The stuck
PORV so crucial in the accident was not labelled "safety-related" on the grounds
that it had a block valve behind it; likewise, the block valve was not "safetyrelated" because it had a PORV in front of it. The indirect indicator of the
position of the PORV (the light indicating whether electrical current is keeping
the PORV open) was accepted partly because the PORV was not "safety-related"
and also because plant operators supposedly had two independent indicators if
the PORV stuck open: the temperature reading on the drain pipe behind the
PORV would rise (as the hot coolant escaped), and a gauge would indicate
whether drained coolant was filling the overflow tank. But these design features
were inadequate in the event. Because the PORV leaked continually in normal
operation (despite requests to management by operators that it be fixed), temperature readings on the drain pipe were normally higher than allowed by the
plant's operating procedures; so operators disregarded the high temperatures
caused by coolant escaping through the open PORV, and the overflow tank
gauge was placed on a part of the control panel that faced away from the
operators, who ignored it during the crucial first day since the part of the control
panel facing them presented enough problems. 5
In a commendable concern for safety and "defense in depth," the NRC has
required numerous back-up mechanisms throughout the plants; but these can
have the opposite effects on the safety of the system as a whole. To increase the
number of important mechanisms is to increase the possibility of malfunction or
human error. As the number of important mechanisms increases, the number of
gauges and lights on the control panel increases, making it more difficult for operators to get relevant information from the control panel. Moreover, while the
increase of important mechanisms probably reduces the chance of a serious acci5 Nuclear power plant accidents and incidents frequently are caused by unanticipated events.
At Browns Ferry in 1975, some technicians looked for an air leak with a candle and started a very
bad fire. At Indian Point in October )980, 1oo,ooo gallons of cold Hudson River water leaked
into the hot reactor core. In late 1981, the NRC discovered the premature embrittlement and
weakening of the steel shells surrounding the reactors of at least thirteen nuclear plants. Then
the NRC discovered a large number of design errors at earthquake-vulnerable Diablo Canyon,
where the blueprints for the two separate reactors had been confused.
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dent because of the failure of a single part, it increases almost exponentially the
number of possible combinations of problems where there are multiple-part
failures; it therefore increases the number of combinations that must be anticipated, understood, solved, put into the simulator for training, and, since the
time allowed decision making is so brief, become part of the operator's repertoire
of immediate responses. In other words, each additional safety device leads to
less chance for mechanical failure at a single point, and greater chance of complex failure, since it is progressively more difficult to take all contingencies into
account. 6
Having misunderstood the system's potential accidents when they designed
and regulated it, the experts then misunderstood the course of the accident itself.
Throughout the accident, they perceived the actual combination of events as
novel. On the fourth day of the accident, Dr. Roger Mattson, director of the
NRC's division of system safety, commented in NRC meetings: "It is a failure
mode that has never been studied. It is just unbelievable. No plant has ever been
tested in this condition, no plant has ever been analyzed in this condition in the
history of this program."7
Outside the fences bounding TMI, obtaining relevant information and comprehending events were equally difficult, with severe political consequences for
the NRC, politicians, and citizens. One striking example is that governmental
experts, frequently unsure themselves about what was occurring, managed the
news. During the accident, two methods of informing the public were attempted.
At the beginning, the NRC, utilities, and anyone in a position of responsibility
was giving out information. Not surprisingly, much of this expert opinion was
contradictory. On the fourth day of the accident, according to the Kemeny
Report, "Jack Watson, a senior White House aide," expressed "his concern that
the many conflicting statements about TMI-2 reported by the news media were
increasing public anxiety" and that a single spokesperson was desirable. That
single person-a high NRC official, Harold Denton-presented the news. He
also managed it. On the sixth day, Denton (with Mattson) held a press conference about the hydrogen bubble, which was by then known to have effectively
disappeared and never to have been near detonation: "throughout the press conference, Denton continued to refer to NRC's estimates about hydrogen and
oxygen as too conservative; he never stated outright that the NRC had erred in
6 Even one additional safety item can add risks, "as in the 1966 accident at the Detroit Fermi reactor, where a partial meltdown was caused by the breaking loose of a flow-deflecting zirconium
plate that had been especially installed to reduce the likelihood of a core meltdown" (Report of
the Nuclear Energy Policy Study Group, Nuclear Power: Issues and Choices [Cambridge,
Mass: Ballinger, 1977], p. 233).
7 New York Times, April 14, 1979, p. 9·
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its conclusion that the bubble was near the dangerous point." It is possible to
speculate why he withheld his knowledge. One reason may have been that it is
difficult to maintain credibility as an expert by saying in effect that "we were
wrong two days ago, and all the fear of the hydrogen bubble, fear generated by
our error, was groundless; but we are correct now." Another reason was the conscious decision by the NRC about future credibility: as Mattson later said, "we
wanted to go slow on saying it was good news .... We did not want to firmly and
finally conclude that there was no problem. We had to save some wiggle room in
order to preserve credibility. That was our judgment." An accident such as TMI
always raises the spectre that, "to minimize public anxiety" and "not to show up
experts as disagreeing," a single spokesperson will be imposed; and that person,
acting out of motives beneficent or malignant, can and probably will manage
and manipulate the information being·presented. With a nuclear power plant
accident, as with war and espionage, truth is the first casualty.

"\"llth the absence and management of the news, political and public deciVV ~ion making becomes very difficult. Governor Thornburgh of Pennsylvania knew from the start that he would have to make important decisions. Yet
at 7:50 A.M. of the first day, he lamented that "I can't make much sense out of
what Met Ed is reporting. You can't make decisions about people's lives without
solid facts." 8 Two days later he had to determine whether to order an evacuation.
The costs of a mistaken judgment were high: failing to order a necessary evacuation would have meant a high death toll; ordering an unnecessary evacuation
would have resulted in much inconvenience, economic loss, looting of empty
towns, and accidental deaths. Thornburgh, the political leader, called Hendrie,
the technical leader at the NRC, to get advice. But, as Hendrie had just said of
himself and the governor, "we are operating almost totally in the blind. His
information is ambiguous, mine is non-existent and-1 don't know, it's like a
couple of blind men staggering around making decisions." 9 When Thornburgh
asked whether anyone "in the country" had experience with the health consequences of a possible imminent radiation release, Hendrie replied, "Ah-not in
the sense that it's been studied and understood in any real way." 10 Local leaders

8 New York Times, April 16, 1979, p. B1o.
9 New York Times, April 14, 1979, 'p. 9·
10 Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2: Transcript of
1979 March 30 Meeting in Washington, D.C., and Bethesda, Md.," microfiche (Washington,
D.C.: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1979).
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and individual citizens were given even less information on which to base a decision. For a political leader or citizen to make a reasonable, responsible decision
is impossible when information is lacking and the news is heavily managed.
The management of news is one aspect of the antidemocratic tendencies inherent in nuclear power production. While some technologies may be fairly neutral in themselves and influence society only because of the ways that they are
used, other technologies require a certain type of political and social structure
and value system, and carry with them certain social practices and values which
become embedded in society as a "second nature." While solar power, for instance, can be centralized in a power tower or decentralized, and while conservation is compatible with a wide range of social organization, nuclear power has
rigid requisites and results. It requires centralization of resources and control
into a few (public or private) utilities, organized on a large scale, held together by
a complex hierarchical structure, directed or advised by a priesthood of technical experts, in a political context of pervasive and long-term social peace and or~
der. At the same time, it carries with it the social and political practices and values of control and order, standardization and routinization, technical expertise
and domination, specialization and separation. Energy production by nuclear
power is inimical to democracy and prerequisites of democracy such as equality,
an open society, and the free flow of information.
After chairing the Presidential Commission, Kemeny discerned the lesson
ofTMI, he thought:" Jeffersonian democracy cannot work in the year 1980-the
world has become too complex.... The only way to save American democracy
is to change the fundamental decision making process, at the federal level, so
that it can come to grips with the enormous and complex issues that face this
nation." 11 Faced with a tension between democracy and nuclear power technology, Kemeny accepts nuclear power technology as it is and insists that democracy be transformed. According to Kemeny, w~ can longer muddle through with
popular democracy-we need the specialized experts in Washington to make decisions and determine policy for us. Kemeny does not consider that specific technologies of energy production ought to be judged in part in terms of their political
implications: do they enhance or undermine democratic decision making? do
they facilitate or restrict democratic activities and values?
Furthermore, the accident at TMI strongly suggests that reliance on governmental planning and regulatory expertise is unwise and misplaced. The manifold problems at TMI raise questions about the competence and legitimacy of
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technical experts and governmental agencies. The world of nuclear power requires the technical expert; but the dearth of necessary technical information in
an accident makes it difficult for the expert to make correct decisions.
Equally, the legitimacy of the political system may be called into question.
One important function of the modern state is to plan for society at many different levels-from an energy policy determined by Congress and the president in
Washington, to the safe operation of nuclear power plants by the NRC. But, as
the accident showed, the NRC had done very little effective planning. For instance, there was no serious plan for evacuation except for those within a fivemile radius of TMI, even though the effects of the accident could have been
much wider; so ten- and twenty-mile radius evacuation plans had to be drawn up
on the spot. There were no plans to meet a protracted crisis at a power plant.
There were no plans for communications between the personnel on the site and
Harrisburg, Washington, Bethesda, the utility, B&W, outside technical experts,
etc. Clearly, TMI was an example of crisis management, not planning.
Is it possible for the NRC to plan for future accidents in light of the experience at TMI? Can the NRC require and establish the necessary plans and keep
them up to date? Does it have the financial and technical resources to put together
full and workable plans for handling a severe accident at each operating plant?
Lines of information must be established and updated; evacuation plans must
be drawn and updated; particular problems, such as hospitals with immobile
patients, must be considered; radiation-blocking agents must be stockpiled and
distribution plans developed and updated; and all this must be done by a commission that has numerous other regulatory responsibilities and limited staff
and budget. Certainly the events since TMI suggest that the NRC is not equal to
this task of planning. Yet; without it, the response to the next accident will be
crisis management again. A regulatory commission (and the state of which it is
an agent) does not gain or maintain legitimacy when its claims to planning are
belied by its obvious reliance on crisis management in emergencies.

A

pinnacle of modern scientific and technical virtuosity, a complex manipulation of nature that tampers with Democritus's atom to effect results
far beyond those imagined by medieval alchemists or nineteenth-century industrialists, nuclear power plants must be comprehensible or at least predictable if
they are to be run safely, and their operators and technical experts must have the
capacity to discern, obtain, process, communicate, and act on relevant information. At the same time, the society's planners also require information and comprehension in order effectively and smoothly to plan for abnormal events; this
claim to effective planning is presented as the justification for the antidemocratic tendencies of nuclear technology. Those who direct the technical
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and social aspects of nuclear power, in other words, assume that they have the
comprehension and information to keep the power plant running safely. But the
accident at TMI shows that experts and planners both inside and outside the
plant misunderstood crucial events and could not marshall relevant information; the accident at TMI shows the failed promise and the flawed politics of
nuclear power.
AUTHOR's NOTE: I would like to thank Adelaide H. Villmoare for her valuable assistance in the
revising of this essay.
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n the late I 970s and the I98o election there was much discussion of the crisis
of the family. Jimmy Carter concurred with Ronald Reagan while Phyllis
Schlafly and Betty Friedan both called for policies desigr1ed to "strengthen the
family." Christopher Lasch and Jerry Falwell lamented the breakdown of family
authority. Fevered regard for the plight of the family has diminished recently but
this lull is not likely to last. For quite apart from the comprehensive family legislation of Senator Paul Laxalt and the pressure for a constitutional amendment
banning abortion there have simply been too many changes in the structures of
family life, personal life, and the position of women for that to be the case.
The time is opportune for a rethinking of what is meant by the "family crisis." At the simplest it is clear that there is a change in what has been designated
the ideal-typical nuclear family: a wage-earning father, a caretaking mother, and
their progeny. In I977 only I 5·9 percent of households fit this mold and only I8. 5
percent more households were added when the definition was broadened to include working mothers as well as fathers. In short only one-third of households
contained both a married couple and their children. By contrast, slightly more
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than one-third contained either a married couple or a parent and children, and
nearly one-third of households contained neither married couples nor children.
Moreover, the fastest growth rates during the last decade have been among singles, unmarried couples, and single-parent families. Women are marrying later
in smaller percentages and having fewer babies, while the divorce rates continue
to grow.
Since there is no reason to think that any of these trends will alter significantly in the near future, it seems safe to say that this typical family is not merely
in danger but that it is an endangered species. Yet we want to suggest that the
focus on family crisis is mistaken nonetheless.
What is more at issue, we believe, is a fundamental transformation in the
ways we produce people rather than goods and services. We believe that the family crisis is but a stalking-horse for a more fundamental change in social reproduction-the system of institutions and practices (from hospitals, families,
schools, workplaces, media, and churches to prisons, mental institutions, and
nursing homes) by which people are produced, the life cycle is organized, and
the class, race, and gender systems are reproduced. Put bluntly, the much ballyhooed "family crisis" masks a reorganization of the social reproduction system
that is as substantial in its way as the reorganization of the production system in
the industrial revolution.
While this transformation of people-production has already largely occurred, our conceptions of what has happened lag far behind. We still cling to
the "family" as a surrogate for "tradition" and make of it an ideological totem,
denying the mounting contrary evidence of experience, history, and statistics.
The plain fact is that without mandating marriage, outlawing abortion and
divorce, restoring the fast-disappearing family wage, abolishing the state's health,
housing, education, and welfare subsidies, and legislating three-generation households, there is no way of making the isolated, heterosexual, and patriarchal family
the all-encompassing emotional institution of a lifetime. And even if we wanted
to return to a family-based production and social reproduction system (and we
suspect few would) there is little prospect that we could. For the dramatic development of the social reproduction system outside the family in the past century
has already altered our definitions of ourselves and our responsibilities for others.
And our life patterns are now largely inconceivable apart from the subsidies of
an extensive system of social reproduction that frees individuals to pursue more
individualized life courses. In this respect the recent dramatic increase in women's
employment, single-parent families, and nonfamilial definitions of adulthood,
to say nothing of the increase in single-person households and the presumption
that retired persons will live apart from their children, are of a piece with the new
order, a natural extension and development of it.
The history of the past several centuries has seen a glorification of the ideal
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family that has increased proportionally as its functions have decreased and
been appropriated by other institutions, until now the family has collapsed in on
itself and sparked a new politics of social reproduction. What is common to that
politics, right and left, is that it accepts the central role of the state in organizing,
regulating, and subsidizing the social reproduction system yet challenges the
terms under which the state does so. What is at stake in this politics is not simply
the constitution of families but more broadly the production of persons, the organization of the life cycle, and the reproduction of the class, race, and gender
systems. It goes to the very forms of social-emotional life we choose to live by as
we work, affiliate, and create from generation to generation.
In order to appreciate the depth and complexity of the changes that underly
these politics, it is essential that we review our past the better to see the present
and envision our future. At the root of our misapprehension of the family crisis
is a misunderstanding of the family's historical place in our social-emotional life,
the role of the state, experts, and capital in underwriting as well as undermining
the ideal-typical nuclear family, and the internal contradictions and frailties of
that family. Indeed only as we appreciate this shared history can we appreciate
our increasing dependence on extrafamilial institutions, the recent revolt against
the family, and the inevitable emergence of a politics of social reproduction.

H

istory records a multiplicity of different ways that human relations and
emotional life can be organized. It was not until this century, in fact, that
the mode of sociability enshrined in the concept of "the family" achieved either
ideological or practical hegemony. In the preindustrial West, among lords and
peasants and New England Puritans as well, social relations were not characterized by special deference to domestic bonds.
Seventeenth-century New England presents an illumi~ating case of this commingling of conjugal affections with ties to the larger community. The parents,
children, and servants who worked in New England farm households were enjoined in the interest of productivity and piety to adopt an emotionally temperate attitude to one another. At the same time that Puritan divines frowned upon
intense domestic affection they endorsed a wider distribution of human love and
loyalty. Accordingly New England villagers compacted with one another to "live
together according to the rule of love, in faithful mutual helpfulness." 1 The small
nucleated settlements that resulted were hardly models of perfect Christian fel-

1 Kenneth Lockridge, A New England Town: the First One Hundred Years (New York: W.W.
Norton, 1970), p. 29.
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lowship, but they did permit the family, friends, church brethren, neighbors,
and even the town pariahs to mingle together in an emotionally intricate circle of
face-to-face relations. The American social and emotional landscape was not yet
scarred by a sharp division between family and society.
It was only in the nineteenth century and within the urban middle-class that
the family was invested with especially profound and distinctive emotional meaning. This redistribution of affection coincided with the rapid expansion of the
capitalist marketplace and the earliest stages of America's industrial development.
As production was increasingly organized for the market and outside the household, the home became an emotional center characterized by the mutual and
voluntary love of husband and wife, the development of an intense mother-child
bond, and a new emphasis on the moral and intellectual development of the child.
A whole series of social polarities ensued from the spatial separation ofthe workplace from the familial residence and the redefinition of the household as a home.
By 1850 the vocabulary of social life was polarized into contrasts between the
family and work, the home and the street, private and public, love and money.
These divisions were enscribed in an ideological cult of domesticity and mapped
out an emotional gulf between the family and the public world.
It would be a mistake, however, to take this domestic ideal entirely at face
value. The borders of emotional and social life were far more jagged than a simple dichotomy between family and society. While emotional life was profoundly
altered by the separation of production from the household and the consequent
creation of the home as an emotional haven of privacy and security, one of the
sharpest emotional boundaries of the nineteenth century was actually drawn not
between family and society but between the male and female spheres~ The two
divisions were not one and the same. Historians of women have discovered an
extensive network of fervent female friendships that often endured a lifetime
and took emotional precedence over conjugal relationships. Although historians have hardly begun to investigate the personal lives of males, there are suggestions that they also derived considerable emotional satisfaction from relationships with members of their own sex, often expressed in the rough-and-tumble
camaraderie of the lodge, the tavern, or the ball diamond. The nineteenth century may well have witnessed a revolution in sentiment, but these intensified personal attachments affixed themselves not only to the family but also to sexsegregated primary relationships outside the home.
These homosocial bonds often took on a formal and institutionalized form.
Nineteenth-century ~en and women alike organized themselves into genderspecific voluntary associations that served, among other things, as extrafamilial
centers of emotional expressiveness as they exercised a sense of social responsibility that transcended the bonds of kinship. In almost every American municipality women assumed a major responsibility for the public welfare by organiz-

.I
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ing private charities, orphan asylums, and industrial schools as well as controversial movements for social reform, from abolitionism to female suffrage. At
the same time their brothers, husbands, and sons assembled in countless fraternal
associations, mutual benefit societies, trade associations, unions, and political
parties. In short, while nineteenth-century industrial urban America saw the destruction of the well-modulated continuum of personal relationships that characterized a New England village two centuries before, it nonetheless witnessed
the proliferation of social networks, secondary associations, and primary bonds
between members of the same sex that assured a multiplicity of centers of social
and emotional satisfaction outside the home.

A

s the nineteenth century gave way to the twentieth, however, the establishment of a national economy and regulative state, the shift to urbanindustrial capitalism, and the unsettling effects of the massive migration associated with these changes fundamentally altered the conditions of material and social life. And as they did the capacityofintermediate networks to organize social
and emotional life and to bridge the gap between the "private" family and the
"public" sites of production, governance, and exchange was radically diminished.
Somewhat similar dynamics had, of course, been manifested earlier in the
shift to market capitalism in the I83os, but now the scale of the transformation
was broader and deeper. Not only were more workers leaving their families, networks, and secondary associations never to return, but the increasing organization of industrial production was even beginning to take over the production of
such household goods as clothing and canned foods. The effects were far more
disorganizing for the existing definition of the family than they had been before.
Moreover, at the bottom of these developments there was an awkward but
inescapable paradox. To develop the economy and transform the nation it was
necessary for the state and capital to encourage the free movement of laborirrespective of the effect of such mobility on families and the social coherence of
communities. Yet without some minimal level of family life and social coherence
questions arose not only about the vitality of individual life but also about whether individuals would have the necessary discipline and identification with the
system for daily toil, political deference, and the proper raising of children. The
course of necessary political-economic developments not only risked anarchic
disorganization and social prot~st but clashed with the maintenance of families
as emotional havens and reproducers of workers, citizens, and parents.
This at least was the dire prospect that loomed in the minds of the many social commentators who excoriated the breeding of the ill-educated, undisciplined
children in the nation's slums and immigrant enclaves. Throughout the nineteenth
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century concern had grown for the control and management of the unproductive, the rebellious, and the marginal, leading to the establishment of schools,
asylums, and prisons. But by the turn of the century it was not just the marginal
who were the subject of concern. The heretofore reliable working poor and many
among the middle classes were also experiencing the effects of social disorganization. Between the late 188os and 1904 divorces increased by nearly two-thirds,
and by the turn of the century two-fifths of American women 20-29 years old
had never been married.
Diminished rates of marriage and fertility for the native-born middle class
in particular led the likes of Theodore Roosevelt to sound the alarm of "race suicide." And nearly every faction of society had its view on the interrelated problems of community, economic development, individualism, and social justicefrom the Populists' vision of a native American socialism, to the social Darwinists' and eugenicists' versions of "selection," to the Progressives' vision of a national social household, and the social sciences' conceptions of social organization and control. Whatever the vision, it was increasingly clear that coherent family and social life could no longer be taken for granted and treated as a free good,
self-reproducing, and comfortably left out of the calculations of capital and the
state.

A

s a consequence, the Progressives (in uneasy alliance with labor) worked
to establish the "living" or "family wage" (that is, a wage that would allow
a man to support his family without the full-time work of his wife and children),
to end child labor, to restrict the woman's working day(outside the home), and
to create adequate housing for workers so thatthe integrity of the home could be
maintained. Moreover, under the mantle of the Progressive movement, government bureaus with their staffs of social experts and social workers took it upon
themselves to define the family and its responsibilities and to provide extrafamilial support-structures. Thus, new domestic laws laid out the responsibilities within marriage, the grounds for divorce, the status of family members, and
the requirement that families send their children to school, maintain their health,
and refrain from excessive abuse or neglect. Moreover, Progressive legislation
encouraged the development of day nurseries, kindergartens, extended school attendance, medical eJ5.aminations and free meals for needy children, public health
and safety measures (from sanitation to pure food and drug legislation), public
parks and recreational programs.
Yet there were important paradoxes in the Progressives' attempts to mandate and support the family. For if their legislation underwrote the changes in
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wages, hours, and working conditions necessary for family life and eased the
family's burden, their attempt to organize and regulate family life shifted the ultimate locus of responsibility for the family (and especially its children) toward
the state. Indeed as these new Progressive policies provided external supports
for the family and regulated its internal structure, they carried an implied threat
that if the family did not produce persons of the right type it could go into receivership and have its human assets (especially children) directly managed by the
state.
As long as private households managed to support and reproduce their members according to the standards of state experts, of course, there was no occasion
for most families to become aware of this paradoxical role of Progressive legislation. But if they failed financially or morally (or got divorced), the apparatus of
the state held the right to become the husband and parent through programs such
as mother's aid (child support) and the juvenile justice (child custody) system.
Indeed Rothman quotes a juvenile court judge saying, "with the great right arm
and force of the law, the probation officer can go into the home and demand to
know the cause of dependency or delinquency of a child.... He becomes practically a member of the famlily and teaches them lessons of cleanliness and decency, of truth and iritegrity."2
This threat of state intervention was more likely to be realized against the
immigrant and poor, of course, but it stood in the background for everyone,
suggesting that the family was increasingly a creature of the state as the ultimate
guarantor of social reproduction.
There was another paradox as well. The Progressives' creation of familysupport institutions and experts undermined the family's preeminent authority
in the areas of childbirth, infant care, nurseries, play, education, medicine, marriage counseling, and conflict resolution. Indeed, with the turn of the century's
dramatic expansion of a state-accredited professional cl~s (schooled in social
science and dedicated to the scientization of medicine and child development)
the foundations were laid for a long-term appropriation of the family's role in
the production of persons-an appropriation parallel to the market capitalist
system's appropriation of goods-production from the household. In the vision
of this newly broadened class, the production of persons could be rationalized
and managed as scientifically as the production of steel.
In short, just as the Progressives endorsed the nuclear family they simultaneously hedged their bets on it by superintending its tasks and responsibilities (if
not appropriating them outright). And the authority of the family became increasingly divorced from the performance of its once essential tasks. The roles
2

David Rothman, "The State as Parent," in Willard Gaylin et al., Doing Good: The Limits of

Benevolence (New York: Pantheon, 1978), pp. 78-79.
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of family members and the meaning of their contributions to the family became
increasingly uncertain. Thus while the nominal structure and authority of the
family remained, family members were increasingly divorced from a clear idea
of the functions they were to perform.
By the 1920s many observers and social movements grasped this situation
and began to pull in opposite directions. On one side proposals were advanced
for the dismantling of traditional family structure and authority-most notably
the family's demand for the segregation of its members from the world at large.
Feminists, inspired by the theories of Charlotte Perkins Gilman (among others),
took aim at the isolated family hearth as they circulated plans for cooperative
housekeeping units and collective cooking facilities. Margaret Sanger led a movement for birth control; Edward Carpenter defended homosexuality; Judge Ben
Lindsay ofColorado endorsed trial marriages; and the redoubtable behaviorist
John B. Watson urged that the family's role in childrearing be diminished so that
the care of infants could be entrusted to experts and laboratories. On the other
side, the sweeping revitalization of fundamentalist religion and the parallel movements for temperance and moral purity led to demands for the sanctification of
the home and familial authority.
Thus, in a kind of dress rehearsal for the family-crisis controversy of our
own day, the reorganization of social reproduction already underway by the 1920s
generated a debate about the future of the family. But then, unlike today, the
problem of the family's structure, authority, and tasks was apparently resolved
in a masterful stroke of synthesis.

A

s the social movements of the 1920.s surged around them, a cadre of American academics put forward an ingenious resolution of the debate and
breathed new ideological life into the domestic ideal. Pioneers in the field of family sociology, they reasoned that the family's earlier loss of authority over production and its increasing loss of authority over childbirth and development (to
hospitals, day nurseries, public schools, and movie houses) were part of the larger
division and specialization of labor that was essential to industrialization. Far
from representing a decline and fall this process freed the family at long last to
specialize in the tasks most appropriate to its internal nature: intimacy, emotional
life, and the personal development of its members. As Willystine Goodsell put it in .
1928, the family crisi& would lead to a "new type of family in which freedom and
a sense of obligation and mutual love and respect for the personality of each member shall unite to furnish the most wholesome condition of personal growth."3
3 Problems of the Family (New York: Century, 1928), p. 430.
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Marvelously, this family would serve both as a refuge from the competitive order of individual achievement and as an arena of personal development. And as
such it would provide a solution to the tension between the industrial and familial orders.
Yet, for all its avowed intentions, it was not as free, voluntary, and satisfying as its proponents claimed it to be. For if this family was now specialized for
emotional life and had thus solved the problem of its function and task, it was
still imagined to be a restrictive, exclusive structure under patriarchal authority.
Indeed, far from envisioning the emotionally specialized family within a broader,
extrafamilial structure comparably specialized for social-emotionallife, the new
theorists of the family specifically took aim at gender-based friendships and the
sociability of extrafamilial social arenas-from taverns and political parties on
one side to women's clubs and suffrage campaigns on the other. Tolerance of such
extrafamilial life was incompatible with these sociologists' distrust of sociability
and their veneration of both intense heterosexual bonding within the socially
safe confines of marriage and intensive parental involvement in the development
of children. Social life was to be reduced to the family and emotional life was to
be bounded by its confines. By no means was it to be "politicized" or integrated
into general schemes of societal reform.
The onset of the Depression did little to disturb this restricted, asocial, and
apolitical vision of the family. On the contrary, the programs of the New Deal
firmly endorsed the sociologists' vision of the family and further articulated an
extrafamilial support structure. National programs of relief, welfare, and aid to
the aged, the unemployed, the disabled, and dependent children were createdoften with the explicit rationale of saving the family and thereby preserving discipline, maintaining personal identity, and undercutting social protest. Mortgage
programs to save homes, farms, and small businesses were designed to underwrite
the family as well as the economy. But the profamily stance of the New Deal was
not limited to a quantitative extension of the Progressives' approach. For where
Progressive practice was "based on the premise that ... an individual's needs were
properly met [through] the family and the market economy,"4 New Deal practice
was built on the premise that citizenship entailed the right to make social-welfare
claims upon the nation. Thus the state's social-welfare activity was no longer
solely residual to and compensatory to the primary functioning of the family
and the market but was rather a normal institutional complement to the familyI
market system.
In fact, governmental SUPJ?Orts for the nuclear family became as essential to
the legitimacy of the state as its comparable underwriting of the economy. And
4 Harold Wilensky and Charles Lebeaux, Industrialization and Social Welfare (New York:
Russell Sage, x¢5), p. 139.
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after the New Deal few seriously expected the family or the market to function
without the direct or indirect support of the state, ideological niceties notwithstanding. By the postwar period, the extent of the state's new double-Keynesianism was obvious to all but the most dull-witted as the state underwrote both the
family and a large part of the domestic economy through the establishment of
the suburban-industrial complex.

I

n the name of the domestic ideal promulgated by state propaganda during
the war and by legions of experts and advertisers thereafter, individuals were
encouraged to marry young and have two or more children that women were encouraged to stay home and care for while their husbands went to work (or extended their education by going to college-often with government subsidies).
From there it was but a step to the exaltation of the single-family dwelling as the
ideal setting for healthy child development and happy family life. A suburban
home of one's own far from the madding congestion (and corrupting influences)
of the city was the ideal machine for the new life. What the industrial city had
been to the rise of mass production, the suburb now became to state-based mass
social reproduction and the domestic ideal.
At each and every point in the construction of the new suburban order the
state and capital worked as partners to serve the family and the sacred task of
childrearing. The state built roads, schools, and hospitals, subsidized water and
sewer systems, offered low-interest loans and provided tax advantages to homeowners and families with children. And, of course, capital happily fanned the
flames of consumer frenzy and employed millions to supply the material correlates of the suburban ideal: houses, shopping centers, toasters, television sets.
Finally, the two combined to draw the apparently obvious lesson, that neither
class struggle nor fundamental political conflict was necessary in a liberal capitalist society where everyone was or soon would be middle class and able to partake in the domestic ideal.
But at this moment, the very epitome of social endorsement of the private
family ideal, that ideal was being dramatically undermined by the very domestic
arrangements designed to preserve and enhance it. As the family was isolated in
the suburb it was divided against itself, and increasingly subordinated to a pervasive apparatus of production and marketing on one side and schooling and
social services on the other, mediated more by television and peer culture than
parental direction or subcultural norms. The daily migration and activity patterns told the tale. As the father departed to the city to work, the children went
off to school, sports, and lessons, the mother stayed at home or shopped; each
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inhabited different, incommensurable worlds and did not rejoin each other until
dinner, if at all. Even the house itself bore testimony as the ideal of the separate
suburban home reproduced itself within: the demand for separate bedrooms,
bathrooms, phones, TVs, and stereos increased until some homes became little
more than boarding houses for those with blood ties.
The very idea of the developmental family designed to foster the personal
growth of its individual members, it became clear, was at odds with the domestic
values of unity, interdependence, and permanence. For if the family fulfilled its
goal of nurturing highly individuated personalities it would sharply differentiate
its members and almost inevitably plant the seeds of its own dissolution. In any
case a small, restricted, nuclear household was poorly equipped to fulfill its
psychological functions. For one adult of each sex and about the same age, two
or three children, also similar in age and background, did not constitute a very
rich mixture of personalities, cultures, or generations. And for all intents and
purposes the awesome responsibility of developing personalities and providing
for the family's sociability and emotional gratification was placed on the shoulders of the wife and mother.
Under these circumstances women often experienced the suburban reduction of social-emotional life to the home as a form of solitary confinement or
house arrest. One woman described the claustrophobia of the suburb as follows:
I have no co-workers, and my children have no playmates other than
one another. Here our yards are fenced in and we have no sidewalks.
Neighbors keep to themselves. Each private home on the street has its
own snowblower, lawnmower and a car for every person over sixteen
years of age. In the evening a different supper is served in each house
on the street, and at the end of the day a lonely housewife puts the dirty
dishes into the dishwasher. Here in the suburbs there is no sharing and
no caring. 5
In short the contradictions always latent in the isolated nuclear family were coming back to haunt it. The suburban investment in familial love, warmth, and
emotional interaction, according to this first -hand account, had been purchased
at the expense of larger social bonds.
But that was not all. Just as the suburban explosion peaked it became clear
that rather than a permanent, self-sufficient site of social activity, the family was
a center of social and emotional life for only a small portion of the family lifecycle. Indeed, after the period pf infancy and early childhood development the
family increasingly became a way-station in a maze of more impersonal relation5 Quoted in Theodore Rozak, Person/Planet (Garden City: N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1979),
p. 146.
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ships. Family members passed through this domestic station, accumulating emotional and psychological sustenance from it, but using it ultimately as a staging
area for a personal life geared to school, work, and consumption.
'fragically, the nuclear family had sought the emotional and personal development that was its ideal at the expense of wider emotional and social satisfaction and growing dependence on the essential support of capital and the state.
And even then its short life was only a prologue to the dispersal of its members to
an increasingly afamilial personal life.
While these contradictions were hidden from view in the 1950s as the new
order was taking shape, they began to burst through the seemingly placid surface
of family life early in the 196os as housewives and their children in the developmental family sought a place in the political and economic life outside the home.
In the 1963 bestseller, The Feminine Mystique, Betty Friedan articulated the inner
voice of domestic anguish and labeled the "problem that has no name." Friedan
sharply criticized the domestic confinement of women and issued modest proposals to provide wider opportunities for married women in the labor force and
voluntary work. To the millions of women who like herself were reaching the
stage of the family cycle when their children demanded less attention, Friedan's
message was compelling. Card-carrying feminists or not, millions of women began to transform the whole pattern of female life and the internal structure of
the family. After 1960 the rate of employment for married women rose dramatically until by 1980 two-thirds were gainfully employed. And as such employment
expanded, the two-income household gave practical foundation to the critique
of the patriarchal domestic ideal and its feminine mystique, though women continued to bear a disproportionate burden of domestic duties.
The sons and daughters of the domestic ideal and the suburban home marked
their transition out of the family with even greater panache. This bulging cohort
of young men and women marched out of the family as the staging area of per- sonallife to create or join the civil rights movement, the student movement, the
antiwar movement, the counter-culture movement, and the women's liberation
movement. In part their politics reflected a renewal of the New Deal's politics of
social inclusion and social welfare repressed during the Cold War, but it was also
a product of lives lived within the isolated world of the suburbs, whose life alternated between over-organized activity and solitary vacuity. For this generation
the experience of daily life was, to use the phrases of the day, a matter of growing
up absurd in the lonely crowd created by organization men.
Yet these young activists carried with them more than the banner of a generation gap. They simUltaneously proclaimed their origins in and discontent with
the restrictive, expressive family by thrusting out upon society at large the family's cherished values of love, sharing, and caring. Reversing the reduction of
politics to the domestic and the private, their cry was that the personal was polit-
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ical and that politics must take as its aim the humanizing of the extrafamilial
worlds of government, work, education, and social life without respect to race,
class, or gender. For neither the family nor society could be humanized in isolation. Ironically, the principal success of the domestic ideology was to produce a
return of the long-repressed politics of social-political life, a politics that renounced the family as a haven and sought to change the world.
The contemporary diagnosis of a family crisis was not made until the 1970S,
but with the emergence of these movements the writing was on the wall. The domestic ideal and its family were simultaneously a failure and a seedbed for change.

I

ndeed a break had come. Behind the back of the suburban explosion, the
decades-long transformation of the social-reproduction system had taken on
a qualitative significance and broken asunder the restricted, asocial world ofthe
family to lay the foundations for a politics of social reproduction.
As the coherence and authority of the family has eroded in proportion to its
loss of functions, and as the actual responsibility for structuring our lives, providing for our health, educating, employing, and tending to us in our final years
has passed from the family to a range of extra-familial (and often governmental)
institutions, it is at last possible to comprehend what is happening.
Just as the market-capitalist reorganization of production outside the household both transformed it and led to titanic struggles between labor and capital
over wages, hours, and working conditions, so, now, the increasing reorganization of social reproduction outside the home is transforming it into a transitional
site of social relations and leading in turn to a series of struggles between "private"
social movements and the state, struggles over the terms and conditions by which
the production of people will occur, the lifecycle will be organized, and the class,
.
race, and gender systems will be reproduced.
Thus it is no accident that the late 196os and the early 1970s saw the flowering of a new series of movements (from the human potential activists, students,
women, gays, children's rights advocates, the aged, and ecologists to the disabled,
welfare recipients, mental patients, and prisoners) whose struggles were not organized around the point of production but rather around the points of social
reproduction.
Nor for that matter is it an accident that the late 1970s witnessed the flowering of an answering set of movements. For those of the "new right" are themselves
better understood as part of the new politics of social reproduction than as separate from it. Indeed the new right does not dispute the central significance of social reproduction politics, but rather seeks to outdo its opponents in emphasizing
its importance and underlining the close relationship between the organization
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of the state and the structure of sexual, social, and emotional life.
The left-liberal movements of the late sixties and early seventies and the new
right, "pro-family" movements of the late seventies are but two sides of the same
coin. And together they have constituted a politics of social reproduction whose
hallmark is acceptance of the central role of the state in organizing, regulating,
and subsidizing social reproduction and a corollary acceptance of the politicization of the once private universe of personal and family life.
Despite appearances, the family crisis is but a smokescreen for a fundamental crisis in organization of social reproduction and the restructuring of socialemotional life. And we are, despite our continuing fixation on the family, in a
new era.

'
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Public Policy
and Respect

JOHN FORESTER

I

n policy making and regulatory debates at all levels of government, issues
of efficiency are widely discussed, but the fundamental moral and political
issue of respect in the body politic is widely and tragically ignored. "Respect" is a
concept that radical democrats can ill afford to sacrifice to the liberal-conservative, evangelical, or authoritarian right. In social and political practice, actual
respect is a painfully vulnerable quality, two forms of which may be distinguished.
Unconditional or "basic" respect is due to all persons as human beings; conditional or "deserved" respect is that which may be granted to exemplary, responsible, public actors. Both forms of respect are widely threatened today.
In our communities and schools, racism is alive and all too well. In the social
services, professionals have often been attacked for failing to treat their "clients"
respectfully. In government agencies, unions, and community organizations,
leadership and authority are often denigrated. In the workplace, exploitation
and job layoffs directly threaten workers' self-respect. And class structures institutionalize patterns of opportunity, control, and property that systematically
distort the political and social respect so essential to any truly democratic public
realm. This essay explores one strand in this complex of problems: the thesis that
public policy making can either undermine or strengthen the nature of and capacity for the respect existing in our communities.
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At stake here are questions of citizens' respect not only for democratic authority and government, but also for one another within a community. To illustrate the connection between public policy and the cultivation or weakening of
respect in the body politic, we examine a policy issue with little obvious connection to issues of political and social interaction. What then, we may ask, does the
fate of the Clean Air Act, presumably regulating air pollution, have to do with
moral and political issues of respect?
Consider the arguments of those seeking to defend the Clean Air Act from
the industrial and congressional efforts seeking to weaken it. Writing in the New
York Times, Lewis Regenstein puts his case succinctly: 1 air pollution regulation
has saved lives, prevented-health problems, avoided property damage to crops,
forests, and vegetation. He cites studies of prominent economists who find that
strong enforcement of the Clean Air Act has resulted in net savings of billions of
dollars from the regulation of stationary pollution sources alone. He cites further
studies estimating that thousands of lives will be shortened if air pollution controls are cut back in regions such as the Ohio Valley. Regenstein acknowledges
that enforcement and regulatory measures are expensive, but he cites evidence
showing a net economic advantage produced by such regulation, in addition to
the fundamental benefit of saving or extending thousands of lives. Weakening
the act, he writes, "could damage the lives and health of tens-of millions of Americans and unnecessarily cost us tens of billions of dollars a year."
Regenstein does not point out that the burden of regulatory costs may not
be borne in the short term by those who stand to reap the benefits. Thus industry, as he says, has fought these regulations and sought to avoid costly antipollution requirements. In contrast, however, those people whose lives are to be protected may hardly be organized at all; indeed, they may not even know that they
stand to be the beneficiaries of the legislation. Here government intervention
may be warranted to protect unknowing and vulnerable citizens. What sort of
intervention, though, is called for? How shall the government regard those anonymous persons whose health and lives are at stake-as citizens, consumers, residents, rational actors? In whatever way the government classifies or regulates
these people, so does it institutionally recommend as right an official policy toward those affected.
.
Government policy not only produces regulations, incentives, or statements
of intention, but it also recommends to its public a praiseworthy attitude to be
adopted more generally. Antidiscrimination laws not only grant legal avenues of
grievance to injured c;>r complaining parties (apartment dwellers or job seekers,

I "Clean Air: Defending a Law in Peril," August 4, I98 I.
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for example) and threaten sanctions to violators (landlords or employers as the
case may be), but they also serve symbolically to encourage the virtue and legitimacy of nondiscrimination in general. Legislation granting the poor access to
health care works both to provide services and to foster a broader public expectation of a political right to health care. And however ambiguous or colloquial
that understanding of the "right" to decent health care may be, the basic point
remains: legislation regulates, but it also educates.

F

deral pollution policy that maintains, revises, or eliminates the Clean Air
Act may produce widely differing images of the public it supposedly serves .
For example, policy makers may treat the potentially affected as economically
rational agents, as consumers who presumably will move away from dangerous
sources of pollution when they choose to do so. Alternatively, policy makers
may treat them as democratically entitled citizens who may be unknowing victims of severe environmental health hazards produced by yet other citizens. Consider now three ways that policy may have consequences extending far beyond
the immediate demands of its rules and regulations to the constitution of respect
in the broader society.
·
Policy making reflects an official stance toward an accounting of whose
problems "count," whose problems merit regard by the public not merely as matters of personal concern, but rather as matters of public charge and responsibility.
Directing the light of government attention to selected issues, symbolic, budgetary, and practical policy making may simultaneously cast the shadows of neglect
upon other popular and pressing concerns.
Weakening the Clean Air Act, by postponing deadlines for industry to meet
health standards, for example, will direct attention to the "needs" and "plight"
of those· corporations and industries who would otherwise_have to pay the shortterm expense and bear the inconvenience of meeting pollution regulations. Yet
at the same time, weakening air pollution regulations will allow the already anonymous citizens whose lives will be endangered by increasing levels of pollution to
sink further from public view, to fade out of public attention altogether. These
thousands of victims of preventable industrial pollution would then be recognized not as citizens bearing the costs of "tough decisions," not as citizens who
might have acted to protect themselves had they been better informed of the
risks they faced, but as the personal tragedies of families, as if industrial pollution abetted by weakened national policy had nothing to do with their lives. Stigmatizing or supportive, the attention paid by policy making can often be direct,
explicit, and noisy-witness the attention paid to corporate concerns about regulations supposedly hampering industrial development. Yet as more diffuse preventable health problems suggest, the neglect fostered by policy making can be
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quieter and far more subtle while no less influential, if not at all necessarily benign. As policies direct attention selectively, so may they dignify or stigmatize,
encourage or discourage "basic" respect for those citizens they serve or regulate.
Second, policy making creates patterns of entitlements, sanctions, and incentives that define the responsibilities and culpabilities of citizens, of polluters
and polluted, business and broader community interests, industrialists and environmentalists. Policy adoption creates a political or legal setting, a context of
rules and obligations in which citizen and corporate actions each have newly
constituted meanings. If the Clean Air Act is weakened, a decision to emit a level
of pollutants (sulfur emissions, for example) that might have brought stiff penalties in the past might now be made without sanction. Policy making thus alters
the practical conditions of responsibility of citizens and corporations alike. Strong
pollution legislation defines the responsibilities of industry to the public and the
responsibilities of taxpayers to their government and one another. Weakened
legislation shifts the responsibility for protecting health and property to scattered,
poorly informed, and anonymous consumers in diverse economic markets. Political responsibility for public health protection would be thereby diffused by
pollution deregulation and then replaced by the apparent yet invisible equity of
market interactions, supposedly "free" choices.
If the Clean Air Act is weakened, by cutting back standards for industrial
emissions, for example, the federal regulatory and enforcement role would correspondingly diminish. Businesses might indeed be free of some regulatory obligations and proscriptions; yet health problems in a diffuse and poorly identified
citizenry would quite likely increase. Government would then be less visible, less
frequently seen in a role responsible for protecting the public health and welfare,
if still imagined by some perhaps to be promoting an even more abstract "health
of the economy." Air pollution and acid rain would increase; the hidden hand of
the market presumably would act to distribute that pollution and its effects "optimally." Under such conditions of deregulation, it may be difficult for citizens
to respect a hidden hand whose actions they cannot see. Vigorous and visible
health-protecting enforcement activity might work to engender "deserved" public respect for democratic authority; deregulation in contrast may, under such
conditions, undermine that public respect. And were one to think that perhaps
government regulatory action and policy might regain that respect in the future
by responding to subsequent health problems, ridicule seems a more likely prospect, once it became known how preventable so many problems of the public
health were (as we a_tready know them to be).
Policy making, then, may either create political and legal responsibilities
that specify citizens' and industries' duties as those of members of a common polity; or it may slight these issues of responsible membership and treat all parties
essentially as economic entities, guided by the hidden hand of the market, yet
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having no particular, definitive public responsibilities of their own. If policy
making follows the latter course, citizens may be able to act, however imperfectly, as consumers, evaluating the products of various producers, but those citizens will then be less able to evaluate the political responsibility (or irresponsibility) of industrial and government actions alike. In principle, of course, market
preferences for cleaner air may be expressible in the housing market; preferences
for health care may be expressible in principle in the private health-care sector.
Yet in practice, in the context of public concern about health and environmental
quality, if health-protecting policy interventions are replaced by invisible market
forces, the "respect-ability'' of responsible public action will be undermined.
Citizens would then be encouraged by public policy to regard themselves as consumers at a market rather than as members of a political sphere constituted by
common duties and responsibilities.
Public policy would then serve market mechanisms and the search for utility just as it would simultaneously subvert the citizenry's political sense of itself,
its political identity, and its capacity for maintaining, not to say, deepening, the
respect it may have for itself, for democratic authority, and for law.
The failure to develop or maintain strong pollution policies may have two
sides, then. Cutting back environmental regulations in the name of the health of
business represents an appeal to market mechanisms that no one is directly responsible for and for which no one can be held accountable. Therefore no one
may be recognized as responsible and respected for his or her actions. It is also a
retreat by government from visible public action in response to recognized hazards to the public's health-action that might well have earned it a modicum of
public respect, to say nothing of allegiance, loyalty, and continued support.
In the absence of such a public policy, the government not only gives greater
rein to industry, it throws to the winds yet another basis upon which it might gain
and cultivate the respect of its citizens. Policy makers wo1.1Id fail here, as Simon
Neustein suggests, to make the accumulation of wealth a matter of commonwealth. Throwing off the burdens of public action, such privatizing and depoliticizing public policy may not cultivate, but may rather slowly poison, respect for
what is claimed to be democratic administration and governance.
Third, then, in addition to the attention paid and the responsibilities constituted and publicized in policy making, public policies redefine the conditions,
procedures, practices, and possibilities of political membership of those included
within the scope of the policy. Drawing together industrial polluters and potentially affected citizens, the Clean Air Act defined these parties to be interdependent members of a political realm with not only legal responsibilities to one another, but with particular means available to act toward one another or toward
their government as members of a common polity.
Citizens have been required to pay taxes for regulatory enforcement, inspec-
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tions, and administration of the law. Industry has been recently required to act
to meet pollution regulations or run the risk of fines and public embarrassment.
When either party failed to act in these elementary political duties, political and
judicial measures were in in principle available: the IRS might pursue tax evaders;
the EPA would pursue polluters; environmentalists might file complaints about
pollution violations or bring these to the attention of regulatory bodies; industries and environmentalists alike might work through the courts to challenge
regulatory agencies' interpretations of the law. Government policy minimally
created the conditions defining channels of responsible public action and political membership for citizens at large as well as for specific industrial concernsthough certainly specific polluting industries were far more aware of their specific
responsibilities created by the Act than·were the masses of tax.payers (unless
they happened to be active environmentalists). Nonetheless, thepolicy provided
political means of citizen and industrial action-administrative complaints or
appeal processes, public legal recourse to challenge interpretations, and so on.

N

ot only did the Clean Air Act focus attention upon a problem and assign
formal responsibilities, it also created for the public record a history of industrial actions since its original passage. This public record demonstrates the
character of publicly responsible-or irresponsible, as specific cases may beaction by those industries held by government to be possibly significant polluters
of the public environment. Were the Act to be abolished and the invisible market
mechanisms to "regulate" pollution instead, this record of responsible and irresponsible action and political membership would be eliminated, rendered simply
an anachronism of a period in which the poisoning of the public environment
was regarded as an act for which the polluting agent was to be considered and
held publicly responsible. Were this weakening ofthe Act to occur, the possible
public scrutiny of polluting industries would be crippled: the result would be not
only greater public ignorance but, in Ralph Hummel's words, "the privatization
of public tragedy."
Still more significantly~ new levels of pollution would no longer have the
public meaning-declared safe or dangerous as a matter of public policy and not
simply environmentalist complaint-that they previously had. Where even industry might have sought to bury questions of class by appealing to public sentiments of respect for pollution-abating and law-abiding behavior before, now
the weakening of th_e law would render even that public judgment of respect impossible. Industries would be seen anew as purely private economic concerns;
their membership in a shared political world of interdependent citizens would be
obscured, rendered less visible as a matter of public policy. Citizens' fears of polluted skies and waters would no longer be mitigated by respect for public-
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protecting air pollution policy, but would become instead a more general suspicion of industrial action. Industry may escape the short-run costs of such distrust,
but the longer-term result is likely to be the loss of that public image and support
that industry itself often seeks when still other issues of taxation, regulation, or
labor relations arise. Here lies a paradoxical problem for radical democrats: corporate policy compliance may be used practically to appeal to public respect just
as it simultaneously is used to obscure further questions of corporate power, accountability, and control.
Furthermore, weakening the Clean Air Act will effectively promote severe,
though preventable, problems of public health. Yet lacking explicit policy measure to address them, these problems are likely to be regarded as accidental, providential, random, or personal. Our neighbors will be sick, ailing, and some will
die of pollution-related illnesses; we will wonder if they ate properly, drank too
much, played too carelessly as children. We will hold them responsible as individuals, and we may never know if these health problems were effectively abetted by our government's refusal to maintain strong pollution policies. In effect,
subtly, our personal evaluations of one another will'likely change, without our
realizing why. We may blame one another for problems and suffering largely beyond our individual control. We may respect our sick neighbors less than we
ought, not because we are mean-spirited, but because public policy has made us
less able to evaluate properly the responsibilities and interdependencies of all
parties involved, of all members of our common political world.
If this occurs, the failure of public policy will be more than a failure to protect the public's health; it will be a failure to educate its citizens to the meaning of
their common political membership, to their public responsibilities and vulnerabilities, and this failure in turn can only lead to a weakening of public understanding and mutual respect. When public policy hides the responsibilities of industry
to the citizenry at large from public view, the moral ambiguities of market ideology will replace political understanding, and the social capacity for respect will
be diminished. And as political respect weakens among members of the body
politic, of course, the general sense of membership and political responsibility
can only decline as well; respect for law and truly democratic government will
naturally be further eroded. Thrning democratic policy responsibilities over to
the presumably virtuous or beneficient private sector may only exacerbate this
process, undermining public respect for government all the more.

W

should now ask if public policy makers can avoid such problems. Must
not any policy be selective, paying attention to some problems and neglecting others? Public policy must indeed be highly selective, but this does not
yet mean that it must be neglectful. To recognize and consider particularly worthy
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of attention coal miners threatened by black lung disease does not mean that other
working-class groups, for example, must be denigrated or considered less worthy
of public respect. What is at issue here is precisely the prior claim of citizens to
government attention, whether to service or protection. The question of preventable health hazards has been widely raised in our society; government inattention in this context would both neglect citizens at risk and diminish the public
respect due to their concerns. Yet if citizens were better protected, would the concerns of industry then be neglected? Hardly, for the actions of industry, including the actions of production, marketing, and pollution-generation, receive
quite a bit of attention: regulatory attention designed not to eliminate production but to render it safe to the community and polity with which it shares a common environment.
Not all policy presents a simple choice between the regulatory mechanisms
of the market and those of the state agency. In any case a choice here is not at issue. Rather, to recognize each public policy and the processes .of policy making
as undermining or strengthening the social capacity for respect, each policy must
be understood to redefine citizen responsibilities, the meaning of citizen actions,
and the character of responsible political membership in the polity. This identityconstituting character of policy can be found in socialist or capitalist political
economies. Only as policy defines legitimate responsibilities, does it enable citizens to recognize responsible public performances and thus to respect those responsible actors.
Again, policies that serve markets but hide politics may ironically obscure
significant questions of political membership and responsibility: the pursuit of
economic utility can threaten the respect for citizens' political identities. Private
utility may overwhelm public identity; mutual respect will suffer. Policies that
obscure the interdependencies and thus the possible responsibilities inherent in
modern societies will undermine and diminish jhe political capacities of citizens
to develop and nurture respect for law, democratic government, or any form of
public authority, to say nothing of one another.
What, finally, does this analysis mean practically for policy making? First,
it calls for attention to all claims made in the policy area at hand. The denial of a
hearing or a voice to interested parties will be perceived as an act of neglect, and
democratic policy makers can avoid such consequences through formal representatives, hearings, and investigations, or through less formal contacts or consultations. Second, policy proposals must clearly define citizens' responsibilities,
the means of govern<ment evaluation and regulation, and the procedures of citizen grievance or appeal in cases of disputed findings. Evaluation procedures
must be specified, or charges of government arbitrariness will rightly be pressed.
Appeal procedures should be specified and justified, or charges ofpseudodemocratic, bureaucratic tyranny will be made. And implementing responsibilities
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created by the policy must be clearly specified, or the policy may never be carried
out, creating instead a twisted history of administrative nightmares, public confusion, protracted legal battles, and more general bureaucratic malaise. Third,
policy makers must seek to demonstrate the legitimacy of policy proposals by
embedding them into the democratic political traditions shared by affected citizens. Lacking genuine legitimation, the authority of the policy maker and the
policy will become elements only of the play of power; public respect and support, whether for environmental or economic policies, for example, may well be
diminished. 2
Far more is at stake in public policy making than the pursuit of efficiency.
As policies are won or lost, so are public attention, responsibility, and membership restructured. Radical democrats ought not to ignore the ways that policies
deepen or weaken the character of respect in the body politic. For if they do, their
"democratic politics," their own policy proposals, and the common polity may
be weakened as well.

2 John Forester, "A Critical Empirical Framework for the Analysis of Public Policy," New
Political Science (Summer 1982); idem, "The Policy Analysis-Critical Theory Affair: Wildavsky
and Habermas as Bedfellows?" Journal of Public Policy 2, no. 2 (May 1982).
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cques Ellul is of the tribe of the hedgehog. From 1954, when La technique
ou renjeu du siecle appeared, until the present, he has tirelessly announced
and endlessly elaborated "one big thing."
No social, human, or spiritual fact is so important as the fact of technique.1
The technological phenomenon is tending more and more to encompass all our activities. 2
Now, our "technology" is narrower than Ellul's "Ia technique." Within
technique Ellul of course includes machinery, tools, physical apparatus-our
technology. But technique is generally "the totality ofmethods rationally arrived
at and having absolute efficiency (for a given stage of development) in every
field of human activity."3 Technique thus includes those activities that can be
accomplished by purposive, rational, transmissible, repetitive means. It also inJacques Ellul, The Technological Society, trans. John Wilkinson (New York: Knopf, 1964),
p. 3·
2 Jacques Ellul, Perspectives On Our Age, ed. William H. Vandenburg, trans. J()achim
Neugroschel (New York: Seabury Press, 1981), p. 38.
I

3 Ellul, The Technological Society, p. xxv.
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eludes those social formations and processes that are deliberately designed as
means to specified ends: bureaucracies, mass production systems, corporations,
propaganda and mass communications, police, vocational education, and so
forth. All societies, of course, use tools and deliberate methods. The technological societies are those in which the technical element predominates, determining or conditioning all other aspects of life. In pretechnological societies the
technical element was limited and woven into the entire social fabric. It was truly
"appropriate technology," framed within customary, religious, moral, and esthetic standards and practices. The purely technical, instrumental element might
remain almost unchanged for generations, even centuries. In the technological
societies, the technical element is disembedded, set free from social constraints
and allowed to proliferate by its own dynamic. In the pretechnological era, society
and nature were milieu; in the technological era, technique is milieu.
Technique is our environment, the sea we swim in. We, of course, are its
creators but we are also its creatures. For most of us in the "developed" societies
the technical system sets the rhythms and provides the substance of our lives at
work and home, as producers and consumers. It filters our communications and
shapes most of our symbolic activities. It constitutes most of our sense of what is
possible, necessary, and even real. It provides the stuff of our hopes and fears,
even as it provides our daily bread. As we move farther away from tradition and
religion, from the bonds of locale and ethnic group, and from the treasury of
humane values, our standards of judgment and moral appraisal themselves
com~ to be drawn from within the technical system: nothing ranks higher on our
actual scale of values than productivity, precision, power, method, prediction,
control. Far from assessing the technological order from a standpoint outside it,
we reproduce its own values in ourselves. Genuine alternatives diminish.
In all these ways, technique is our idol and our destiny. It defines us and it is
what we do best. This is not to say that the system is somehow self-creating and
self-maintaining. Of course it is people who build and run the system, but people
who are themselves within it. The point is made nicely by a formula Justice
Holmes liked to pronounce: "the mode in which the inevitable comes to pass is
through effort"-effort, of course, that sees itself as the only kind of effort
possible.
,
Ordinarily the technical system runs along on its own tracks seemingly
powered by its own dynamic and governed by its own laws. We are hardly conscious of it. It is all just process, logical and orderly advance through time from
one moment to the next, with no end point at all, or with a goal that vanishes as
the process continues, for technique dissolves all ends into means.
No one has shown more clearly than Ellul how mindlessly we bear the
weight of the technological system and conform ourselves to its imperatives. Of
course we know there are also losers and victims, but we are getting better and
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better at managing the victims of the technological order by increasingly sophisticated techniques drawn from within the logic of the technical system itself:
propaganda, narcotics, behavioral therapies, consumer goods, scientific
management, control of information, police. We become aware of the system
only at those moments when a trap springs, a calamity falls, when the logical,
orderly, ordinary advance suddenly produces a grotesque and frightening caricature of process. The trap was there all the time, set by ourselves of course, but
impossible to avoid.
Reflect on that night a few years ago when the lights went out in New York
City, bringing paralysis and violence. What keeps order among us-civic attitudes, or the police? Or ~eflect on the helplessness of the ordinary people whose
lives were hostage to the potential disaster at Three Mile Island, and on the
mixture of mendacity and incompetence displayed by the experts and officials
who were in charge of affairs there. Or consider what modernization, that bland
word for a bitter reality, has meant for millions upon millions of people in traditional societies-subsistence economics destroyed; customs and religions wrecked,
forced mass migration from the countryside into the city. Or this grotesque caricature of process: last July, in Tokyo, Kenji Urada, a worker in the Kawasaki
factories, inadvertently stepped across an electronic safety barrier and triggered
a robot into motion. The robot pinned the man against another machine and
stabbed him in the back, killing him.
Even when the trap springs, showing us clearly for one moment what it is
that we are doing, there seems nothing more to do than to forget as soon as possible and return to sleep, more anxious but also more determined than before. If
our technological methods of agriculture cause the topsoil to lose vitality, the
plants to lose their natural resistance to pests and disease, the groundwater to
diminish and become more saline, there is nothing to do but pour on more
chemical fertilizer, apply stronger pesticides, !lnd dig deeper wells. If the food
loses its own natural flavor and nutritional value, add artificial flavor and make
the package more attractive, for when content is nil, package is all.
As one expert has said, "man in fact has no choice but to push forward with
his technology. The world is already irrevocably committed to a technological
culture."4 Or Max Weber: the technological and bureaucratic order "determines
the lives of all individuals ... with irresistible force," and it will continue to
"determine man's fate until the last ton of fossilized coal is burnt out. " 5 The
4 Harvey Brooks, Technology Assessment Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development of the U.S. House of Representatives C'Nashington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1970), p. 331.
5 Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. Talcott Parsons (New
York: Scribner's, 1930), pp. 181, 183.
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system is set; we can only hook on and be carried along. That is the voice of technological determinism.
Ellul understands as well as anybody the ways in which the technical system
determines our fate, but he also believes, unlike so many moderns, that ordinary
men and women can come to understand that fate and struggle to alter it. We
may live in the iron cage, but we need not adopt the views of the keepers. The
future is ours to make, even though the hour is late. "I have no mechanical,
fatalist, or organicist view at all. I only say that most of the time, in our days,
things are that way. Genuine independent political decisions are more and more
limited and rare. " 6 But we are helpless either to "preserve personal freedom or to
change the course of events" only if each of us "abdicates his responsibilities"
and "limits himself to leading a trivial existence in a technological civilization."
Only then will the determinants be "transformed into inevitabilities."7 Ellul calls
to the sleepers to awake.

I

f Henry Adams were alive today he would, I think, welcome Ellul as a fellow
member of the party of Conservative Christian Anarchism-though with
some reservations . about Ellul's Protestant disdain for colored glass and
Proven~l verse. And Nietzsche, while no ally in other respects, would recognize
in Ellul a fellow enemy of that "coldest of cold monsters," the state. Ellul is
intransigently antistatist and anticentralist. He recommends the restoration of
the person, the formation of autonomous centers of action small in scope and
neighborly in tone, and a resolute and cheerful recognition of the human inability to build the New Jerusalem of comfort and control.
For Ellul, the task is not to "take over" technique and shape it toward
"good" ends-technique both consumes other ends and contains its own ends,
which are always ambiguous-but to build genuine alternatives to the technical
system and the technical mentality. Not control but reduction of technique must
be the beginning and end of a politics of freedom. That orientation reveals
Ellul's conservatism, which is of course radical, for it is a simple fact that among
us change itself is the great destroyer of people's ability to control their daily
lives. To be sure, change often gives the illusion of choice, but the change is
usually determined by the technical system and is rarely the result of conscious
resistance offering a genuine alternative to the logic of that system. Again, the
change often benefits one group or special interest more than others, and is
often imposed on those others, frequently with the support of the public power.
But the result is always to strengthen established institutions, including the state.
6 Ellul, The Political Illusion, trans. Konrad Kellen (New York: Knopf, 1967), p. 34 .
7 Ellul, The Technological Society, p. xxix.
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Thus, the Reagan propagandists set up a word barrage of "localism" and
"decentralization" to conceal-even from themselves-the realities of
"reindustrialization," which means more technicization of work, more
superfluous human beings, more wealth and power to the corporations, and
more opportunities to pillage natural resources. Which "local agencies" control
the multinational corporations and the nuclear arsenal?
So, Ellul insists that the real question is whether we can develop the capacity to act by choice on the lines of force that attract us in the technical system, or
· whether we must continue to react automatically as we do now. Given that
formulation of the question, the first task is to dispel what he calls "the political
illusion," which is the ideological veil of the technical reality.
The political illusion has three aspects. First is the belief that politics and
politicians, and the whole state apparatus, have escaped the process of technologization and can direct its basic movements by conscious choice shaped by
moral and practical standards external to the technical regime. Of course politicians choose, but most of their choices are at the margins of the order and are
taken by reference to criteria drawn from within it. The state itself is largely "an
enormous machinery of bureaus,''8 and most of the work of those bureaus is
.simply "a concrete exercise in administration or management," guided by technical criteria, and ''without spiritual, ideological, or doctrinal content."9 Genuine
commitment to theory and principle is rarely found, and the chief differences
among the modern states are rhetorical. The United States of 1982 is a lot more
like the Japan or Germany or Soviet Union of 1982 than it is like the United
States of 1789 or 1890 or 1930. Despite the ideological differences among parties
and states, everywhere the same tendencies appear: increase of centralized
power; expansion and elaboration of the bureaucracy; growth of the apparatus
of control; manipulation of opinion; commitment to the goals of productivity
and power;. suppression of local initiative and _autonomy. The generous hopes
once held for socialist revolution have proved vain, and almost all actual
socialist states are as centralized and technicized-and often more dreary and
. repressive-than the regimes they replaced. The hope was vain from the start, so
Ellul thinks, in the false Marxist belief that technology is an imprisoning force
only when the wrong class owns and controls it. Indeed, Ellul thinks that the
Marxist and socialist parties have done more damage to human liberation than
the capitalist and liberal parties, for it was they who persuaded the workers to
give up their resistance to the technological order and seek instead to gain

8 Ellul, The Political Illusion, p. 141.
9 Jacques Ellul, The Ethics of Freedom, trans. G.W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Erdmans, 1976), p. 382.
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ownership and control of the machinery and resources of state and
economy-under the direction of the party, of course. Ellul, on the contrary,
thinks that the technological system itself is and always will be an order of
domination, regardless of who "owns" and "controls" it. There is no gain for
personhood and liberty in the conquest of state power by any social group, for
the state is "an organization of increasing complexity which puts to work the
sum of the techniques of the modern world." 10 Not to understand that technique
is in command in the state as elsewhere is the first aspect of the political illusion.
The second is the belief that the "democratic" and "representative" state belongs to the people, who control it through the electoral machinery. The people
can of course periodically vote one party in and another out, thus giving the
illusion of control, but Ellul argues that the main tendencies are set, and that
those tendencies are always toward the augmentation of the technological
regime. Underneath the frothy surface of party and electoral politics, behind the
smokescreen of party rhetoric, the deeper currents move steadily in the same
direction.
I think Ellul is largely correct on that point, though he probably overestimates the power of the illusions of "popular sovereignty'' and "representative
democracy'' in the public mind. Most evidence suggests that the people do not
regard the government as theirs, under their control and at their service.
In any case, Ellul is surely right that state and parties derive much benefit
from the illusion of citizen control and that they nourish it with every possible
propaganda resource. Governments today do not rest on popular consent, at
least not in any honorable and serious meaning of that abused expression, but
they do need support in public opinion. However, what passes for public opinion is so mercurial, so heterogeneous, and so often ignorant that no government
could in any real sense base its decisions on it. Hence, the task is to convince
subjects "that the government's decisions are legitimate 3.!1-d good and that its
foreign policy is correct. . . . The point is to make the masses demand of the
government what the government has already decided to do." 11
Ellul's analysis of the myth of popular control leads him into the third
aspect of the political illusion, the politicization-his word, "governmentalization" would be better-of more and more areas of life. Overwhelmed by the
scale and complexity, dazzled by the superior knowledge of experts and technicians, convinced anew each day of our own inability to take care of ourselves
and to join with each other to take care of the common life, we turn our affairs
over to the officials-reserving the right to complain, of course, when the service
Io Ellul, The Technological Society, p. 254.
I I Jacques Ellul, Propaganda: The Formation of Men's Attitudes, trans. Konrad Kellen and
Jean Lerner (New York: Knopf, I965), pp. 126, I32.
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is unsatisfactory. We have now reached the point where almost all aspects oflife,
from the intimate to the global, from mental health to the exploration of space,
must be accomplished and guaranteed by government. The price is high: diminished personal competence and responsibility; loss of communal autonomy and
homogenization of cultures and individuals; huge expansion of the control apparatus; diversity, flexibility, and initiative increasingly stifled by networks of
bureaucratic regulation.

I

f we stopped there it might seem that all we need do to revitalize politics is to
detach technique from it-supposing that possible. But for Ellul that is only
half the story; the other half is found in his version of Biblical political history.
In that version of the story, politics is seen as inherently illusory, inherently a
realm of corruption and the lust for power. The political illusion is, at bottom, a
form of idolatry, a wish to set up a form of power independent of God, to rely on
one's own or another's powers instead of on the love and promise of God. Ellul
tells this story in The Politics of God and the Politics ofMan, a commentary on
the Second Book of Kings, and in The Meaning of the City, an analysis of the
Biblical treatment of the city running from Enoch and Babylon to the New
Jerusalem.
It is a story of unrelieved darkness. When Israel chooses a king, chooses the
worldly path of politics, she necessarily chooses everything on that path: heavy
taxation, centralization, violence, gaudy. display and illusion, deafness to the
prophetic voice. When men choose to build great cities, they necessarily choose
all that goes with cities: the pillaging of the countryside, confusion of meaning,
the building of elaborate temples housing idols of their own deluded pride and
fear. The harder we strive to assert our independence, the farther we fall from
grace and into determinisms of our own making. The Biblical texts consistently
teach, Ellul claims, that politics, the state, and the city have at best only relative
value, and that efforts to build the Kingdom of God on earth through such instrumentalities will always produce violence and enslavement.
All this is not very different from what a good many people, philosophers
and ordinary folk, have said about politics. But saying it leads Ellul to neither of
the two conclusions that usually follow. Ellul does not for a moment think that
until Christians become kings or until kings become Christians politics and the
state will remain hopelessly corrupt. He knows perfectly well that a lot of kings
and princes have been Christians, and they have been no better and often worse
than a lot who have not. Christians in politics are just as prone to cant and lies,
to stupidity, nonsense, and violence as are non-Christians. Nor could it be otherwise, for politics and the state simply are and always will be that way. Every state
manifests Satan's power. Every state "is founded on violence and cannot main-

...
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tain itself save by and through violence." 12
Ellul is scornful of those who think their religion gives them political wisdom
and virtue superior to that of others. After all, Jesus refused the Satanic offer of
power in the kingdoms of this world, so the Christian who acts otherwise adds
sin to folly. Maybe God in his boundless love will forgive such ones, but Jacques
Ellul cannot.B
Nor, on the other side, does Ellul advise those who are good and want to
stay that way to wash their hands of politics. Withdrawal is also a political
choice, and one which smoothes the way of the expansionist, centralizing state.

N

either Constantinism nor withdrawal, then, is the right path, whether for
Christians or non-Christians. The task for both is to desacralize politics,
to place obstacles in the path of the technical state, and to develop alternative
modes of action that will augment personhood and develop the capacity for
freedom. How to do that? Ellul divides his answer into two parts: one for Christians, the other for all who care for freedom. I shall give some attention to the
former, and more attention to the latter.
First, the counsel to the Christians. What are their special duties and opportunities in politics? They will of course pray for the rulers as they pray for all
others. (Ellul has written a book on prayer, and he profoundly believes in its
power.) They will do most good for others by living Christian lives, witnessing to
the truth of the Christian faith: don't scream for justice, live justly; don't fight
for peace, be peaceful. If this witness requires them to become martyrs, they will
accept that, though they need not welcome it or seek it out. Christians are also
enjoined to give the most scrupulous attention to means: persuasion, example,
prayer are the only ones thoroughly acceptable. Should Christians feel themselves compelled to use coercion or violence, they must not call it anything other
than the sin it is: war may be necessary; no war is just. Nor should Christians
pretend that there are uniquely "Christian" political doctrines and programs,
and they must reject all orientations that glorify or absolutize politics and the
state. On this ground, Ellul can recommend that Christians work for anarchy,
not because it is an intrinsically Christian attitude but because it constitutes the
most thoroughgoing rejection of the totalizing state. Christians will also try to
cool out political conflict and action. Christians must seek no special status or
I 2 Jacques Ellul, Violence: Reflections from a Christian Perspective, trans. Cecelia Gaul Kings
(New York: Seabury, I969), p. 85.
I 3 On these themes, read anywhere in Ellul's False Presence of the Kingdom, trans. C. Edward
Hopkin (New York: Seabury, I972); The New Demons, trans. C. Edward Hopkin (New York:
Seabury, I 97s); Betrayal of the West' trans. Matthew J. O'Connell (New York: Seabury' I 978);
and the earlier (French publication, I948) Presence of the Kingdom, trans. Olive Wyon (New
York: Seabury, I967).
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privileges within the state, whether for themselves as persons or for churches as
institutions. Nor will Christians seek public office. And finally, Christians will
always stand with the "truly poor" against the proud and mighty.14
But what can such a politics accomplish? Using such means, can one beeffective in the world? Ellul's answers are the best that can be given. The Christian's
vocation is not to conform to the world but to act as a leavening within it, a living
alternative to it. Besides, the means that others call efficient reflect and reproduce the very practices they wish to alter. And finally, the question itself shows
that the questioner lives in the world of utility and success and not in the world of
freedom: "To be controlled by utility and the pursuit of efficacy is to be subject
to the strictest determination of the actual world." 15
What about all the rest of us? Only at the urging of the strongest motive,
and only from a standpoint outside the system, will persons be both ready to
offer serious resistance to the enslavements of the technical order, and able to
shape hopeful alternatives to that order. For Ellul, the motive and standpoint
are found in Christian faith, and he writes first for those within the faith. Still,
although the rest of us are poor material, we are not utterly hopeless, so Ellul has
some counsel for us too.
We must first become vitally aware of the lateness of the hour. The whole
intention of Ellul's work is exactly to convince us that we are in deepest peril. He
calls to the sleepers to awake-with indifferent success, of course, but with
unflagging energy. And Ellul sees many hopeful stirrings: certain aspects of the
rebellions of the sixties; the ecology movement; the antinuclear movement;
parts of the women's movement; the numerous local attempts to resist the incursions of distant power and the technical mentality and to restore local and
personal control over the small (and all-important) affairs of daily life.
Once we are at least partly awakened, the hard job begins. That is the task
not just of reacting to danger, but of acting intelligently and out of the only
motive that can suffice, the love of freedom. Ellul does not think that a need or
desire for freedom is inborn in human beings. Rather, he thinks, as Tocqueville
thought, that most of us, when put to the test, will prefer other things: security,
14 SeeEllul's%scussionofthetrulypoorin The Betrayal of the West, pp. 82-125. His chief criticism of the left is that it has time after time betrayed the truly poor, "who were the sole justification for the left's ex~ce," and has adopted the causes of the "interesting poor" and the "useful
poor"-those could be i>ut to use in the struggle for party goals. The left has ignored or brutalized the bad and useless ~oor, those who either will not serve or who actively oppose its doctrines, tactics, and goals. In doing so, the left has put itself "up to its neck in lies." It "displays the
same characteristics and deserves the same contempt" as the "bourgeois church." Like capitalism, it easily "identifies freedo~ with its own dictatorship" (p. 128).
15 Jacques Ellul, The Politics dtGod and the Politics of Man, trans. G.W. Bromiley (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Erdmans, 1972), ~· 198.
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comfort, entertainment, dogmatic belief, power over others, social approval.
The taste for freedom must be cultivated, and not all persons are equally fit
material, though Ellul does think that some conditions and processes can
enhance the capacity for freedom in almost all human beings. Similarly, knowledge of what aids and hinders freedom is not easily come by. As often as not, our
efforts to enlarge freedom only result in new enslavements, as the history of
revolutions and liberation movements (and personal choices, too) grimly
attests. Ellul, who has learned as much from Kierkegaard as from Marx, knows
there are no quick cures and offers none. He does offer some orientations, both
negative and positive, and he has put forward a good many specific suggestions,
though never a "program." Basically, if the end is fuller freedom and personhood, reduction of the inhuman determinisms that increasingly rule our fate,
then: first, the end must be present, immanent, in every means employed, every
action taken; and second, we must proceed exceedingly carefully, being as sure
as we can that what we are doing does not show disrespect for persons and does
not reflect the mentality and employ the same practices as the technical system
itself.
These counsels of caution rest partly on a keen awareness of the capacity of
the technical system to assimilate and shape in its own image measures and policies designed as reforms of or alternatives to the system. One sees that happening today with "appropriate technology'' and "worker participation" proposals,
and with affirmative action procedures. It has happened with the device of
"Environment Impact Reports," the preparation of which has become a professional speciality, providing much nourishment for lawyers, technicians, and
bureaucrats, but little protection for the environment. More importantly, the
counsels of caution rest on a deep conviction that we, not some external force,
are the problem, that the technical mentality is our mentality, and that we naturally express it in conduct. The task is to reconstitute ourselves, to reconstruct
and not just replicate the present dominant meanings of personhood. That task
requires the greatest caution and vigilance-toward the self. Ellul's analysis is
global; his suggestions for action are local.

T

o start with, revolution is out. 16 Revolution as understood today, as
theory-guided action designed to change the basic organizing principle
and institutions of a social order and to effect that change quickly and compre16 The following draws on Ellul's Autopsy ofRevolution and Betrayal of the West. Some specific formulations are also drawn from my "Decadence and Regeneration: Reflections on the
Present Condition," in Legitimacy in the Modern State (New Brunswick: Transaction Books,
1981), esp. pp. 339-345·
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hensively, is a Western invention. As such, it has on some past occasions served
well as a method for advancing the values of reason, freedom, and the individual. But today, in our situation, revolution is no longer capable of achieving
even a fair measure of good results, let alone anything like a renewed world. We
shall probably see more and more rebellions, but genuine revolution can no
longer spring from rebellion as it could in earlier and simpler times.
This point has been reached by stages. The great revolutions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, English and French, were directed against political ideas and institutions that had become so ossified that they thwarted the
purposes of whole sociru classes and millions of people. Central power had
grown enormously while local freedoms shrank. Economic enterprise labored
under burdensome regulations. The aristocratic classes continued to guard their
privileges while shirking their ancient duties. Political power was, and was felt to
be, arbitrary and crippling. In that situation, revolution made sense; that is,
specific changes in political institutions really could reach to the root causes of
felt distress.
Still, even those revolutions gained only a mixed victory and left an ambiguous legacy. They struck down kings and swept away the gaudy paraphernalia
and humiliating residues of aristocratic power, but they cleared the path for the
emerging modern state, with its enormous potential for oppression. The ideology of popular sovereignty and representation dissolved moral, customary, and
institutional impediments to the growth of bureaucratic institutions and central
power. No need to fear power so long as it was based in "the people," rather than
in kings, nobles, and priests. The revolutionaries were blind to the bitter possibilities hidden within the benign formula of a "government oflaws, not of men."
Moving into the nineteenth century, the sources of oppression and alienation became increasing economic. Here Marx is the master teacher, and he
understood that capitalism was different from earlier and simpler forms of economic oppression. It was a whole new system, in which the exploitative impulse
was freed from its embedment in the whole structure of society to turn everything into commodities, melting all once solid bonds into air, replacing moral
and customary limits and practices with the naked "cash nexus."
Marx gave us illuminating accounts of how abstract this new kind of
oppression could be, and of how bewildered people became when they tried to
understand their own experiences in this alienated world. And when it came to
changing this oppressive order by way of revolution, the perplexities multiplied.
For one thing, the revolutionaries of 1848 attempted to reenact the drama of
1789, with the result that they staged a farce. The proletarians, Marx said, must
draw their poetry from the future, not the past-but how is that to be done?
Also, the revolutionaries were unable to develop a long-range strategy and program for changing the fundamental character of the economic order. Such a
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program would need to be as abstract and complex as the forces and processes
that were producing the distress. In the face of that need, all party platforms and
demands seemed simplistic. Thus, the Communard demand of 1871 for National Workshops would have given the urban poor work, certainly, but work more
regimented than any they had suffered before. To get a sense of what matters
here, reflect on the fact that most of the demands presented in the Manifesto of
1848 have been substantially realized in the industrial countries, yet who would
say we are closer now than we were then to a society "in which the free development of each is the condition for the free development of all"? Or consider Bahro's account of "actually existing socialism" in the East European states. Nor has
the official left in the West European countries been able to envision a genuine
alternative to the established order of technology cum corporate capitalism cum
bureaucratic socialism, even though that order is felt to provide few of the goods
of a rich human life except material comfort and consumer rewards. Will Mitterand demolish the foundations of French technocracy and centralism while he
sits on the top floor of the edifice?
A third perplexity emerged in the nineteenth century, and has become a
fixed feature of our own. Given the scope and complexity of the advanced technological societies, the means necessary to gain power and effect radical change
easily reproduce in themselves the very evils they are meant to abolish: propaganda and coercion, hierarchy, centralization. Basically, the revolution cannot
be made save by a party built on Leninist lines, and once such a party is formed it
follows its own path of degradation: the people become the "soviets"; the soviets
are replaced by the party; the party becomes the central committee; the central
committee becomes a cabal; the cabal is mastered by a bully and his underlings;
and the people are victims as they were before.
In our own day, estrangement and dispossession are as broad and as deep as
they ever have been, but the experience has new sources and takes new forms.
With us, it is not so much a matter of people being excluded by law from the
places where decisions are made, but a matter of the very ways those decisions
are made, and of what kinds of questions are decided. It is no longer a matter of
workers being brutally exploited, but a matter of the very ways we have organized work (huge workplaces, technical tempo, micro-specialization of labor), a
matter of the goods we produce (paperwork, weapons, shoddy and superfluous
consumer goods), and of the goals for which we work (money and power). It is
no longer a matter of arrogant lords having their way with underlings, but a
matter of little personal authority at all: millions of anonymous technicians,
managers, and bureaucrats stifling life in webs of regulation.
Alienation today is sweeping and systemic, rooted in our very values and
embodied in our characteristic ways of doing things. The political and economic
alienations described by Marx still persist, but they are now assimilated to an en-
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compassing system of technical alienation. Process is in command. State, economy, and society are huge, remote, and thoroughly technicized. Hence, the
sources and mechanisms of alienation are abstract, atmospheric. We have little
immediate apprehension of them, and can "experience" them only at several
removes of reflection.
Dispossession today is dispossession of the self. This means a number of
things. One is a thinning out of the content of personhood. Family, place, religion, tradition, vocation-are losing substance and vitality. Accompanying this
is a dispersal of goals, a narrowing of human capacities, and the drying up of
sources of autonomous decision, both in individuals and in local associations.
For millions of people, family, work, politics, religion, and even "free time" are
wastelands and shadowlands: unsubstantial and ungratifying; yet irritating and
confining. In addition, we are in the midst of a noisy and confused retreat from
the adult ideals of dignity and self-restraint, vocation and responsibility. These
are being replaced by ideals that are either infantile or adolescent-feeding-ondemand; absorption in private fantasies of pain and power.
Alienation and dispossession now reach to the roots of personhood, and if
remedial action is to be effective it must be directed there. But it is hard to know
what such action might look like. When Marx wrote, the industrial and agricultural producers still had integral cultures, and thus could pose genuine alternatives to the culture of capitalism. 'Under those conditions, it made sense to talk
about replacing one class with another. But today the classes and strata have
been homogenized to a degree inconceivable to the early socialists. The technicist-consumerist mentality has no strong rival. The populations of the industrial
countries have accepted the state as the legitimate Grand Inquisitor. Its duty is to
feed them, and assure their security and comfort. What is called politics today is
largely the administration of the feeding system, a system now so swollen and
expensive (the feeders must eat, too) that no general program for changing it decisively on a broad front and by direct political means has much chance of producing good results. All such programs are simplistic, and result in greater govemmentalization. The simple fact is that what goes for socialism today really
amounts to giving the state-not the associated producers-direct access to the
social product. And those who propose rapid and thoroughgoing dismantling of
the technological order must first decide which millions of people should be condemned to death, for it is a fact that we are as dependent on that order as an infant is on adults. And fmally, any collective formation designed to implement
basic change at the l~vel of the whole system necessarily mirrors the very characteristics of the system it is designed to change.
We do indeed need, as Tocqueville said, a new political science for t})is new
age. Ellul's political science starts with the person.
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llul recommends an attitude made up of approximately equal parts of
patience and restraint, anarchy and play. Don't take the pompous and
false-heroic claims of politicians too seriously. Cheerful humor and gentle irony
will do more to deflate the pretensions of parties and officials than any amount
of angry opposition. And say "no," resolutely but not violently. This, I think, is
what Ellul has in mind when he suggests anarchy as a political orientation. He
means not throwing bombs or indulging in histrionic display, but adopting a
negative attitude toward the sovereign: don't believe the tinsel promises of the
state; don't call on the state to solve your problems and serve your needs, for the
cure will always be worse than the disease. Still, while playful, this opposition to
the state must be deadly serious, intransigent. Thus, Ellul can speak favorably
of some of the syndicalist doctrines and practices of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, especially their emphases on spontaneity, decentralization,
and direct encounter. He also refers favorably to the cooperativist and federationist principles of Proudhon and Kropotkin.
Ellul also insists that if political communication is to serve good ends it
must be direct and personal. It is when we move out of the world of personal
experience-how the peach tastes, what the kids do at school and with their free
time, what it's really like for you at your workplace-that we ourselves fall victim
to the shadow-world of the mass media and come to mistake its images for
reality. Intellectuals are simultaneously the main victims and the worst offenders
here. Convinced of the superiority of their mental constructions over the everyday experiences of ordinary people, they are the most propagandized of all
members of society. Given their access to large amounts of information and
their taste for abstract ideas, they feel required to have an opinion on every subject, and they regard others who lack their information and who do not feel so
required as ignorant and inferior. The next step is easy: the intellectual joins
hands with power and works through propaganda to give people the right opinions. Thus, Ellul argues that mass literacy and mass education, far from immunizing a citizenry against propaganda, make them vulnerable to it. Nor does he
think that propaganda is good if the ends are good-mobilizing people for the
construction of socialism, say. He insists that the use of propagandistic means
for human improvement is self-contradictory: the means negate the end. Only
direct and personal talk about things immediately known among the speakers
will provide the basis of a genuinely democratic politics. The politics of propaganda inevitably means dishonesty and illusion, a relationship in which the politician "cannot escape the mass; }?ut he can draw between himself and that mass
an invisible curtain, a screen, on which the mass will see projected the mirage of
some politics, while the real politics are being made behind it." When the process has gone far enough, its victims "are no longer capable of making the sim-
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plest moral or intellectual distinctions or of engaging in the most elementary
reasoning. "11
Consistent with this emphasis on the personal and the local, Ellul asks that
"we become neighbor to someone" and "recover him socially. "18 For many of us
this simplest of all recommendations may be the hardest to follow. We don't
know our neighbors, and the neighbor is likely to be intractably different from
ourselves. It is much easier, much less risky, to characterize and make recommendations for an abstract collective entity than it is to deal with that irreducibly
unique individual next door. That requires touching and being touched, and
there is risk in that. At the same time, it is plain that this suggestion, taken seriously, has truly radical and transformative implications. Restoring the bonds of
association at this grassroots level would eventually change the cellular structure
of the body politic, bringing isolated atoms into connection, and thus rendering
individuals less vulnerable to external powers and pressures.
What would this recommendation look like in practice? Some episodes
from Ellul's own life provide illustrations.19 In the middle 1930s, Ellul was
among the founders of the Personalist Movement under the leadership of
Emmanuel Mounier. Rejecting both individualism and collectivism, the Personalists based everything on "the importance and decisive character of the interhuman relationship." During his involvement with the French Resistance, the
maquis, Ellul made contact with a number of Protestant farmers who, while individually keeping the faith, no longer met as a congregation. Ellul found an
abandoned church and encouraged the farmers to reunite in a community of worship. Because "one cannot be Christian all alone," Ellul has been active for many
years within the small Reformed Church, even though "the established Church
is not the equivalent of the body of Christ." Returning to teaching after World
War II, Ellul worked to build a parallel university alongside the official one.
Meeting in small study groups, teachers and students tried "to think critically
about things and not just toe the traditional line." The members of this parallel
university also lived differently. In addition to their regular university work,
groups would go to the country for two- or three-month sessions of study and
practical work. Ellul did this as long as he was "not too old to camp out with my
students." From 1958 until about 1976 he worked with juvenile delinquents,
both through personal engagement with troubled young people, and through
trying to educate officials and the public on the social causes of delinquency and
drug abuse. Finally, Ellul has been active in the ecology movement, and is espe17 Ellul, Propaganda, pp. I22, 174·
I8 Ellul, Presence of the Kingdom, p.
I9

126.

What follows is drawn from Ellul, Perspectives on Our Age, pp.
to detail a whole program. Who can tell another how to be free?

I 8-27.

He of course refuses
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dally devoted to the defense of his own Aquitaine against efforts to develop
nuclear power, to "rationalize" land use under central planning, and promote
tourism. Ellul says he has relished the ecological struggle because through it "I
attacked the three things I despise the most: technology, bureaucracy, and
capitalism."
These examples show well enough what might be meant by the politics of
the locale and the neighbor. It is a politics akin to those suggested by, say, Kirkpatrick Sale, Ivan Illich, E.F. Schumacher, and Wendell Berry, and by Mary
Parker Follett before them. It is politics of the kind described by Harry Boyte in
his Backyard Revolution. It is the politics of the early SDS and the Mississippi
Freedom Democracy Party, the Clamshell Alliance, the Teamsters for a Democratic Union, and the European Nuclear Disarmament movement. Do not dismiss such politics as petty, insignificant. Can anyone doubt that a hundred thousand persons, thinking and acting in such ways as those Ellul suggests, contribute more to the joy and health of French life than the entire party establishment,
left, right, and center? Can anyone doubt that the same is true in our own
country?
And finally, Ellul calls for a revitalized pluralism, for the formation of
groups independent of the state and capable of setting obstacles in its path. Only
such associations can curb the monolithic tendencies of the technological mentality and its institutions. These groups must be "truly democratic/' for only
groups so constituted can provide the conditions needed for the formation of a
new citizenry cultivating new social ground. I quote his summary of the
proposal at some length:
We are therefore in the presence of the following dilemma: either we
must continue to believe that the road to solving our problems is the
traditional road of politics, with all sorts of constitutional reforms and
"revolutions" . . . or we turn away from the illusory debate, and
admit ... that for man "to exist is to resist," and that ... it is important above all never to ... ask the state to help us. This means that we
must try to create positions in which we reject and struggle with the
state, not in order to modify some element of the regime or force it to
make some decision, but, much more fundamentally, in order to permit the emergence of social, political, intellectual, or artistic bodies,
associations, interest groups, or economic or Christian groups totally
independent of the state, yet capable of opposing it, able to reject its
pressures as well as its contt'ols, and even its gifts. These organizations
must be completely independent, not only materially but also intellectually and morally, i.e., able to deny that the nation is the supreme
value and that the state is the incarnation of the nation. The idea
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should be opposed that because a group is inside a nation . . . the
state, representing the nation, can therefore control it and dictate to it.
. . . What is needed is groups capable of extreme diversification of the
entire society's fundamental tendencies, capable of escaping our unitary structure and of presenting themselves not as negations of the
state ... but as something else, not under the state's tutelage but
equally important, as solid and valuable as the state. 20
This, then, is what Ellul means by the desacralization of politics and the
state. He is recommending not that we abandon the public realm, but that we
come to it by another route. Nor is he recommending that we turn our backs on
technology-which is impossible anyway-but that we reconstruct society so
that there are genuine alternatives to life lived under the determination of technique and in servitude to the state. He is urging us to repudiate the mentality of
the passive and the colonized, the mentality that says, "someone else is in charge
and I just live here, doing what I must, getting what I can." He is proposing
social action and social institutions that can nurture integral persons and encourage them on the path of public liberty.

I

n less than two short centuries we have brought ourselves to the edge of ruin.
In the brief span of our national story we have managed to poison ourselves
and much of the rest of the world as well. The poisons were idols of progress,
efficiency, comfort, and power, and the institutions and policies built in their
service. The result is a nation that does not know what it lives for, and that may
be preparing for death.
But as the end of an old way comes into sight, new beginnings also become
possible. Is a new way possible for us? Only we can answer:
I have never said that it is possible. I have only indicated what I consider to be the basic condition for social and political life and the only
way to escape the political illusion. If one does not want to follow it, so
be it. The future is clear enough under such conditions. More or less
quickly, the political illusion ... will dissolve into ashes, and what
will be left will be an organization of objects run by objects. 21
We can-either open or close on that ending.

20

Ellul, The Political Illusion, pp.
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Ibid., p.
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Jacques Ellul:
Beyond Geneva
and Jerusalem
NORMAN 0. BROWN

Go on, my dear Americans, whip your horses to the utmost-open up
all your valves and let her go-swing, whirl with the rest-you will soon
get under such momentum you can't stop if you would. Only make
provision betimes, old States and new States, for several thousand insane asylums. You are in a fair way to create a whole nation oflunatics.
-Walt Whitman
Thus we seem caught between two necessities, which nothing can alter: on the one hand it is impossible for us to make this world less sinjut,· on the other hand it is impossible for us to accept it as it is. ... This
tension ... of the Christian life ... must be lived ... in the most concrete way possible . ... This is the only real way of helping the world,
from the social, economic, and political point of view.
-Jacques Ellul

Part 1: Anti-EIIul

I

find The Politics of God and the Politics of Man repugnant: stained with
atrabilious Calvinist clericalism, and a great falling-off from The Presence
of the Kingdom. The Presence of the Kingdom (published in 1948) is written in
the bright light (though then already fading) of Resistance and Liberation; The
Politics of God and the Politics of Man (published in 1966) is written in the
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trenches of the stalemated ideological warfare of the fifties and sixties. The falling-off is a slip in style and stance: in Barthian terminology, from prophecy to
Church Dogmatics.
Ellul's reading in The Politics of God of 2Kings is not a historical analysis of
the dialectical relationship between prophecy and kingship in the declining
stages of the Davidian monarchy (as for example in Voegelin). He says:
We cannot view it as a stage in the theological elaboration of the concept of God by Israel. . . . Either Israel is the chosen people and receives a revelation from God, so that what it holds, transcribes, and
transmits is a Word of God and not its own ideal, or Israel is not the
chosen people and its ideas and myths and writings are of no more
interest than those of the Aztecs or the Japanese. We have to make a
decision here, a decision of faith. For my part I confess that Israel is
the chosen people.
Ellul's unsubtle dilemma rescues the Old Testament from historical interpretation and restores it to the status it had before Spinoza's Tractatus TheologicoPoliticus. In Ellul's hands 2Kings is a storehouse of timeless truths that turn out
to coincide with Ellul's preconceived homiletic prejudices. In his use of typology
(Elisha is a figure, a type, of Christ) the distinction between New Testament and
Old Testament trust virtually vanishes: "We are now confronted by the unity of
this Scripture which is recognized by faith to be the one Word of God, unique,
total, and complete." Israel is equated with something Ellul calls "the Church"
and Rabshaken's speech to the people of Judah (2Kings 18:28-35) discloses
"what will always be the world's attitude to the church and what arguments will
be used to the end of history in the world's case against it. The charge which tries
to divide the confessors of the faith or guides of the flock from the general
assembly of God's people, so that the latter be~ome as sheep without a shepherd
and as men carried about with every wind of doctrine, is remarkably successful
even to our own day."
Ellul's concern is the defense of the Church rather than, as in The Presence
of the Kingdom, the discovery of the real, the metapolitical revolution-the defense of the Church and the authority of its pastors. Some trace of former grace
remains: "The prophet plays a role which is radical and decisive and yet independent, ex-centric, and disinterested." But shades of the prison-house of orthodoxy preclude Ellul from developing what prophetic politics might mean today1
Montanism, the aspiration to new prophecy, or poetry, after Christ, is a heresy,
harshly condemned <as "confusing prophetism with verbal delirium." Only prophets can make godly initiatives, such as Elisha's, in human history, and the last of
such interventions is the death of Jesus Christ "at the intersection of history."
"Here is the authentic event that takes place once and for all and can never be re-
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produced. There is no other authentic event after this one, dated and known. It
is quite improper to think that the event can begin in each of our lives"; the most
we can attain to is to be influenced by commemoration of the Christ event. Even
imitatio Christi is out: "All is done in Jesus Christ, in him alone, and in no other;
we cannot pretend either to imitate him or reproduce him."
Since God incarnate has done all that He can do, there is nothing left for us
to do: "It is all finished. We have nothing to achieve, nothing to own, nothing to
provide. On this road it is not that half is done by God and half by man. The
whole road has been made by God, who came to find man in a situation from
which he could not extricate himself." God Himself came down to earth, and did
all that can be done. The lesson of the cross is the necessity of failure: "As the
world sees it, action which is faithful to God will always fail, just as Jesus Christ
necessarily went to the cross." Consequently the "Politics of God" can never
amount to more, politically, than the crucifixion; i.e., "as the world sees it," ineffective dissidence. Radicalism becomes "tension against the accepted line, nonconformity." Noli conjormari huic saeculo-Be not conformed to this world
(Romans 12:2). It is negation appearing in what Marcuse called the politically
impotent form of the "absolute refusal." From this coincidence of Ellul and
Marcuse we may infer once again that Heraclitus was right when he said the
unseen harmony is stronger than the seen.
In Ellul's grim Calvinism the theology of the cross provides a justification
for the holocausts of the Old Testament or of the twentieth century: "And that
night the angel of the Lord went forth, and slew a hundred and eighty-five thousand in the camp of the Assyrians" (2Kings 19:35), "etc. Ellul's Te Deum shows
us where nee-orthodox rigor and consistency will take us:
At issue here is more than the war, more than the survival of Judah,
more than the liberation of Jerusalem. At issue is God's honor. We observe that the miracle of God corresponds tot he direct insult addressed
by man to God. We ourselves need not seek means to avenge God's
honor. God alone avenges his honor. We should simply bow in fear
and trembling before this incomprehensible expression of the dignity
of his love.
Ellul means what he says: the holocaust is an incomprehensible expression
of His love. God so loved the world that he gave his only Son to be crucified:
"And we must always bear in mind that God is not indifferent to the victims, for
ultimately all the victims are the Victim, God's own Son." Ellul's ultimate vision
of history is of an altar on whicH God (as priest) is sacrificing Himself (as Son) to
Himself (as Father) in an eternal crucifixion: it is a return to, or surpassing of,
the apotheosis of the executioner in Joseph de Maistre.
It is not just innocent victims who are the Beautiful Victim-though one
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would like to see how Ellul's inflexible orthodoxy would dispose of 2Kings
2:23-4: "From there he went up to Bethel, and while he was on the road up, some
small boys carne out of the town and jeered at him. 'Go up baldhead!' they
shouted. 'Go up baldhead!' He turned around and looked at them; and he
cursed them in the name of Yahweh. And two she-bears carne out of the wood
and tore to pieces forty-two of the boys." "He" in this passage is Elisha, who is,
remember, "a type of Christ." When Jesus said, "suffer little children to come
unto me," he meant he was not like Elisha. It is not just innocent victims, or
neutral instruments of Big Power maneuvers (Assyrian soldiery "just obeying
orders") who are incomprehensible expressions of God's self-sacrificial "love";
the same applies to the guilty victims of God's just punishment: "When he
inflicts chastisement on man, God himself suffers it, for he does not withdraw
even from the worst of men." There follows an exegesis, which has to be read to
be believed, of Jehu's slaughter of the house of Ahab and his entrapment into
the gas-chamber of all the worshippers of Baal. "God took upon himself what he
inflicted on Ahab, just as he took upon himself and suffered the massacre of
Ahab's house according to his own judgment. When Jehu fulfilled the prophecy,
it was on God himself that his violence fell. It was God whom he massacred in
the priests of Baal." And not just the priests: "All the worshippers of Baal carne,
so that there was not a man left who did not come. And they entered the house of
Baal, and the house of Baal was filled from one end to the other" (2Kings 10:2 I).
Ellul goes on: "All the violence of Jehu is assumed by Jesus Christ ...."God
"takes upon himself the chastisement that he wills and ordains, the chastisement
of man, his suffering; and his death."
Theologia crusis ends up as holocaust theology. Too long the world has
been a madhouse. It is time, or it is too late, for those who acknowledge the authority of the Hebraic-prophetic tradition to consider, and not just willfully ignore, the scandalous, the liberating, message, the good news, of the prophet
Muhammad: the crucifixion, in the sense intended by Ellul's "Church," never
happened. The Docetic interpretation of the crucifixion in Surah 4: I 56 goes with
the Islamic repudiation of prophetic impotence and the reinstatement of the original full theocratic ideal. The Hegelian dialectic of the Unhappy Consciousness
in the Phenomenology, and all the modern footnotes to Hegel, are based on ignoring the world-historical significance of Islarn.1

1 On Docetism in heretical Christianity, Islam, and Blake see my forthcoming article on "The
Prophetic Tradition" in Studies in Romanticism.
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Part 2: Pro-EIIul

t is a lesson in the complexity of theologico-political dialectics to measure .
the difference between The Presence of the Kingdom and The Politics of
God. The Presence of the Kingdom is an attempt to project a vision of"Revolutionary Christianity" (the title of the key chapter) as the only valid Christianity
for our time, and as the only form of revolutionary politics worthy of the name.
Ellul starts where Marcuse leaves off: "We need a revolution, in a world in
which it has become impossible."
This profound immobility, this incapacity for revolution-which is
certainly the essential characteristic of our epoch-in opposition to the
exasperated desire for this most necessary revolution, creates a formless kind of society. In spite of all the political struggles, which have
never been so violent, in spite of apparent contradictions, there is a
progress toward uniformity, an alignment of all values, of all ideologies, based upon a few essential elements of civilization.
Ellul starts from a totally realistic recognition of the automatic-systemic determinisms that are rushing modern civilization to its doom; his sociology is elaborated in The Technological Society (published in 1954) but the vision is already
contained in the early book.
In this impasse the only moving thing is the spirit of prophecy. Only when
the full force of the prophetic tradition is brought to bear upon our present situation can we recognize it for what it is-apocalyptic; that is, the world of the Last
Days. To be filled with the spirit of prophecy is the very definition of a Christian
(compare Blake citing Numbers 11:29: "Would to God that all the Lord's people
were prophets"). Therefore, unlike Politics of God, in which prophecy came to
end with Christ, "every Christian who has received the Holy Spirit is now a
prophet of the Return of Christ, and by this very fact he has a revolutionary
mission in politics."
The prophetic content is not the edification of the church but reading the
signs of the times: the interpretation of history. Ellul is claiming that the
prophetic tradition can generate the most realistic appraisal of our present
"bleak" and "appalling" situation. A confrontation with Marxism is inevitable.
Ellul may be said to have anticipated in Presence of the Kingdom and The Technological Society the crisis of intellectual Marxism exposed ten years later in the
work of Marcuse; hence the coincidence between Ellul and Marcuse in their ultimate menacing judgment-the rleed for a revolution in a world in which it has
become impossible. One-Dimensional Man covers the same ground as The
Technological Society; the comparison compels one to take seriously Ellul's
claim that open confession of adherence to the prophetic tradition enlarges and
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deepens sociological awareness. Both Marcuse and Ellul emphasize the universal tendencies in the world system of modern civilization: the autonomous
dynamic of technical development, the growth of the power of the state, the pollution of the environment, the pollution of the culture, the language, the media,
the propaganda, etc. We all know the litany of commination. In Ellul's view
Marxism is paralyzed-and thus absorbed into the general stasis, immobilityby its commitment to determinism, the logic of history, and material development. Ellul can thus openly develop the turn to idealism that is, not so openly,
implicit in Marcuse. Ellul says:
There is a logical course of history: revolution consists in resisting this
logical course (or dialectic) in the name of a truth or liberty which are
endangered by "normal" development. . . . Ever since society came
into existence, the revolutionary spirit, which is a necessary part of
social life, has always been the affirmation of a spiritual truth against
the error of the moment: a truth which is called to incarnate itself in
society, not in any automatic, mechanical way, but by the desperate,
sacrificial effort of man.
From what transcendant principle does Marcuse derive his categorical imperative to resist the Forces of History (no less)? Marcuse turns to the Messianic
Benjamin: "It is only for the sake of those without hope that hope is given us."
Everything now depends on recovering freedom of the will. "Proudhon,
affirming the supremacy of the human will over human conditions, calling man
to struggle against his situation, is revolutionary, while Marx, who explains that
inevitably, by the play of dialectical materialism, Socialist society will emerge
from Capitalist society, is anti-revolutionary." If something like a "desperate
sacrificial effort" is called for, the Bible and the prophetic tradition have not
been superannuated by the classics of scientific socialism. Marxist notions of
human psychology are so constricted by materialist and determinist assumptions that they cannot liberate but must be liberated by an infusion of what Ellul
would call Christian liberty: that is to say, respect for soul and person. Otherwise
Marxist propaganda is indeed just materialist machinery.
Everything depends on recovering freedom of will. Everything depends on
a recovery or rediscovery of the lost soul of modern man: "In a civilization which
has lost the meaning of life" ... "confronted by an enormous machine, equipped
to prevent man from becoming aware"... living in a perpetual dream or world of
shadows ... "in no other civilization has man been so totally repressed." The first
and quintessential message is the old prophetic call, Sleepers awake! Or, choose
life as against death: "See I have set before thee this day life and good, and death
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and evil. ... I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day, that I have
set before thee life and death, the blessing and the curse: therefore choose life,
thou and thy seed" (Deuteronomy 30: 15).
The Bible enables Ellul as it enabled Blake to see it and say it: "Here we
come upon one of the characteristics of our day: the will-to-death, one of the
forms of universal suicide toward which Satan is gradually leading man. Satan
makes people gradually get used to this idea of suicide: suicide in enjoyment or
in despair, intellectual or moral suicide; and thus people are ready for the total
suicide which is slowly preparing, and will involve the whole world, body and
soul." But we are too enlightened to accept the reality of a death instinct, even
when offered to us by the master of enlightenment, Freud. Ellul calls it Satan. A
master text for him as for Blake is Ephesians 6: I 2: "For our wrestling is not
against flesh and blood, but against the Sovereignties and Powers, the rulers of
the darkness in this world, the spiritual army of evil in the heavens." It is not immediately clear that the image of Satan is less useful as a way of envisaging the
forces that are running this world than, say, Freud's Eros and Thanatos-mythological beings, he calls them, "superb in their indefiniteness." Any serious student must recognize the retreat of the human imagination before the forces of
darkness in modern times; the less than total success granted to both Milton and
Blake in their tremendous efforts to renew the Hebraic-prophetic tradition in its
capacity to envisage Sovereignties, Powers, the rulers of the darkness of this
world. But it cannot be said the recourse to Greek mythology has been more successful.
"To choose life"-it is a question of changing the deep structure of modern
civilization. This change will not come about by automatic-mechanical development; not from technical solutions as if it were a technical problem, but from
some mass movement, some Great Awakening. It is a question of breaking with
the bourgeois style of life that has succeeded in enveloping Marxism, artistic
avant-garde, and all other would-be revolutions. There is an ultimate question of
reference to authority, or allegiance to a Lord, that cannot be evaded. Is it or is it
not true that no man can serve two masters? Matthew 6:24 is one of these prophetic texts that have passed into selective use in the debased currency of semisecular radical rhetoric-you cannot serve God and Mammon. But the point is
that you have to serve. A master. "Henceforth be mastered," D.H. Lawrence
ends a chapter on Caliban and "Henceforth be masterless" in America. Even
pagan polytheists know that without gods there is no culture; the prophetic tradition insists that there is no god but God; there is a choice to be made, and only
one solution: theocracy. "Thy kingdom come." To "bring the whole sphere of
technics under His judgment and His control."
To choose life: to be alive; to be rather than to act or do. The injunction is
to "make every moment apocalyptic"; "bringing the future into the present as an
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explosive force"; "bringing into the actual world of today elements which belong
to the eschaton"; "actualizing the eschaton." The apocalyptic vision contradicts
teleology in both the technological form of the subordination of means to ends
and in the progressivist form of the subordination of the present to future.
In Presence of the Kingdom (a final contrast with Politics of God) Ellul
deduces from the unprecedented character of our present crisis the need for what
from the theological point of view would amount to a new Pentecostal outpouring of the Holy Spirit, a new prophetic era, with a new language, and a new style
of life. Christian intelligence is transformed into poetry: "But the characteristic
work of the Christian intellectual is to discover a new language, a language which
helps men to understand one another, in spite of publicity, a language which permits men to abandon their despairing solitude, and avoids both rational sterility
and subjective emotionalism." Ellul even invokes the spirit of Mallarme: "The
search for the new language which will give a purer meaning to the words of the
tribe." The last word is given, as it were, not to John Calvin, or Karl Barth, but
William Blake. Or Ernesto Cardenal, and The Gospel in Soletiname.
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READERS
WRITE

On the
Nuclear Disarmament
Movement
To the editors:
Reading democracy is, for an old-time radical democrat like myself, like coming
home. In the late forties, when I was ... at Hobart College, an activist in race
relations (breaking restaurants in New York), and a supporter of "left-liberal"
associations, political organizations, journals, and magazines, I felt that I had a
home, in the sense that my vision and my radical democratic convictions found
resonance in a substantial group of observers and activists in the political arena.
In fact, I thought I was part of a collectivizing "left consciousness" such as
Burnham speaks of in the July 1982 issue of democracy. Though recognizing
that the most progressive ideas were still embryonic, I thought that they would
be given a hearing, and eventually lead to a "politics of human dignity" rather
than a "proletarian politics," as Burnham calls it.
The next two decades consisted of a continuing rebuttal of that expectation.
As the nuclear threat mushroomed, literally and figuratively, and worldwide hunger and pollution steadily grew, as political liberalism dug its own grave by
clinging to the same old laundry list of programs and avoiding addressing the gut
problems of the society, as the media became deformed, the parties decomposed, alienation and apathy multiplied, crime spread throughout society, and
hedonism flourished, the mirage of a growing "collectivizing left consciousness"
became ever clearer. I had lost my political home.
Now democracy among others is giving me that home again. But especially
democracy and, in particular, the July issue with Burnham's article and the many
perceptive responses to it ....
Burnham has articulated a challenge which no one concerned with the future should ignore. That challenge, to find the ways to create and support areconstituted left, a politics of human dignity, got a beginning series of answers in
the comments that followed ... :What should be the premises, the priorities, the
constituent elements of a program of a reconstituted left? How should it relate
to the various American publics, including the unions and the huge party of the
nonvoters?
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Since it seems clear to most of those writing in that issue, and to myself, that
this will be a very long-term process, it if works at all, then I propose that this time
be used in a special way. I propose that each of the participants in the dialogue
reviews all the ideas that one tends to reject automatically ... to search them out
thoroughly, and see if they do not provide some kind of vital ingredient, perhaps
in a modified form. The reconstituted left will only have a chance if we all
relearn how to be truly open to other's ideas, even those we find ridiculous at
first. That kind of openness was not wholly evident in the July issue.
Because the prospects for a reconstituted left are limited, and the obstacles
to overcome are so huge, all of us who accept Burnham's challenge must find
ways of letting go of a very common but destructive thought-pattern, which might
be called the "optimism/defeatism syndrome." So many whom I know feel they
"must" be optimistic that everything will turn out okay in the end. Without that
optimism, they feel, they will fall prey to defeatism. They turn cartwheels so as
to be able to feel that the odds are positive, that in all probability human dignity
will win out. My view is to see that prospects with small possibilities are sufficiently valuable in themselves as to warrant their support. And, as we know,
many of the most effective movements in our history looked impossible in their
early stages. So let us help one another to not get sucked into the whirlpool of the
"optimism/defeatism syndrome." The July issue showed disturbing signs of it
among some.
Jonathan Schell has articulated one way of helping do this, when he says
that it is conceivable that some generations from now, if those generations do indeed have a chance to come into being, people at that time may look back, and
see a number of us as the "founders" of a world of survival and dignity. "Founders" cannot be sure of success; let us all think of ourselves as potential founders
of this new world. For me, everyone who accepts Burnham's challenge can think
of himself or herself as a founder. I do myself.
I propose that we avoid accepting minor gains as the best that is possible,
while giving up on essential components of a world of human dignity. Let us not
accept modest reforms of the Democratic party, for instance, as so much better
than Reaganism that we can overlook total inattention to basic dilemmas in
American society. I, for one, do not think that any program of a reconstituted
left can ignore the need to develop the clearest possible sense of what constitutes
"justified inequalities" in the power, income, and wealth of differing members
of the society. Can it be all right for one person to have I,ooo times the wealth
and income (and hence power to a large degree) of another person? Are there appropriate upper limits to income and wealth, just as I think we are most all agreed
there should be lower limits? What are those limits, and if it is better to express
the limits through a series of processes, what are those processes? And how do
we win the sympathy of working people for such ideas, when so many (I know
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through interviewing them) believe in an American dream of virtually unlimited
opportunity?
... I propose that we constrain our caricatures of events when those caricatures themselves blind us to positive aspects of reality. Here, I refer to Wolin's
caricature of the peace movement. Surely he's right about many of the actors in
the movement, but just as surely he's utterly wrong about a great many others.
We are not all, by any means, turning ourselves into single-issue, PAC-oriented,
grassroots-disavowing, political idiots.
Even those exposed to Ground Zero activities often became grassroots activists. Mobilization for Survival, one of the key organizations, is full of people
highly dissatisfied with the whole structure of American society, and seeking deep
changes .... They will, many of them, be parts of angry demonstrations about
the nuclear threat, Lebanon, sexism, and American corporate power.
Wolin should know what it was like for those involved in the civil disobedience of June 14th [at the United Nations]. This was, by its very nature, a strong
expression of an unwillingness to be bound by the power structure of society to
the point of being willing to be arrested for interrupting the official business of
the missions of the five avowed and the two likely, though unavowed, nuclear
powers.
The 16oo of us who participated were all arrested, and were ready to face
whatever sentences the law imposed. Most of us had never participated in CD
before. In fact, my group of twelve (three supporters and nine CD'ers) all faced
the uncertainties of CD for the first time. We met as strangers, for training, two
weeks beforehand. We trained for seven hours. We met again two more times
before the action, so as to share our fears and problems and work out our common strategy as a group. We decided everything, at those meetings and all during the action, by full consensus, often agonizingly worked out.
Our little group, nine people among the 16oo arrested, prevented some fifty
persons from going to work at the U.S. embassy. Thefrustrated employees
called us traitors and other equally unpleasant things. Many struggled physically
to break through our lines. One butted himself up against us full force, football
style, three times in a row before giving up. (Dressed in a beautiful suit, too.) We
never responded in kind. We asked them to remember Hiroshima, and if they
would join us for the day. None, of course, did.
Later we moved to another location, directly in front of the mission ... and
found that the police were using a line of buses to keep breaking up groups trying
to block employees from going into the front entrance. We got other "affinity''
groups to join us and sat down, three deep, all across the street, in front of the
oncoming buses. The police were furious. They threatened and cajoled us. After
a little hesitation (we were all new to this), we sang songs together. Finally,
several policemen grabbed each of us in turn and bodily threw us to the side of
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the street. I went five feet through the air, which is at least a little startling for
someone sixty years old.
Having begun at five A.M., we were finally released from police processing
at four P.M. It was clear that everyone felt good. We discussed other things we
might have done that day, inventing the most enticing things we could think of.
But we all agreed that there was nothing in the whole wide world that we would
rather have done. We felt joyous, as if we had become more of our true selves,
more integrated, more whole, freer. We have met four times since then, partly
for action, partly just to share more fully our outlooks and goals. We are very
deeply committed not only to disarmament, but to a whole range of issues.
Reconstituting the left will take both theory and action. I don't think it is
too far from the mark to consider our actions as part of the reconstitution. It will
take millions of individual small acts for a reconstituted left to bring any program
to fruition. I, for one, think of our acts as being small in scope yet symbolically
giant steps for human dignity. In any case, they don't fit in Wolin's highly misleading caricature of the whole peace movement.
Among other things, we want a government of consent. We have not consented and we don't believe the American public as a whole would consent (if
asked) to the government's intent ... to commit the most monstrous genocide in
history. Even more emphatically, we don't consent to that pledge at a time when
the government is increasing the scope of the potential disaster without taking
reasonable negotiating positions with the USSR. For us this is not democracy.
We are for radical changes.
I believe that the dialogues that democracy is holding are of the utmost importance to our future and wish you all kinds of success.
Robert W.C. Brown
New York City, New York

To the editors:
As a contributor to democracy, I read your editorial in the July issue with great
interest; but as a participant in local Ground Zero activities, I read it with dismay.
I agree that the peace movement is vulnerable to manipulation and cooptation
(like every other mass movement of the past fifteen years), but it is much more
than computerized mailings and national fund-raising drives.
My participation has been strictly local, in a small peace group that has been
meeting since January. Its program is very simple, and it's a genuine grassroots
organization. In recent months I've visited similar groups, mostly church-related,
in other towns. We do get literature from national groups, such as the Fellowship of Reconciliation and Sojourners, but I think that's preferable to relying on
television news. Many of us have signed nuclear-freeze petitions, but of course
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we don't believe that's enough. Just getting people to think and talk about the
nuclear arms race will keep us occupied for a long time to come.
As you're aware, political consciousness in the U.S. is grossly underdeveloped. Often people attend to an issue only if they believe that it affects them personally and immediately. They may also confront social problems in a religious
context. Of course such activity is implicitly political; nothing Roger Molander
says can change that. Reagan's attempt to coopt the peace movement is testimony to its political importance. I don't think people are fooled, and I don't
think they'll stop talking and demonstrating and pressuring politicians. But getting to the point of open resistance may take a very long time and much effort.
As I said in my article on Brazilian democratization, these groups may not
prevail, but at least they exist. If they are ineffectual, perhaps it's because the
structures of democracy are very frail in a centralized state dominated by corporate groups. (Thus the tendency to form opposing corporate groups.) In addition, people feel terribly impotent; overcoming this is difficult for all of us. Irespect the grassroots peace groups because they are conscientiously struggling to
act in a meaningful way. We can only hope that they'll eventually do exactly what
you call for: "declare a common refusal to contribute body, mind, and labor" to
the imperial system.
These groups may not have any lasting effect, but I wouldn't dismiss them
out of hand. At least, like Sisyphus, we can push the rock almost to the top of
the hill before it rolls down again.
Linda A. Rabben
Grinnell, Iowa
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THE FUTURE OF

The next issue of democracy will focus on the city, with
contributions from Glenn Yago on the crisis in urban
transportation, Jan Dekema on conservatives and the
police, Andrew J. Polsky on the urban origins of the welfare state, Jeffrey Kraus on community control movements, and others.
Also in the winter 1983 issue: Ulrich Preuss's reflections on
democracy's responsibilities toward the future; Joyce
Appleby's review of Martin J. Weiner's English Culture
and the Decline of the Industrial Spirit, 1850-1980.
Future issues will feature Mark Kelman on the law and
economics movement, Morton J. Horwitz on developments in administrative law, Ann Lane on Hannah
Arendt, Casey Blake on Lewis Mumford, and Joyce
Appleby on Thomas Jefferson.
The editors of democracy welcome proposals for articles.
Upcoming themes include law, technology, and agriculture.
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